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As a place to ready, stud y, or meet 
with fri ends, the Sher rod Library served 
many purposes for students coming to 
school. 
An avid supporter of the Buccaneers, 
John Shortridge came dressed for the 
occasion to a tailgate party held before 
the home game against Wofford. 
Corne as you are. /1.n open invitation to investi8ate. 
explore. and to seek new be8innin8S was ex.tended to 
prospective students. Administrators. professors. stu-
dents. and recruiters offered the opportunity. and over 
11.000 students accepted. 
from Naska to India they came. With them they brou8ht 
customs. styles of d ress. reli8ious beliefs. and unique 
talents. f rom the unpretentious presence of the Indian 
students in their native dress. to the powerhouse tennis 
st.ar from &iuth Africa in his favorite worn tennis shoes. to 
the beauty queen from down the road in her most comfort-
able sweat pants. students were invited to a rneltin8 pot of 
free-spirited attitudes. old-fashioned traditions. and 
During lhe summer, ETSU was the site of 
the Nationa l Junior Wheelchair Olympics. 
Hosted by the Department of lntramu rals, 
partic ipanls came from across the country to 
compete. 
Duri ng a lull in the summer's acti vities, th is 




Smdenls with many talents arril'ed this fall 
10 take part in lhe many campus organiza-
tions. 
During the "Buccaneer Football Kickoff 
'88" at Allandale Mansion in Kingsport, the 
Bue balloon auracled much attention. 
Cheerleaders and mascots converged this 
summer to attend the Universa l Cheerleaders 
Association Collegiale cheerleading camp. 
The camp welcomed students from Texas to 
Wisconsin to the East Coast. 
Opening 3 
Sha rin g her talent with her friends, this stu-
dent finds playing the piano a great crowd 
pleaser. 
The Homeco ming Proclamation Ceremony 
drew many students to the Ampitheatre to hear 
President Rona ld Beller and Governor Ned 





hard-core academics. Differenl personalities on campus 
conlribuled lo lhe blendin8 of cosmolo8ies lhal oc-
curred. 
Professors. loo. came from somewhal dissimilar back-
8rounds. Qetired business executives arrived lo leach 
business sludent.s of lhe .. real world... O uldoorsmen 
altired in blue jeans and flannel shirt.s lravelled from lhe 
Appalachian Mounlains in order lo leach. 
Communily members al lar8e also found lheir way lo lhe 
campus. i\lhletic camps were held durin8 summer monlhs 
while businessmen held self-help seminars year round. 
Cuesl leclurers frequenled lhe campus such as former 
president.s. political candidales. and screen aclors and 
aclresses. 
The summer days passed more quickly when 
engaging in a favorite passtime of tossing a 
frisbee. 
The Bue balloon, owned by two alumni of 
the uni\·ersity Ken and Brenda Clark, graces 




With the Appalachian Mountains as a backdrop. the 
universily welcomed all who arrived lo a campus of nalural 
beauly. These mountains allracled many with lheir sportin8 
opportunities or their scenic value and were inle8raled 
inlo the lives o f many sludenls quickly. Whelher sludenls 
were skiin8, hikin8, campin8, or merely walkin8 across the 
hill-ladden campus. they were constantly reminded of this 
ever-imporlanl part of Easl Tennessee. 
&:>rorilies. fralemalies. and over a hundred academic. 
honor. and special inleresl 8roups populaled the campus 
lo help sludenls find their own niche in which lo become a 
part o f the universily. 
Each accepled lhe influence of the other. crealin8 an 
open-minded . come-as-you-are almosphere. 1 1 1 Sarah Ja-
merson and Julie Arrowood 
Studying was apart of ererystudenl's lifeas demonstnt-
ed by 1hisst11dent in SamWilson Hall . 
Personal style a nd uniqueness contributed 
to the come-as-you-are atmosphere. 
Pa rking woes which afflic ted most students 
made it difficult to arri\·e in class on t ime. 
A record enrollment of 11,156 students 
made lines longer almost everywhere as shown 
here in the Drop and Add Office. 
The East Tennessee Suzuki Program drew 
participants from ages three a nd up to its 





In a year filled wilh polilical 
debaleo. reli3ious queolions. 
and lemperamenlal wealher. 
sludenls found lhemselveo in-
volved in more lhan jusl casual 
conversalions. Each sludenl 
brou3hl diffe renl back-
3rounds. beliefs. and ideals lo 
campus which added variely lo 
lhe polilical rallieo and 3ueol 
leclureo which appeared on 
campus. The conlroversial year 
provided many wilh an inler-
eolin3 and excilin3 sludenl 
life. I I I Sarah Jamerson 
Wolllq for th Proclamado■ Cer-
my te N&fa, dtNe two 1hlde■t1 a■tiei­
,.1e 1H ■cthlty•Olled Homecoml"I 
Weutocome. 
As an alumnus, Timothy Busfield, star of 
ABC's thirtysomcthing, returned for the 1988 
Homecoming celebration. 
The band " Freedom of Expression" enter-
tains a crowd at the Ampilhealre. 
Friends gat her between classes to catch up 
on the day's eve nts. 
The school's post office was a com·en ience 
fo r most students, espec ially those li,·ing on 
campus. 
Many students showed their school pride by 
sport ing the ETS U logo. 
Student Life Division 9 
Bei ng divided into small 
groups, the students got a cha nce 
to get to know other entering stu-
dents. (See fac ing page.) 
IO Student Life: Preview 
Even the Preview leaders got 
involved in the craziness that was 
spread by everyone. (See fac ing 
page.) 
irst impressions 
Preview was a great way to introduce the cam-
pus to the entering freshmen and the transfer 
students. This year, for the first time, students 
were placed in small groups with other students 
from their dorms. This gave the students a chance 
to begin their lasting friendships with their neigh• 
bors. 
Preview began on Thursday morning, August 
25, with the students moving into their dorms. 
Once they were settled, the excitement began and 
continued through Sunday night. Being led by 
students also added to the Preview excitement. 
Preview began by the students attending several 
meetings pertaining to college life. Some of these 
were held in small conference rooms for the small 
groups. Others were held in the Culp Center or 
the amphitheater. 
Four-corner volleyball was played above the 
amphitheater, along with "Win, Lose, or Draw." 
The small groups competed for prizes. The 
attendance was good for most activit ies. Because 
of the first impressions of ETSU, most students 
felt more comfortable on their first day of class 
after attending Preview. I I I Pa ula McDaniel 
Students enjoy the dance which was one of man y events of 
Preview. 
Student Life: Preview II 
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Breaking In 
Breakin' In Week began on August 
continued through September I. 
To start the events off, a workshop was held on 
Monday called " How to Recruit New Members 
for Your Organization." Tuesday brought a twist-
er competition. Greeks also did their painting of 
signs and an orientation for minority students was 
held. To end the day a street dance was held in the 
Cave. Steven Boley said, " It was great fun, and I 
met many new people." 
Then, Wednesday ca me and an activities fair 
was held. Many came to meet with representa-
tives from clubs on campus. That afternoon a 
picnic was served by Morrison's Custom Manage-
ment, and following was the game show "The 
N ucleus of Nerdity" which stared Horney K. 
Fletcher, the "ultimate nerd. " 
Thursday was filled with student-group volley-
ball and water-balloon-toss competition . To end 
the week of activities was the concert "The Fam-
ous Vacationers" who came from Chicago, Illi-
nois. 
The week came to a close, but most who took 
part returned the next week with many new 
friends. The week was very busy and well worth 
the time spent in the activities, according to Mrs. 
Debbie Craig, Director of Student Activities Cen-
ter. "We were really pleased with our outcome," 
Mrs. Craig said. "This was the first year that 
Breakin' In Week was held. We hope that in years 
to come it will continue to grow." 
Breakin' In Week '88 was remembered by both 
the new and old students because it marked the 
beginning of a new year with new fri ends who 
were made in this memberable week. I I I Kim 
Crittenden 
A flexible back was a prerequisite for this Break in' In Week 
compet ition. 
Student Life: Breakin' In Week 
The twi ster competition was Giving up, these partic ipants 
just as difficult as its name im- rest their stretched muscles. 
plies. 
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Waiting for the next acthity to 
begin, these two students look fo r-
wa rd to attending ETSU. 
14 Student Life: Orientation 
Parents often accompanied en-
tering freshmen to orientation to 
offer support and to learn about 
the univers ity themselves. 
Anticipation 
This year's incoming freshman class was one of 
the largest groups ever recorded. Orientation was 
required for all incoming freshmen. It was held 
several times during the summer. The first day 
was held in June and the last was held in August. 
The first activity of the day was for all the 
freshmen to meet in the theater of the Culp Cen-
ter. There, they were shown slides and were told 
about college life. The freshmen were then intro-
duced to several administrative officers, who in 
turn introduced life at ETSU through lectures 
and personal experiences. After the assembly, the 
new students met with academic advisers who 
helped in the planning of classes. Each teacher 
and staff member helped the freshmen feel wel-
come. Even though this freshman class was the 
largest in years, individual guidance was given to 
make the jittery freshmen more comfortable. 
At the end of orientation most freshmen antici-
pated attending East Tennessee State University 
and the excitement of beginning college life . I I I 
Janet Crawford 
Orientation behind her, freshman Amy Dickerson (center) 
takes the advice offered to become involved in campus activities. 
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'Reason for hope' 
Former NBC news correspondent Edwin Newman spoke 
to the graduating class of I 988 during the spring com• 
mencement exerc ises. 
Newman, the author of two books dealing with the use of 
the English language, avoided the typically unspectacular 
themes of most commencement addresses. 
"I feel I must offer you graduates an apology," he began. 
"You probably expected me to lay a burden upon you 
[but] the state of our language commands our attention. 
"Business leaders are looking fo r people who can speak 
and wr ite effectively," he said, "and they are far from 
optomistic about gett ing it." 
He cited information supporting his claim of America's 
ineffecti ve use of its language, such as the United States 
having the higest illiteracy rate of a ll industrial nations. 
"It has become typical of American Engl ish that enough 
is almost never enough. When words are plain, specific, and 
do the job, why not let them?" 
"Libra ries are now learn ing resource centers. Bank tell-
ers are now customer service representatives. We speak of 
self-admitted drug users, as if someone else could admit it 
for you." 
"Does it make the citizens of Albuquerque, New Mexico 
feel safer not to have a fire department, but instead a fire 
retardation and suppression department? 
"We hear of the soap that lathers up really good, and 
some people think the word 'ain't' sells more hambu rgers 
than 'are no.' 
"There is reason for hope. We may be on the way back 
because it is increasingly understood that a nation en-
washed in jargon and opaque language on one hand and 
enwashed in ill iteracy and semi-illiteracy on the other is not 
healthy. It is damaging itself." I I I Dennis Brooks and 
Susan Saylor 
"Where do we go from here? 
was the question on many gradt 
ate's mind. (See facing page.) 
Students displayed messages I( 
parents in \'arious places. Hats be-
ca me instant billboa rds. 
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In the lobby of Panhellenic, 
rus hees discuss the so rorities 
hopefu lly. 
Kappa Delta is "On Broadway" 
fo r their Thursday night rush par-
ty. (See facing page.) 
Rushing Greek 
Fraternity and sorority rush was an exciting 
and successful experience for both Greeks and the 
young men and women who chose to go through 
the fall membership drive. 
This year's sorority rush was one of the largest 
and most successful in recent years. A total of one 
hundred and thirty nine girls were pledged to the 
five sororities on campus. It was a week of parties, 
singing, getting to know each other, making 
friends, and having fun. 
When asked why someone would want to be in 
sorority, Stacy Cummings said, "Being in a soror-
ity has a very positive influence on young women. 
A sorority provides leadership experience and a 
strong support group through which they can 
each learn and grow. ,, 
"A sorority alleviates the stress that an incom-
ing freshman might have. The opportunities are 
endless, and the life-long friendships are irre-
placeable." said Beverly Pendergast, an Alpha 
Delta Pi. 
This fall's fraternity rush was the week follow-
ing sorority rush. It was a less formal process and 
a very different procedure from sorority rush. 
Each of the eight fraternities on campus hosted a 
rush party each night during the week to get to 
know prespective members. 
"Fraternities strive to maintain their goals of 
brotherhood, scholarship, athletics, and long last-
ing friendship," said Scott Thomas, IFC Presi-
dent. 
Larry Brooks, president of Lambda Chi Alpha, 
stated that "membership in a Greek organization 
provides a unique living-learning experience rare-
ly found in any other type of organization. It's not 
all just parties. Every Greek organization on cam-
pus is affiliated with some sort of national phi-
lanthrophy, and many are involved in the sur-
rounding community." I I I Paige P. Williams 
Student Life: Rush 19 
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Parking was a thorn in the side of most students 
and faculty a like this year. Finding a spot to ditch 
the auto was sometimes too difficult for students 
in a rush. 
Convenience was not a quality that came to 
mind, according to some students. 
"At the start of the year I had problems park-
ing beca use everybody came at that same time," 
said commuter Scotty Carrier. "Now, 1 don' t 
have any problem because I leave early, but I do 
think we need more parking spaces." 
"It's a pain once in a whi le," sa id freshman 
Chris Branham. " When I come back from home 
to my dorm, some people a lready have the spots. 
We pay to stay there, so we should have spaces 
close." 
Three parking stickers were sold for every 
space on ca mpus. Due to students attending at 
different times of day, this ratio was a lleviated 
somewhat. 
Students could park at off-campus loca tions 
and ride the Johnson City Transit to ETSU. Ap-
proximately eighty cars took up the offer on peak 
days. In addition, carpooling continued. Togeth-
er, the Transit and carpooling usership increased 
fifty percent in September. 
Administration discussed creating a new pa rk-
ing lot between Greenwood Drive and State of 
Frankl in Road which could hold 1,000 vehicles on 
a park and ride basis. 
"This is an inherit problem on many or most 
campuses," said Vice President for Student Af-
fairs Dorman Stout. 
"Every student feels tha t they should have their 
own set of wheels. Habits are hard to change. 
"We've never told students not to drive their 
cars, and in my opinion, it would be highly im-
practical."! I I Dennis D. Brooks 
Wilh Roge rs-Stout Hall in the background, cars occupy all the 
parking spaces on the east side of the campus. 
The Johnson City Transit moves through the midd le of the ETSU 
campus. The Transit system provided the Bue Shot sen ice for the thi rd 
year. 
Automobiles fi lled parking lots all yea r during peak hours, such as on 
the cam pus' east side. 
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September I 5 was a night, for many cancer 
patients, that will be remembered for a long time. 
Actress /s inger Ann Jillian , " Jennifer Slept 
Here" and "It's a Living" star, was the guest 
lecturer at ETSU in conjunction with the opening 
of the $3 million Cancer Treatment Center at 
Johnson City Medical Center Hospital. Ms. Jil-
lian was asked to speak after dealing with breast 
cancer in 1985. She found the cancer through 
self-breast examination, SBE, and emphasized 
the importance of every female learning and prac-
ticing this procedure. 
Since finding the cancer, Ms. Jillian sta ted that 
it effected her life by changing her outlook on life, 
her rela tionship with her husband, and giving a 
new prospective in her career. Her new outlook 
on life, as she explained it, was like taking pic-
tures and shooting close-up shots instead of trying 
to get the whole scape. Her relationship with her 
husband was strengthened by this event. She felt 
that there was nothing that the two of them could 
not go through. 
Ms. Jillian's career was not put on hold during 
this time; instead she used it, and chemotherapy, 
for a quick recovery. During this time, Ms. Jillian 
was filming an Alice in Wonderland movie and 
did not want the director to replace her. Another 
movie that she starred in after this event was 
"The Life of Ann Jillian." She stated that she did 
this movie to educate the public on breast cancer 
and also to signify the slowing down of her nation-
wide tour of lectures on breast cancer and her life. 
" I'm here to try and instill some hope and 
celebrate with a ll of you this wonderful victory 
that you have made with the cancer center. " 1 1 1 
Randy Archer 
Cutting the ribbon to signify the opening of the JCMCH 
Cancer T reatment Center are Paula Jones, Miss Johnson City, 
Governo r Ned McWherte r, and JCMCH adm inistrato r. 
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• ::z:: In conjuclion with the Cancer Trealmenl 
~ Center at JCMCH, Ms. An n Jillian spoke at 
~ th_e ETSU Ballroom concerning her ballle 
::i with breast cancer. 
After finding out she had breast cancer, Ms. 
Ann Jillian began a nationwide tour of lec-
tures lo educate other people about this dis-




Better late than never 
Why did people come back to school after 
twenty, thirty, or even forty years? Many adult 
students said that they wanted to do something 
better with themselves. 
The job market drastically changed in the past 
ten years, a lso. Most adults who attended school 
ten years ago were not even introduced to com-
puters. Today, however, computers are utilized in 
most fields of occupation. 
Some families only needed one parent working 
then. Now, it is almost a lways necessary for both 
parents to have a job. Many people have found 
that it is not easy to get a job without a degree in a 
particular field. 
The Center for Adult Programs and Services 
was designed to make the decision to begin or to 
return to school an easier one. And once the 
decision had been made, the center's staff made 
the transition smoother. 
Adult students found counselors, advisers, and 
people to help with scheduling, paying fees, and 
automobile registering in one location. 
With the motto, "It is better late than never," 
many students felt that they were improving 
themselves by getting a higher education. I I I 
Paula McDaniel 
This student practices good study habits through note tak ing 
and liste nin g attcnth·ely. The Center for Adult Programs and 
Services held se minars on time management and career planning 
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T he bookstore was a useful re-
source for all students. It was a lso 
a fun place to spend some spare 
time. 
The Adu lt Center was an area 
for adu lts to study betwee n classes 
and to meet other adult students. 
Franc in e Nue ret urn ed to 
school to acquire he r doub le ma-
jor in journalism and political sci-
ence. 
Most adult students adapted 
quickly to their classes and the 
college life. 
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Student Life: Adult Students 25 
During the Charity Carnhal, 
Lisa Uedy helps Mrs. Judith 
Beller to show her school spirit by 
addi.ng a little playful coloration. 
26 Student Life: Homecoming 
Students begin to leave the amphitheatre 
following the proclamation ceremony. The 
ceremony marked the official beginning of 
Homecoming Week. (See facing page.) 
After the queen and her court 
had cleared the stage, the jazz 
singers begin their performance. 
The group was made up of eight 
couples and even inclulded· ~ few 
freshmen. 
Playful antics from the Shriners helps to 
lh·en the crowd during the Homecoming pa• 
rade. (See facing page.) 
No matter what school or state a student was from, each 
one soon learned Buccaneer Homecoming was more than 
one football game. It was a combinat ion of events designed 
to motivate students and inspire school spirit. 
Opening with the Monday morn ing Proclamat ion Cere-
mony, school spi rit, as well as group compctivencss, began 
to soar. Organ izations of a ll sorts hoped to gain an ea rly 
lead over their riva!s. 
Ski t N igh t, which took place on Tuesday, saw a total of 
sixteen organizations represented. Students packed the au-
ditorium to watch both the skits and the lively comedy of 
Edward Jackman. Jackman brought not only a bag full of 
jokes, but a pocket full of tricks. He j uggled everything 
from boxes, to pins, to swords, to bowling balls. Fast-paced 
comedy and juggling kept the crowd motivated and the 
night moving. 
Skits involved dat ing as well as singing and dancing. They 
had a sixties feel, and the theme, "Get Back to the Blue and 
Gold," was abound. 
Afte r three hours of performances, the winne rs were 
announced. In the individual organ izations divison, Alpha 
Sigma Iota took first place with their recreat ion of the 
"Freedom Rock" album commercia l. Their "performers" 
included Jimmy Hendrix, Jim Morris, The Supremes, and 
John Lennon. Phi Mu Alpha and Delta Omicron followed 
in second, and Black Affairs took th ird. 
In the residence ha ll division, the singing and dancing of 
Powell and McCord Halls took fi rst place. They were fol-
lowed by Carter Hall in second and Stone Hall and Davis 
Apartments in third. 
Fina lly, the Greek division saw in te nse competi tion, but 
in the end the winners were Sigma (continued on page28) 
Coach Don Riley's Buccaneers charge onto the fi eld to face the 
Thun dering Herd of Ma rsha ll Univers ity. The Bucs saw a di sa p-
poin ting end, as they lost 50-14. 
Student Life: Homecoming 27 




Get back (cond't) 
Kappa and Lambda Chi Alpha. Their rendition of a "Fam-
ily Ties" episode earned them top honors. Second in the 
Greek divison was Kappa Delta and Phi Kappa Alpha, 
followed by Phi Mu and Sigma Chi in third. 
Most skits were filled with dancing and singing, but one 
group took a very solemn approach. SNEHA presented a 
tribute to the Vietnam Veterans of the 60's era, and they 
ask students to take time to remember and say "thanks" to 
those people who served. 
Skit night was not the only event of the week. Wednesday 
brought the Charity Carnival, with games and items fo r 
students to purchase, and the crowning of the new queen 
and court. The new queen, Molly Crisp, was to preside over 
the events left in the week. Her court of first, second, and 
third runners-up were Susan Lyon, Gina Humphries, and 
Kim McAllester, respectively. Following the coronation, 
the jazz singers performed for the crowd on hand. 
As the end of the week drew nearer, preparation for the 
game with Marshall University intensified. A pep ralley 
with fireworks and Army paprachuters highlighted Thurs-
day's itenerary. A parade was also held on Friday. 
Other events of the week included banner designing, the 
"Olympic Games," and a lecture by former President Jim-
my Carter. 
The highpoint of the week was the game against the 
Thundering Herd of Marshall. During halftime, the queen 
and her court were present, and the Outstanding Alumnists 
Award in the Arts was presented to Timothy Busfield. The 
actor most recently found fame in his role of Elliot on 
ABC's thirtysomething. Busfield returned to school the past 
three summers as an instructor in a theatre workshop for 
both college and high school students. 
Also announced during halftime were the winners of 
homecoming competition. The first place winners were Al-
pha Sigma Iota in the individual, Carter Hall in the resi-
dence, and Kappa Delta and Phi Kappa Alpha in the Greek 
division. 
Once the groups cleared the field, the game continued 
and found a disappointing end as the Bucs lost to Marshall. 
All events considered, Homecoming seemed successful. 
At least it helped students and alumni to "Get Back to the 
Blue and Gold." I I I Lorie Warren 
Student Life: Homecoming 
Working lo "d ril·e up" school 
spi rit, this fraternity is en route 
during the Homecoming parade. 
(See facing page.) 
Getting back to his old alma 
mater, Timothy Busfield enters 
the field during ha lftime. Busfield 
received the Outstanding Alum-
nists Award for the Aris. (See fac-
ing page.) 
wmnmg smile, 
en Molly Crisp 
ilh her ROTC 
ght. The queen 
e on hand for 
With brilliant fireworks burst-
ing behind them, the varsity 
cheerleaders work to bui ld enthu-
siasm in the crowd. The pep rally 
was held following a lecture by 
former President Jimmy Carter. 




Former President of the United States J immy Carter partici pat• 
ed in the Presidential Dist inguished Lecture Series during Home-
coming. He provided answers to students' questions prior to lec-
tu ring inside Memorial Center, after which he fielded additional 
questions from the general public. 
During his term, Carter was instrumental in establishing peace 
between Egypt and Israel, negotiated the SA LT II treaty and the 
Pana ma Canal treaties. He fo ught for human rights and envi ron-
menta l protection. 
Carter also suffered through high inflat ion, high in terest ra tes, 
high gas prices, Soviet grain embargo, a hostage crisis, and an 
Olympic boycott. 
N\?vcrthelcss, he enjoyed his job. 
" I never got up a single morning when I did not want to be in the 
Ova l Office." he said . 
" But sometimes I was disappointed when I got there." 
Carter sta ted that one problem he had wit h his duties as Presi-
dent was carrying out the lega lity of abortions. He said he did not 
believe Jesus Christ would approve abortions, but his duty as 
President was to obey the laws of the Constitution, so he did. 
He had much to say concern ing the 1988 President ial cam-
paign, which was winding down to its last three weeks . 
"'This has been the most fr ivolous and non-substantia l campa ign 
I have ever witnessed," Carter said . 
He stated that both candidates, George Bush and Michael 
Dukakis. had not right ly addressed issues such as education or the 
deficit, but had relied on character smearing. 
He frequently attacked his successor, Ronald Reagan, on vari-
ous issues, incl uding the economic fie ld, which he claimed was 
Reagan's biggest fail ure. 
" Reaga n has generated an unprecedented deficit in our coun-
try's budget," he said. Carter added that Reagan on ly wa nted a 
balanced budget amendment "to make him balance the budget." 
The fo rmer President offered advice to college students, saying, 
"(You should) not be afra id of failure. Set the highest possible 
goa l in life and do not be emba rrassed of failure." l I 1 Dennis 
Brooks and Susan Saylor 
Former P res ident of the United States Jimm y Ca rter responds 
to a quest ion posed by a person from the genera l public. 
Student Life: Homecoming 
ETSU P res ident Ronald Be ller looks on as Jimm y Ca rter add resses 
the Homeco ming crowd. 
Students a ttend a question and answer sess ion wi th the fo rmer Presi-
dent. S tud ents asked Carter a broad range of questions duri ng the one 
a nd a half hour session. 
Carter exp la ins to the crowd the expectatio ns a nd requiremer; ts of 
the President of th e United States. (See facin g page.) 
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Discover the magic 
The Carroll Reece Museum was one of the 
sources of magic in the history of this region. 
The museum aquired the exhibits this year 
from various sources, one being the University of 
Tennessee at Knoxville's College of Art and Ar-
chitecture. Helen Roseberry, the director of the 
museum, stated that there were three reasons for 
the Knoxville exhibits, "First [the exhibits] are of 
very high quality. Second, they relate directly to 
our region, and third, they are affordable for the 
museum." 
Student activity was encouraged by the muse-
um more than ever this past year. English classes 
toured exhibits, in particular the Vietnam Wall 
Memorial photographs. While touring with her 
English class, Melissa Murray expressed that she 
"could actually feel the pain and loss the people 
were feeling in the photographs." 
The exhibit that most students and area resi-
dents attended this past year was the Christmas 
exhibit. Area high school choral groups enter-
tained during the annual tea as visitors strolled 
through the enchanted rooms of trees. An added 
feature was Cheryl Roseberry, a student majoring 
in Speech and Hearing Therapy, who volunteered 
her time to sing popular Christmas carols to the 
hearing impaired. 
Unfortunately many students missed the inspir-
ing exhibits, but there was always something new 
to discover in the magical past displayed at the 
Reece Museum. I I I Susan Saylor 
Students admire and discover new worlds through Daeley's art 
work. 
Elvis was somewhat "alive" on 
campus through the lectu re in the 
museum attended by se\·eral stu-
dents and interested fans. 
Always helpful, a museum em-
ployee gil·es a visitor insight on a 
particular piece of work. (See fac-
ing page.) 
Ch ildren were full of the magic! 
The annual Children 's Party 
brings out that magic with a little 
help from magician Mike 
McPeak and Pepper. 
Pepper seemed to be a kid al 
heart. Here, he enjoys balloons 
and a hug from a young fan at the 
Chi ldren's Party. (See facing 
page.) 
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Once agai n, the United 
States was back in the space 
race. With the blast-off of the 
shuttle Discovery in Septem-
ber, the space program was 
once aga in underway. Discov-
ery's flight was the first since 
the January 1988 explosion of 
Blown away 
In late September, much of lost its hurricane status in 
the Caribbean, Central Ameri- nort heastern Mexico, it had 
ca, Mexico, and the United killed more than 300 people. It 
States fell prey to the fa tal also left hundreds of thousands 
winds of hurricane Gilbert. homeless and caused billions of 
Gi lbert rose out of the Carib- dollars of damage. Relief ef-
bean with nothing but destruc- forts were soon organized to 
tion in mind. Before it finally assist Gilbert's victims. 
With great effor t and many 
tears, thousands of people 
worked to assemble a 375,000 
square foot qu ilt memorializ-
ing the deaths of AIDS vic-
tims. Panels measuring three 
r- feet by six feet were joined to 
~ 1 v v -1 ✓ ' ..). " fo rm the quilt. All fifty states 
,> I\. /\ .:. L 7 v < /\ .). '( '\ '1 v /\ > and a dozen foreign countries 
< '- 7 4 , "1 t...- > " I\ v < were represented. The quilt 
the shuttle Challenger. 
After the four-day mission 
was completed, Discovery re-
turned home to Edward's Air 
Force Base. The triumphant 
landing ended a 16 mi llion-
mile trip, and began a new era 
in U.S. space travel. 
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The efforts of President 
Ronald Reagan and Soviet 
Leader Mikhail S. Gorbachov 
were finally realized in I 988. 
With the signing of a peace 
treaty that would eliminate 
certain nuclear weapons, the 
attempts by the two leaders to 
bring the countries peacefully 
together were materializing. 
This was accomplished during 
Reagan's last year in office. 
.. With the drought affecting most of the country in summer 
of 1988, forest fires began to 
run rampant. The western part 
of the country was soon 
scorched by the blazing flames. 
Left behind was a long trail of 
bare land and ash. Yellowstone 
National Park was heavily 
damaged. Thousands of acres 
of timber were destroyed. 
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In an emotional clash with 
the Oakland A's, the Los An-
ge les Dodgers captured their 
sixth World Series in October. 
The Series ended after five 
games with a score of 5-2. 
Dodger's Orel Hershiser was 
named Series Most Valuable 
Player and was also presented 
with the Cy Young Award. 
America 
With great aspira tions, 51 
young women took the stage to 
vie for the title of Miss Ameri-
ca 1989. The 5'3" Miss Minne-
sota, Gretchen Elizabeth Carl-
son, planned to be a Harvard-
trained lawyer, and was the 
first classical violinst to win the 
7 
< 
The 1988 Summer Olym-
The ones that got away 
Alaska was not well known Banow, Alaska. T ime was of 
for its fishing, but in December the essence as rescuers cut 
many Russians and Americans through the ice on order to 
gathered together to free two save the whales. News media 
very large sea creatures. Two from aro und the world gath-
California Grey Whales be- ered to watch the successful cf-
came entrapped in ice off the fort, and to report the biggest 
coast of the small village of fish tale ever. 
pics were held in Seoul, It was one of the most publi- one year, the beautiful Givens 
South Korea. The games cized and most controversial filed fo r divorce from her rich 
opened with a dazzling cere- marriages of the year . The at- husband. Givens was accused 
mony lasting three hours. tention was not focused on of marrying " Iron Mike" only 
The 16 days of events were wedding bliss, but rather ma r- for his money. Her response 




winner Ben Johnson was heavyweight boxer Mike Tyso n dime. The battle did not end ..). L 1 
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Display ing a little school 
spirit, candidate for Vice Pres-
ident Dan Quayle shows off his 
Buccaneer sweat sh irt. The Re-
publican ralley held in Brook's 
Gym was host to 5,500 specta-
And the winner is 
After eight years in the Ron- ed, his choice of a running 
aid Reagan administrat ion, mate was not. Senator Dan 
Vice President George Bush Quayle of Indiana was his 
received the Republican Presi- choice. The forty-one-year-old 
dentia l nomination during the was re lat ive ly inexpe rienced 
summer convention. Though and not a popular choice with 
Bush's nomination was expect- the public. 
1" ..J --l 
Present to cheer on fellow 
Republican Dan Q uayle, 
J ames Quillen, Representat ive 
for the firs t district of Tennes-
see, delivers a powerful speech 
to the spirited crowd. Well 
known in the area, Qui llen was 
again up for re-election. >AV/'--1--l/\vAV<"L ✓ 
>t-->""r-"<r>"l-> l-
tors. Even though Quayle was 
on Democrat Albert Gore's 
home soil, he was well received 
by most. T he highly spirited 
crowd displayed banners and 
signs showing support. 
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In the summer of 1988, 
members of the Democratic 
Convention chose Massachu-
sett 's governor Michael Duka-
kis as its candidate for Presi-
dent. As his running mate, 
Dukakis picked Texas senator 
Lloyd Bentsen. The Atlanta 
Convention began a spir ited 
campaign for the candidates. 
In opposition to the Republi-
can nominat ion , Dukakis / 
Bentsen supporters gathered 
on the steps of Brook's Gym to 
share their feelings with others. 
Inclement weather did not dis-
courage the Democratic sup-
porters. 
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Joys of toys 
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Christmas is a special time 
for a ll , but if there are no toys 
fo r the children then it could 
be ve ry sad. That was why the 
Marine Corps began Toys fo r 
Tots. ETSU also wanted to 
lend a hand. Through Decem-
ber I 5, toys were collected on 
campus for the cause. Cooper-
ation of the community with 
the Marines helped once again 
make the effort successful. 
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Sign of spirit 
Some students on campus breviation was in gold and the 
decided to let their cars do the county name in blue. Proceeds 
talking. They displayed the from the sale of the tags went 
specially designed ETSU Ii- to the Tennessee Arts Commis-
cense plates. The 1989 design ion. The license plates were a 
featured the blue logo on the good way to show school spirit 
left side and three digits in gold and school pride for students 





As a special guest at the 
September I 5 dedication of the 
Johnson City Medica l Center 
Hospita l's Cancer Treatment 
Center, actress Ann J ill ian 
provided hope and inspirat ion 
for other cancer victims. In 
1985 she battled the disease 
and won. More than three mi l-
lion dollars of pr ivate funds 
was raised for the treatment 
r- ,., 
C 
In the name of 
On Friday August 26, 
Building I at the Quillen-
Dishner College of Medi-
cine was named in honor of 
John son Citian Ca rl A. 
Jones. Jones was president 
and publisher of the John-
son City Press as well as 
I other local newspapers. The 
public was invited to the 
11 :00 am ceremony. Distin-
guished g uests included 
U.S. Senator James R. Sas-
se r, U.S. Represe ntative 
James H . Quillen, a nd other 
area legislators. 
I\ ' A 







Emmy-nominated actor a nd for an Emmy Award as Best 
ETSU alumnus Timothy Bus- S upporting Actor for his role 
field conducted a weekend dra- as Elliot in ABC's thirty-
ma workshop for the members something. The workshop was 
of the theater department. to prepare students for audi-
Busficld attended ETSU from tions for the Tennessee Theater 













What would have inspired busy college girls to 
give up hours and hours of their sparce free time? 
Could it have been the possibility of academic 
success, or perhaps the chance to demonstrate 
athletic prowess? These were logical reasons, but 
the inspiration for seventeen young ladies was the 
opportunity to become Miss Buccaneer I 988-89. 
These ladies spent hours practicing for Novem-
ber 4 - the night for them to shine. Practice 
began in e,arly September and was completed the 
night before the pageant. All girls also competed 
in the preliminary competion held on Tuesday, 
November I. 
Areas of competion included sportswear, swim-
wear, evening gown, and interview. After the field 
was narrowed to ten, preliminary scores were 
dropped, and each contestant began with a clean 
slate except for their interview scores. 
Damaris Ruetz, Miss Buccaneer I 987-88, was 
on hand to perform for the crowd and to help with 
the coronation of the successor. Other entertain-
ment was provided by Debbie Pierson, former 
Miss Buccaneer, and Tim Heath. 
The pageant, sponsored by the Buccaneer 
Yearbook Staff, drew to a close with the an-
nouncement of the winners. The new Miss Bucca-
neer was Karen Gray and her court was as fol-
lows: first runner-up Benita Bellamy, second 
runner-up Lisa Brooks, third runner-up Melissa 
Carr, and fourth runner-up Amanda Mullins. 
Miss Congeniality, who was voted on by the con-
testants, was Benita Bellamy. 
After the trophies were awarded and the stage 
was cleared, Miss Gray assumed her new role as 
Miss Buccaneer. Again the preparation for next 
year's pageant was underway as her title began its 
fleeting existance. I I I Lorie Warren 
With a little help from Debbie Pierson and Damaris Ruetz, Miss 
Buccaneer 1987-88 Karen Gray receives her new crown and title. 
The coronation brought two mo nths of practice to a close. 
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Sharing a bright smile with the 
people she would represent, Karen 
Gray begins her walk across the 
stage that signified the beginning 
of her reign as Miss Buccaneer. 
An excited Benita Bellamy 
shares a friendly wave wit h family 
and fr iends during her interview 
with Greg Walters, master of cer-
Pictured are the winners of the 
Miss Buccaneer Pageant 1988-89; 
4th runner-up Amanda Mullins, 
2nd runner-up Lisa Brooks, Miss 
Buccaneer Karen Gray, 1st run-
ner-up and Miss Congeniality 
Benita Bellamy, and 3rd runner-
up Melissa Carr. 
Allowing the audience to get to 
know Demaris Ruetz, Debbie 
Pierson interviews her and dis-
cusses some of their past experi-
Student Life: Miss Buccaneer Pageant 43 
move 
Over three years of hard work were finally 
realized when the family of WETS public radio 
found a home at their newly completed station 
located across from the Buccaneer Village apart-
ments. The station was available for occupancy in 
October and cost approximately $235,000. A fun-
draising event which spanned three years provid-
ed more than $200,000 from the listeners of the 
station. The rest of the funds came from ETSU 
and a federal grant which totaled $28,000. 
The new station format contained mostly clssi-
cal, jazz, folk, and bluegrass. "Since we are a 
public radio station, we try to make available 
music that the public wants to hear but can't find 
on commercial radio," commented Mr. Ellis. 
WETS was as FM station exerting a signal 
which could be heard for over I 00 miles. The new 
tower emitted a clearer signal because of a second 
microwave dish which was installed. 
The station's announcers were students who 
operated the facility eighteen hours a day. I I I 
Lorie Warren 
Beginning the transition from old station to new, an nouncer 
Matthew Clark ca rries boxes of records to an awa iting truck. 
44 Student Life: WETS 
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Proudly displaying the new sta-
tion is Dick Ellis. Mr. Ellis was 
host of the morning show on 
WJCW, a local country musi c 
stat ion and a lso station manager 
fo r WETS. 
On the job for WETS is an-
nouncer Louise Vahle. 
Present to take part in the 
opening day ce remonies are Doug 
Bennelt, presiden t of the National 
Public Rad io Associat ion, Dr. 
Ronald E. Beller, president of the 
university, Mrs. Jud ith Beller, 
t and a n NPR representati ve. (See 
faci ng page.) 
Officially opening the s tation 
with a ribbon cutt ing ceremony 
are Wayne Winkler, President 
Beller, Doug Bennett, and Judy 
Hillard. 
7 
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Classic comedy combined with a class ic team 
proved to be successfu l for the university's Divi-
sion of Theater. The production of "A Funny 
Thing Happened On The Way To The Forum" 
was different from the other productions of recent 
years. It was a joint venture of the Theater De-
partment and the Johnson City Community The-
ater , the first one in over 25 years. 
The last joint production took place in 1964. 
Then, the play was "The Miracle Worker." Now, 
the stage was set for intense comedy rather than 
intense drama. 
Directed by JCCT player Bill Counts, the "Fo-
rum" was one of the few big musicals the J .C. 
Theater had not done. 
William B. Campbell was the only member of 
the cast which had performed in both joint pro-
ductions. Bill Livesay played Pseudolus, the lead 
character. He conducted most of the action on 
stage. 
With the combined talents of all JCCT players 
and the theater students, well over I 00 yea rs of 
talent was presented to the audience. 
The " Forum" opened Wednesday, November 
30, and ran for two weeks. According to Counts, 
"Forum" was not "a standard musical comedy. 
Part of it was classic Stephen Sondheim. Part of 
it was a parody on big musicals." 
Regardless of the type of play performed, the 
two groups seemed to have found a wonderful 
combination. I I I Lorie Warren 






Brought together for a common reason, stu-
dents and their fami lies gathered in the Min i 
Dome to celebrate one end and one beginning. 
The end of years and years of hard work was to be 
tested as the students began their new lives. These 
were lives fi lled with careers instead of school. 
Fall commencement was held at IO a.m. on 
December 17. More than 800 students were pre-
sent to receive degrees ranging from associate to 
doctor of medicine and doctor of education. 
The ceremony was preceded by breakfast for 
graduates and their famil ies in the D.P. Culp 
Center ballroom. 
The commencement speaker, U.S. Representa-
tive Bob Clement of the 5th District of Tennessee, 
was introduced by Judge Hugh E. DeLozier Jr. 
Judge DeLozier was a I 963 alumnus. 
After the degrees had been handed out and 
congratulations shared, the real test for the grad-
uates began. What the future held for them was 
based on the paper in their hands and the deter-
mination and education backing it. I I I Lorie 
Warren 
A well-deserved "Congratulations" is ghe n by President Ron-
ald E. Bell er. More than 800 degrees were presented including 
3 11 that went to summer graduates. 
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Ushering in faculty members, 
Thomas Huang served as mace 
bearer for the com mencement cer• 
t ' ' 7 < V > " -J ,_ ( " 
With a final adjustment and a 
final word of thanks, graduates 
prepare for th eir wa lk across the 
stage. 
As th e process ional ex its th e 
Mini Dome, gradu ates sha re a 
smile and a sigh of relief. 
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" Dolls, dolls, dolls" was the theme for the 
Christmas Tree exhibit at the Carroll Reece Mu-
seum. The exhibit ran from November 28 until 
December 18. 
Dolls for every occasion were foun d on display. 
No matter what a person's favorite doll was, it 
could be found at the Carroll Reece Museum. 
Gone With the Wind fa ns admired their favor-
ite characters such as Scarlett, Rhett , Melanie, or 
Ashley. Also, those people interested in rock mu-
sic could find a Michael Jackson doll. Presiden-
tial dolls were contained on several shelves. There 
were dolls were some Presidents' wives. Along 
with the very old dolls, one could find contempo-
rary dolls such as the Cabbage Patch collection 
within the museum. 
Besides dolls, one could view Christmas trees 
which were decorated by different groups. Hand-
made ornaments adorned many of the trees. One 
of the main attractions was that of the poinsettia 
tree. The poinsettia tree was provided by Friends 
of the Museum. 
Within the walls of the museum, different cul-
tures blended to become a part of the personality 
of the university. I I I Julie Arrowood 
Ma ny dolls were featured. There were han dmade dolls, proce-
lain dolls, and dolls representing different cultures. Here, some 
stuffed an imals accompany the dolls on the piano. 
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One of the featured attractions 
of Chri stmas at Carroll Reece was 
the poinsettia tree. The tree was 
provided by Fri ends of th e Muse-
um . After the exhib it, the plants 
were taken to a nurs ing home. 
Representin g an Orienta l cul-
ture, these three dolls pose for 
their picture to be taken. (See fac-
ing page.) 
Some of the dolls, such as these 
with crocheted clothes, were do-
nated by friends of the Reece Mu-
se um. (See facing page.) 
A few of the displays were 
scenes. Shown in th is photo cou ld 
be the "three bea rs." (See facing 
page.) 
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Members of the Women's Choir were (Front Row) Dr. T. Jenrette, 
director, K. Vaughn, L. Nave, T. Grubbs, P. Kress, T. Grindstaff, M. 
Mahaffey, C. Campbell, A. Arwood, M. Ayers, L. Fletcher, S. Souder, 
L. McCormick, N. Judy, A. Tipton, M. Moore, S. Metcalf, 8. Brumit, 
G. Maddux, (Second Row) K. Tyler, D. Ca rter, K. Barton, C. Fife, S. 
Holloway, S. Leonard, L. Bennett, 8. Crawford, J. McCann, H. Hamp-
Members of the Men's Ensemble were (Front Row) Dr. T. Jenrette, 
director, R. Dye, D. Stokley, C. Lewis, 8. Casey, C. Cox, D. White, J . 
Morrell, T. Gilreath, M. Hall, R. Miller, C. Broadhead, T. Everhart, T. 
Grizzel, G. Snodgrass, A. Strickler, (Second Row) R. Frazier, accompa-
nist, W. Vaughn, B. Hacke r, D. McCann. T. Ervin, M. Stevenson, S. 
Members of the Chamber Choir were K. Vaughn, P. Lowe, K. Smith, 
K. Rosenbalm, 8. Brumit, 0. Ca rter, P. Kress, D. Forture, M. Craw-
ford, S. Metcalf, L. McCormick, C. Campbell, Dr. T. Jenrette, director, 
(Second Row) J. Gray, 0 . White, D. Frost, C. Lewis, T. Enin, M. 
Moore, G. Fe rguson, N. Judy, R. Hickman, 'f'.. Arwood, C. Broadhead, 
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ton, R. Julian, K. Commons, A. Bates, M. Norman, K. Land, M. 
Crawford, V. Shupe, K. Jones, A. Deakins, (Back Row) K. Rosenbalm, 
K. Smith, T. Arwood, D. Tilley, K. Rudd, C. McIntosh, D. Bullock, R. 
Minor, M. Durham, C. Stinson, K. Diehl, G. Ferguson, R. Hickman, A. 
Dalley, D. Lloyd, and L. Cobb. 
Branson, S. O'Dell, T. Davis, R. Munsey, J. Leonard, T. Norris, R. 
Wage rs, M. Nelson, K. Davis, C. Mc Kinney, (Back Row) R. Bradley, J. 
Boatman, C. Haynes, D. Frost, J. Gray, R. Kyker, C. Schwartz, C. 
Hilemon , 8. Logan, T. Heath, G. Johnson, M. Hoskins, S. Self, B. 
Johnson, P. Brown, and M. Hutchinson. 
T. Eve rhart, C. McKinney, T. Gri zzel, G. Snodgrass, (Back Row) W. 
Vaughn, D. McCann, S. Branson, C. Hilemon, B. Logan, J. Leonard, T. 
Heath, G. Johnson, T. No rris, S. Self, B. Johnson, M. Hutchinso n, T. 
Davis, and S. Tedesco. 
Shown here are scenes from the Choirs performance at Commence-
ment. Hundreds of hours went into the performance, but as member 
Melanie Moore stated, " It was all worth it to hear praise from Dr. 
Jenrette." 
One hundred voices 
The one-hundred voice University Choir per-
formed a variety of sacred music at their annual 
Christmas concert. As in years past, the concert 
was held in First Presbyterian and Munsey Me-
morial United Methodist Churches. The Univer-
sity Choir performed as a whole before spli tting 
up into the Men's Ensemble and the Women's 
Choir. Works included numbers by Handel, Bee-
thoven, Bruckner, Verdi and Benjamin Britten. 
The concert then concluded with the ever-popular 
"O Holy Night." 
Last February, the Men's Ensemble was select-
ed to perform for the southern regional conven-
tion of the American Choral Directors Associa-
tion in Winston-Salem, North Carolina. As a 
result of their performance, they were requested 
to make a recording of selected repertorie for 
male chorus to be played at this year's conven-
tion. With help from the ETSU Friends of Music, 
the ensemble made the professional recording to 
send to the convention. I I I Susan Saylor 
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Dorm sweet dorm 
Dorm life was a way to introduce the "real" 
world to students. Independence and freedom 
were now a large part of life for the first time to 
many students. New friends were also a part of 
this adjustment. 
This new independence meant deciding what 
time to come home, managing time wisely, and 
the management of money as well. There was also 
the decision of which roommate to live with, 
which dorm to live in, and what kind of soft drinks 
to stock up on. 
Roommates had to share many of these deci-
sions. If roommates were just put together, it was 
more important to cooperate and share decisions 
to get along. 
Having to provide their own meals was also a 
new experience for many residents. The answer to 
this dilemma was the efficient microwave. If not 
for the microwave, many students would starve, 
or go broke at fast food restaurants. I I I Paula 
McDaniel 
To many studenls ii was a struggle to gel access to a typewriler. 
Afler that, ii was somelimes a struggle to type. 
BUSCH OFF/Ch 
1 
U was often bard lo find a lime 
10 Sludy in lhe dorms. An hour of 
peace was seldom found. 
A Joi of sludenls lried to have 
fun with moving in. Others saw no 
joy involved. (See facing page.) 
The microwave was lhe rescue 
to much of the hunger or lhe slu-
dents. If nol for lhe microwave 
many studenls fell they would 
starve. (See facing page,) 
Talking on lhe phone was a 
lypical passtime for studen1s liv-
ing in the dorm. The phone was 
one basic n«essily. (See facing 
page.) 
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A dramatic reading about death 
and loneliness was chosen by 
Ginger Fountain to present as her 
talent. Ginger was a senior com-
munications major. 
First runner-up Robin White-
head was a member of Alpha Del-
ta Pi sorority, the Baptist Student 
Union, and the Young Republi-
cans. 
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Bright lights, glitter 
Bright lights, glitter, and lots of sound were the 
backdrops for the 1989 Miss ETSU Pageant. 
The annual scholarship pageant, sponsored by the 
Campus Activities Board, was one of the largest Miss 
America preliminary scholarship pageants in Tennes-
see. 
Fred Sauceman, director of Alumni and University 
Relations, served as master of ceremonies while Miss 
ETSU I 988 Tammy Arnett assisted. 
With the sound of the Charles Goodwin Trio in the 
background, contestants competed in swimsuit talent, 
and evening gown competitions. 
For special entertainment, Tammy Arnett per-
formed a solo and a duet with Jazz Singer Tim Heath, 
and the men's ensemble from the Jazz Singers sere-
naded the audience with a medley of "Lullaby of 
Broadway" and "Goodnight Baby" and with "Silhou-
ettes." 
Voted Miss Congenality, Carol Ann Ray was a 
sophomore nursing major. During the talent competi-
tion she performed a contemporary dance routine. 
Benita Bellamy, a sophomore business management 
major, placed second. Her talent was playing a piano 
medley of her classical favorites. 
Robin Whitehead, sophomore philosophy major, 
was named first runner-up. She.also performed on the 
piano during the talent segment. 
A junior communications major, Whitney Greene 
was selected to reign as the I 989 Miss ETSU. Whit-
ney sung a vocal selection for her talent. As the win-
ner, she received $1 ,000 in tuition and fees for one 
year at ETSU, a meal plan, and textbooks for two 
semesters. 
The competition ended months of preparation and a 
week of practices, interviews, and more practices. A 
panel of five judges selected the winners from a field 
of eight contestants. I I I Sarah Jamerson 
Members of the men's ensemble of the Jazz Singers, Jeff Gray, 
Scott Self, and Ross Wagers, entertain with "Silhouettes." 
Looking forward to competing in the Miss Tennessee pageant, 
1989 Miss ETSU Whitney Greene smiles to the crowd. 57 
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Si nce 1979, a special group of performers has 
graced the campus and Northeast Tennessee with 
music. Under the direction of Dr. Thomas Jen-
rette, the group flourished. 
The ETSU Jazz Singers this past year consist-
ed of fo urteen singers and a rhythm section of 
three ta lented musicians. They performed both on 
and off campus during the year. Off campus, they 
entertained a t the fourth annual Taste of Johnson 
City and a lso in a televised Christmas program on 
W J H L-TV 11. On campus the men's ensemble of 
the Jazz Singers del ighted the audience at the 
Miss ETSU pageant, and the entire group 
charmed the crowd at the Homecoming Carnival. 
In March, the group traveled to Louisville, 
Kentucky to perform for the national convention 
of the American Choral Directors Association. 
The ETSU Jazz Singers were requested to pre-
sent a one-hour concert for others performing at 
the convention. They were the only college or 
university ensemble from Tennessee to perform at 
the convention. 
"The group's selection was based on audio and 
video tapes submitted last spring," according to 
Dr. Jenrette, "and this is the first time an ETS U 
chora l ensem ble has been so honored. " I I I Susan 
Saylor 
Delighting the audience with a powerful perfo rmance are S . 
Self, J. Gra y, S. Branson, and D. McCann. 
Pro,·iding a crowd-pleas ing performance are H. Harris, S . 
Branson, T. Arn ett, S. Se lf, T. Arwood, and D. McCann. 
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Getting down to the business of 
singing, C. Cross, K. Smith, T. 
Arwood, a nd D. Graybea l put on a 
powerful perfo rmance. 
The ETSU Jazz Singe rs we re 
(Front row) G. S tout, M. Ne lso n, 
R. Bradley, (Second row) H. Har-
ris, T. Arnett, D. Graybea l, T. Ar-
wood, C. Cross, P. Russell, K. 
Smith, (Bac k row) T. Heath , S. 
Self, D. Wh ite, C. McKinney, S. 
Branson, D. McCa nn, a nd J . 
Gray. 
r L 
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Sociall Y~P-eaking 
The decisions of a lifetime were made in these "molding 
yea rs." However, these decisions cou ld not be made hast ily, 
or with a heavy heart and mind. That was why behind every 
ti ring hou r of deep contemplation over the fu nctions of an 
algebraic equation or the consideration of Marx 's view of 
the capitalistic world, there needed to be time devoted to 
the advancement of the socia l being and some good old-
fashioned fun. 
Although the studyi ng pa rt of college life required a little 
self-effort, parental persuation, and sometimes tutoring, 
many students found that recreation and relaxation came 
with ease. 
Whether a student spent time at the Culp Center, or 
ordered Domino's from a friend 's dorm room, the campus 
offered some dive rsity for student activities. Besides the 
game room and restaurants in the Culp Center, there were 
act ivities at Brooks Gym, such as aerobics for the health 
conscience. There were also exhibits at the art building and 
the Caroll Reece Museum. 
But, if the campus scene was not quite one's "cup of tea," 
Johnson City had someth ing to offer. 
To begin, there was the "strip," which was home to not 
only Micky D's and Colonel Sanders, but also to Poor 
Richard 's Deli. Poor Richard's was definitely a popular hub 
of act ivity, especia lly for Monday Night Football . 
But, if the kick-off had just been missed, why not shop? If 
Joh nson City's own Mall did not present an adequate shop-
ping choice, there were shoppping centers everywhere. 
Whether the Roan Center, the Peerless Center, or the Colo-
nial Center, there was a shop for everyone and everything. 
There was also a store for every pocketbook. Whether K-
Mart , Parks Belk, or Massengills, a va ried taste and price 
could be found for all. 
However, if shopping wasn't "in the blood," why not 
catch a movie? With three different theatres in Johnson 
City alone, students had fourteen or more movies from 
which to choose every night. 
For the sports enthusiast, a golf course was situated be-
side the campus. There were also baseball and footba ll 
fields scattered throughout the area. Swimming, tennis, 
raquetball, horseback riding, and more were found within a 
few minutes from campus. 
o matter what the interest of the student, there was 
~~~~t~~n~h~o~~;h~::~ ~:=Ph~~~~ ~~sri;;; i[J~;;;;he 
Searching through lhe selec-
lions, a student employee al Port 
O'Call reco rds arranges the al-
bums for display. 
While working al Kelly and 
Green, one st udent arranges new 
supplies on the shelf. Working 
was yet anot her way many stu-
dents spent their eveni ngs. 
Lighls from lhe dorm rooms in-
s ide illuminate Coope r Hall. 
Dorm rooms served as a place to 
be with friends as well as a home 
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Get SAC'ed 
With over 150 registered organizations on cam-
pus to provide services for, year-round activities 
to coordinate, and monthly newsletters to publish, 
the Student Activities Center was an office con-
stantly in motion. 
SAC provided office space for a few of the 
organizations, and tickets for ballgames and cer-
tain campus events were sold at the office. SAC's 
semester-long calendars aided groups in planning 
events. 
Sponsoring workshops was also a responsibility 
of SAC. "How to Organize a Successful Fund-
raiser" was held after Homecoming had depleted 
many treasuries. Herald as "The Big Event," the 
Annual Leadership Conference was held in Feb-
ruary for organizations electing new officers. In-
ter-Greek Relations, Image Building and Public 
Relations, and Time Management were topics 
covered in the workshop. 
Under the umbrella of SAC, Volunteer ETSU 
worked with 43 Johnson City agencies to provide 
individuals and groups with opportunities to log 
in Volunteer hours. Blood drives, a United Way 
Charity Carnival, Special Olympics, AIDS Hot-
line, adoption of an elderly person, Salvation 
Army Christmas Food Drive, and the Child 
Abuse Center were some of the opportunities. 
During the I 987-88 school year, Volunteer 
ETSU students and organizations logged in over 
I 0,000 hours of service. 
Director of the Student Activities Center, Deb-
bie Craig was an overseer and coordinator of the 
SAC office. A familiar face to many, Ms. Craig 
offered information and advice to the many cam-
pus organizations and provided many opportuni-
ties for groups to "get SAC'ed." I I I Sarah Ja-
s of the Students So-
rs Assoc iation, Rosie 
d Vanessa Carico par-
VETS U's driH• for 
This student apparently decided 
to bring his ow n snack to the Pan-
cake Breakfast durin g finals 
week. The breakfast, held at mid-
night, was sponsored by th e Resi-
dence Hall Association a nd Food 
Serv ices. 
Debbie Craig, director of the 
Student Activities Center, tries 
out one of the Toys for Tots while 
Ellen Finley and Laurie Da rragh, 
memb ers of VETSU S tee rin g 
Committee, look on in amuse-
ment. 
Serving pancakes with a smile, 
Debbie Crai g he lps with the 
chores of a tension- brea king 
breakfast. 
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Homework and studying were much easier to 
do with friends. 
AcADEMrc0 
' 
from relumins sludent,;; wilh 
years o f experience lo ftrsl-
semesler freshmen . sludent,;; 
came wilh a variely of educa-
lional bac4lrounds and needs. 
The universily was prepared lo 
offer courses. seminars. and 
leclures lo challense lhe minds 
o f lhe sifled or lo help devel-
op sood sludy habit,;; for 
lh= who found school more 
difficult. No matter what capa-
i,;'. __. a•~ ~ ij .. " . v"!~ 
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The Department of Education prol'ided stu-
dents with the necessary background to be-
come teachers. 
Computers with their advanced capabilities 
facinated many students In the School of Ap. 
plied Science and Technology. 
Students in the Department of Educatio■ 
listen attentitely to the lecture being ghen. 




A small sea animal caught some 
altention from two students as 




A fisherman fishes at Oregon 
Inlet where twenty-six students 
went for the eighth Pelagic Field 
Trip. 
There were many new attrac-
tions which were shown at the 
Slocomb Gallery. 
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Ded Norungo/o 
Cultural surroundings 
The fo reign language de-
partment introduced a new 
language in its courses in the 
fall . The instructor in Chinese, 
Wang Xiaoping, was an ex-
change student from Beijing, 
China. The courses concentrat-
ed primarily on conversation, 
alt hough lessons on the Chi-
nese writ ing characters, cul-
ture, and history were also 
taught. 
the public lecture for the fi fth gious and cultural pluralism in 
a nnual Erna P. Kaldegg Me- daily life. The lectures were in-
morial Lecture. The Honor- tended to create greater unity 
able Colin Stamp, lecturer, au- in society while respecting eth-
diovisual consultant, and a nic, cultural, and religious di-
British traveler and writer, versity. 
gave the lecture . Stamp's lecture was spon-
est!tiis~ ! ~d~~g~i:r:ie:~f ½~~ ~~dic~~n~~\ ~d01:::eof~c~ r~} 
tor Zager of Bristol in the the Vice President fo r Aca-
memory of Erna P. Kaldegg, demic Affa irs. 
an sociology professor. Its pur- Each summer students who 
pose was to present distin- wanted to earn six hours of 
guished speakers addressing credit in English and history 
program in England. During 
the first nine days of the pro-
gram, students toured some of 
the most famous scenic, liter-
ary, and historic sites in Brit-
ain. The remaining thirteen 
were spent in London visiting 
P a rl iame nt , Wes tmin ste r 
Abby, the Tower of London, 
and many other locations in or 
near the city. I I I Ken Bur-
chett 
"Cultural Respect: An En-
glishman's View from South 
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Showing hi s calch of lhe day, 
Don Mu rray displays a blue ghosl 
crab. Don was wilh a group of 
biology students who traveled lo 
Cape Hatteras, NC fo r this year's 
Pelagic Field Trip. 
The Honorable Colin Stamp 
gave a lecture for this year's Kal-
degg lecture. 
In Dr. H illard's journalism 
class, Kim Wooten fin ishes his 
assignment via computer. 
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Expanding for 
tomorrow's future 
Expanding with the 
time and technology, the 
College of Business ex-
tended the availability of 
computers to all the areas 
of business. Along with 
the increase of computer 
programs offered, the 
College of Business pro-
vided new classes. The 
College of Business of-
fered options in corporate 
finance and investments, 
and banking and real es-
tate were added to the un-
dergraduate finance ma-
jor. The undergraduate 
economics major was bol-
stered by the addition of 
options in business eco-
nomics and general busi-
ness and economics. 
,, 
l 
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New levels of support 
for the college were evi-
denced by full funding of 
the AFG Industries Chair 
of Excellence in Business 
and the establishment in 
May of the Allen and 
Ruth Harris Chair of Ex-
cellence in Business. The 
AFG Industries Chair of 
Excellence in Business 
and Technology became a 
reality upon receipt of a 
naming contribution from 
the AFG Industries of 
Kingsport. 
Funding was obtained 
for a new chair, the Allen 
and Ruth Harris Chair of 
Excellence in Business. A 
naming amount of money 
from the Harrises was 
The computer was the tool of 
tomorrow, so these students were 
learning loday what could lead to 
an adl'antage to succeed in tomor--
row's world. 
combined with university 
and state funding to cre-
ate a total endowment of 
$1,250,000. Income sup-
ported a major scholar in 
the field of business. 
The college continued 
to meet the specialized 
needs of adult and part-
time students who desired 
evening and off-campus 
instructions. To accom-
modate the schedules of 
such students, late after-
noon and evening classes 
were expanded at both 
the main campus and the 
Kingsport University 
Center. I I I 
Randy Archer 
• Studying was the key to sllt-
cess, as pncticed by this student 
studying so she can expand her 
knowledge in the field of business. 
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Students watch as their profes- W, 
sor demonstrates how to write I .. 
correclly on a chalk board. 
Learning to teach 
The 1988-1989 aca -
demic year was consid-
ered a good one in the 
College of Education. Al-
though accomplishments 
were diversified, every de-
partment experienced 
growth and development, 
according to Dr. Floyd 
Edwa rd s, Associate 
Dean, College of Educa-
tion. 
A major project in 
mathematics education , 
which was funded by the 
National Science Foun-
da tion , was completed 
and resulted in significant 
improvement in teaching 
ma them a tic s in area 
school systems. An inno-
vative program for the 
prepa ration of schoo l 
principals was initiated 
involving the collabora-
tion of local school sys-
tems in Northeast Ten-
nessee and funding from 
the Danforth Foundation. 
A progr a m began in 
I 987, Leadership in Edu-
cational Administration 
a nd Development 
(LEAD) was expanded to 
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include additional schools 
and principals in I 988-
1989. Efforts were ex-
panded to obtain external 
funding and a major pro-
ject in science education 
was fun ded by the Na-
tional Science Founda-
tion. 
As a follow-up to estab-
lishing a teacher center at 
U n ivers ity School in 
1987-1988, a second cen-
ter for placement of stu-
dent teachers was in the 
University service area in 
1988-1989. A plan to pro-
vide a stipend to cooper-
a ting te a cher s who 
worked with student 
teachers in their schools 
was begun this year. A 
co ll aborat ive progra m 
wi th the University of 
Tennessee and Mill igan 
College for developing a 
model, paid , year-long 
teaching internship pro-
gram was begun in local 
school systems. The Col-
lege of Education worked 
with the College of Arts 
and Sciences to develop 
interdisciplinary majors 
for elementary education 
students. 
The College hosted a 
conference for Science 
supervisors which attract-
ed participants from all 
over the United States, 
inc lu d in g A laska. A 
THEC-funded program 
in science education in-
volved 25 science teach-
ers from Northeastern 
Tennessee. The third an-
nual Special Education 
conference and an Early 
Childhood workshop at-
tracted over 500 school 
personnel and other inter-
ested participants to the 
ETSU campus. Sponsor-
ship of the fourth annual 
ETSU-MENSA Satur-
day Enrichment Program 
offered five seminars for 
25 junior and senior high 
school students. Sen -




eases and Parasites, As-
tronomy and An Intro-
duction to Law. I I I 
lhese stu-Before class ~ega;~r their tesl. 
denls were studying 
ch ild and student, Friend_s,. together. share their JOY 
f Education 71 Academics: College o 
Medicine, a wonderful disco~ery 
of man, is shown being placed In a 
syringe by Rieb Verbegge, an In-
structor in tbe Scbool of Nursing. 





sions in the School of 
Nursing were completed 
in associate degree and 
baccalaureate of science 
programs to allow more 
flexibility , part -time 
study, and to better re-
flect current trends in 
nursing practice and edu-
cation. 
A consultant visited the 
A.D.N. program in prep• 
aration of a National 
League for Nursing reac-
creditation visit in spring 
of 1989. 
A Tennessee Board of 
Nursing consultant con-
ducted a site visit for both 
departments, A.D. and 
B.S., in April. 
Dr. Cynthia L. Lenz, 
formerly associate profes-
sor at the College of 
Nursing at Clemson Uni-
versity, was appointed 
dean, effective July 15, 
1988. 
The school cooperated 
with four local hospitals 
to develop external co-op 
programs for the stu-
dents. 
The $170,000 renova-
tion of Lamb Hall was 
completed. The renova-
tions included redecora-
tion of the entire wing of 
faculty offices and also 
included the addition of a 
dean's and chair's of B.S. 
and A.D. Nursing suites. 
Along with the 
$170,000 renovations, the 
$34,000 computer lab was 
instigated. 
Jim Horton, an ETSU 
student, was elected sec-
ond vice president of the 
Tennessee Association of 
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Better tomorrow 
Tom Peters, author of 
the best selling book 
Thriving on Chaos, was 
featured in a live, interac-
tive teleconference orgin-
iating at Old Diminion 
University. Peters offered 
members of the viewing 
audience an opportunity 
to call in with questions 
during the teleconference, 





These lwo sludents recorded 
their result for their assignmenls 
with the help from the computer. 
nationally. His lecture, ti-
tled "Managing Your 
Company with Tom Pe-




veloped a new course in 
Ethical Issues of Comput-
ing and participated as 
one of the six selected 
universities to pilot a vid-
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eo course disseminated by 
the Software Engineering 
Institute of Carnegie of 
Mellon University. Also, 
the Department of Tech-
nology presented a sur-
veying seminar on March 
5, 1988, with participants 
from throughout the 
southeastern United 
States. I I I Ken Burchett 
This artist knew that silk• 
screening was a bard and slow 
process, but the product was 
worth the time and patience. 
After adjusting his instrument, 
an electronics student was able to 
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Learning again 
A new School of Con-
tinuing Studies was ap-
proved for East Tennes-
see State University by 
the Board of Regents of 
the State University and 
Community College Sys-
tem of Tennessee . It 
brought together a vari-
ety of credit and noncred-
it programs that reported 
individually to the vice 
president for academics 
affairs. 
According to Paul 
Fendt, dean of the school, 
"The purpose of the reor-
ganization is to allow 
ETSU to broaden its 
commitment and range of 
educational services to 
older and non-traditional 
students." Fendt added 
that the university views 
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professional development 
as an area of growth for 
the school. "Employers 
are expressing great inter-
est in professional devel-
opment opportunities, so 
we are changing the focus 
of our continuing educa-
tion program to reflect a 
stronger emphasis in that 
regard." I I I 
-
At the Roger-Stout Building, a 
student waits patiently for his 
class to begin. 
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Knowing ho" to save a life can 
be helpful knowledge. These stu-
dents are demonstrating CPR. 
Taking x-ray photos was not 
the only thing this medical stu-
dent had to do. There are many 
responsibilities with such a job. 
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Through the help of a comput-
er, this student was able to receive 
the information that she needed 
for her project. 
) 
Healthy History 
When the school of 
Public and Allied Health 
was established in 1959-
60, its objectives were to 
provide health programs 
to prepare students for 
careers in medical orien-
tated and health care pro-
grams in the surrounding 
regions. Since its estab-
lishment, the college has 
met its on-going goal for 
the university. 
The Speech and Hear-
ing Clinic offered profes-
sional services in the ar-
eas of language, speech, 
and hearing for individual 
of all ages. The school 
also offered a on-campus 
dental clinic in case of 
any emergencies for stu-
dents, and blood pressure 
screening was available 
on campus at Lamb's 
Hall. I I I 
...... 
... ··• 
· _ . ...... .. 
I~ 
- ..,~ 
Using the microsc::ope for ob-
servalion, a student could find in-
teresling facts of the 
"microworld" of animals. 
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Checking a patient's eye, a 
medical student is observed by Dr. 
Barbara Kimbrough. 
80 Academics: College Of Medicine 
Medicine at arms 
Early this year in coop-
eration with the Holston 
Valley Hospital and its 
medical center, the Col-
lege of Medicine opened 
its level I trama center. 
The center received full 
designation as a level I 
trama center for the East 
Tennessee region by the 
State Licensing Board in 
June. As one of five such 
centers, this unit provided 
an around-the-clock com-
prehensive service for se-
verely injured patients in 
the eastern area of Ten-
nessee and the surround-
ing areas of Kentucky, 
Virginia, and North Car-
olina. 
One of the country's 
formost authorities on 
AIDS, Dr. Merle A. 
Sande, was the speaker 
for the 11th a nnua l 
Thomas W. Green Me-
morial Lecture. Co-spon-
sored annually by Bee-
cham Laboratories, and 
the Quillen-Disher Col-
lege of Medicine, the lec-
ture focused on the AIDS 
epidemic as an area of vi-
tal importance to the pub-
lic as well as the medical 
community. 
Working with the 
Johnson City Medical 
Center Hospital, the Col-
lege of Medicine finished 
a program in the field of 
cardiac and thoracic sur-
gery. This program com-
plemented the services of-
fered by the cardiac 
cathdter laboratory previ-
ously established through 
the college and the hospi-
tal. / / / Ken Burchett 
Ronald Baisde shows a brain in 
bis neuro lab workshop. 
Dr. Fred Hossler shows a mi- S1udents are shown lbe radiolo-
croscope's parts to his students. gy department in Bristol's hospi-
tal. 
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Added options ~ 
This student learned bow to 
prepare and make fillings in one 
of the dental classes that was ofM 
fered. 
The Nave Paramedical 
Center in Elizabethton 
was a branch of the medi-
cal colleges. The purpose 
of the center was to allow 
students who were unable 
to attend classes on cam-
pus to attend classes 
there. The Center also 
gave more options when 
students were scheduling 
their classes. 
82 Academics: Nave Paramedical Center 
The center offered 
medical degrees in radio-
logic technology, medical 
assistant, dental laborato-
ry technology, and medi-
cal laboratory technician. 
It also offered certificate 
programs for a dental as-
sistant, for a surgical 
technologist, and for a 
respiratory therapy tech-
nician. I I I 
Aftering mild . 
this student ma;: !h;::u1bstance, 
. The medical stu ests. 
his patient for x-ra~:~• prepared 
Academics 83 
Tbne two students belped eacb 
otber to prepare for their next 
class. 
· 84 Academics 
Same but different 
For the people who better location for many been. They noticed that 
were unable to travel and commuting students of the faculty and students 
attend classes on the main the western part of Sulli- were not any different 
campus in Johnson City, van County. Students from other students, and 
a division of the college found that the center was the classes were taught al-
was placed in Kingsport. not as different from the most the same as those in 
This center contained main campus a s they Johnson City. I I I Ken 
thought it would have Burchett 
This student checked out a 
~ book rrom the library in order to 
~ finish bis report. 
~ The sign in front of the center 
&_ showed the attitude of the center 
g toward its visitors. 
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86 Academics: Sherrod Library 
t Learning resources 
J The Sherrod library 
g. was a ulandmarkn for new 
= visitors on campus, fresh-
men thought of the li-
brary as a hugh mystery 
which they would never 
solve, and to upperclass-
men, the library appeared 
to be a great treasure. 
Term papers, essays, re-
search papers, and report 
after report were done us-
ing the resources of the 
library. Literature, both 
for pleasure and required, 
were read. 
Periodically new books 
and other aids of learning 
were added to the library. 
The computer system in-
cluded Info-trac, on-line 
research, and the inter-
exchange loan that allow 
students to borrow books 
and other materials from 
different libraries. Not 
only did the building 
house over 500,000 books 
and magazines , but a 
large collection of federal 
and state documents , 
maps, archives, and spe-
cial collections were also 
available at this one loca-
tion. 
111 
enls gather together to 
and compare their assign• 
nts. 
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These sludenls discuss the prin 4 
ciples of their subject. 
88 Academics: Tutoring Labs 
A helping hand 
For those students who 
were unable to easily 
grasp the foundation of 
their course, tutors were 
available to help them. 
Many people took some 
time out of their day to 
help these students who 
needed advice or help 
with a particular subject. 
Students and tutors met 
at their own time and 
place although most of 
the meetings took place in 
the Culp Center during 
the daytime. 
Math labs and writing 
labs were set up by the 
Office of Student Support 
Services. This office was 
concerned with motivat-
ing students to under 
stand and remembe 
course work as well a 
counseling students about 
academics. 
Most students though! 
that the tutoring labs had 
helped them in thei 
classes. / / / Ken Burchet 
Studying in the hall, lhese slu-
denls helped each olher by re,iew-
ing each chapler. 
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90 
PEOPLE 
People of the universily 
were quile diverse. They were 
diverse in such ways as reli-
3ious belief. academic sland-
in3. economic slandin3. social 
slalus. moral upbrin3in3. and 
everyday alLire. These differ-
ences were often inle3raled 
amons sludenls and facully. 
Thus. new personalities were 
developed and crealed the 
atmosphere found on the cam-
pu6 oflhe univer.Bily. 1 1 1 Julie 
Having some extra time often allowed stu-
dents to visit the library for some quiet study 
time or a chance to stop by the Cu lp Center for 
a moment of relaxation. 
Facial expressions often reveal how a per-
son feels or what the person is thinking about 
a particular sitiation. 
Third period classes were shortened so that 
students could attend the Proclamation Cere-
mony. President Beller and Governor 
McWherter officially declared Homecoming. 
Places to study were abundant. One could 
find students studying in unlikely places such 
as their cars. while sitting on the benches at 
Gilbreth Hall, or, like this young lady, at the 
Amphitheater. 
It was bard for one to walk on campus with-
out meeting friends. Groups of people talking 
were a frequent sight on campus. 















Human Resources Management 
Robert Arwood 
Mathematics 




Vfonne Balla rd 
Health Adminisiration 
Chris Bass 













A. Todd Ben nett 
Communications 
Katherine 1\1. Bible 
Elementary Education 
Krist ine M. Bjornstad 
Speech and Hearing 
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Rebecca E. Blakley 
English 
Elizabeth A. Blevins 




Teresa K. Brainard 
Social Work 
Nancy A. Brewer 
Nursing 
Daphne- A. Bright 
Health Administration 
Gregory C. Brink 
Finance 
Lisa L. Brooks 
Fashion Merchandising 
Monica L. Brown 
Education 
Scoct G. Brown 
lndusuial Arts/Technology 
Education 
Sieve T. Brown 
Electronic Engineering Technology 
Kimberly D. Bruner 
Health Administration 
Conslance Bryant 
Engineering Design Graphics 
W. Scoct Bullington 
BusincssManagemem 
Dorinea Burcham 
Engineering Design Graphics 




Ellen P. Dusek 
Criminal Jus1ice 
Angela D. Buller 
Home Economics 
Dewanna K. Byrd 
English 
Lynne P. Cable 
Business Education 
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April J . Calkins 
Business Management 
Carole A. Campbell 
Mass Communications 
Lori A. Campbell 
Business Management 
Susan E. Cary 
Elementary Education 
Brian A. Casey 
Computer Science 






Lesley K. Chapman 
Home Economics 
A. Renee Charles 
Public Relations 
Karesa C. Charles 
Geography 
Lisa R. Charles 
Elementary Education 
Melony J . Christman 
Accounting 
David E. Cicirello 
Accounting 
Karen M. Clevenger 
Dental Laboratory Technology 
Lisa D, Clyburn 
Criminal Justice 
Lisa M. Cobb 
Elementary Education 
A. Diane Cobble 
Chemistry 
Susan M. Colbaugh 
Elementary Education 
J ames H. Cole, Jr. 
Industrial Arts/Technology 
Education 




Freeman M. Cox 
Real Estate 
J anet D. Crawford 
Health Education 





Margarel A. Davis 
Nursing 
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Andrea J. Denton 
Political Science/ History 
Timothy R. Des Jardins 
Environmental Hea lth 
Jill E. Dishman 
Nursing 
Jamie 8. Dixon 
Marketing 
Diana L Dodson 
Biology 
J ames R. Dolinger 
Engineering Technology 
Barbara J. Drake 
Nursing 
Bttky L Draqh 
Nursing 
frank T. Drew 
Journalism 




J ason W. Eagle 
Political Science 
Stetea J . Eckert 
Electronic Engineering Technology 
Kristi C. Edeas 
Education 
Stacey L Edee 
Mathematics 
Britta [. Edwards 
Mathematics 
Jeffrey T. Edwards 
Finance 
Tina L. Ellison 
Social Work 
Glenda D. Ensor 
Health Administra tion 
MarthaJ,[YanS 
Physical Education 
Ray T. E~e,hart 
Mass Communications 
Melissa A. Fair 
Social Work 
Ble■nda H. Faries 
Public Relations 
An1ela R. FHlk■er 
Elementary Education 
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Tammy Fawlkntr 
Marketing 
Stephanie S. Fells 
Health Administration 
Marsha L. Fender 
Business Administration 
Charles 8. Fenner 
Finance 
Mark D. Ferguson 
Mass Communications 
Joi A. Fielder 
Elementary/Special Education 
Lloyd E. Fleenor 
Engineering Technology 
Michael H . Fleenor 
Computer Science 
Fnncis S. Fleming 
Music Education 
Laurie A. Fleming 
Psychology 
Wendi M. Foland 
Dental Hygiene 
Linda J. Foster 
Elementary Education 
Sam W. Freeman 
Management 
Susan 1\1. Fronius 
Broadcasting 
Scott D. Galloway 
Elec1rical Technology 
Kitty L. Gardner 
Nursing 
Jeffery S. Garland 
Health/Physical Education 
Tracy D. Garland 
Mass Communications 
William C. Garth 
Manufacturing Engineering 
Technology 
Kellie L. Gembach 
General Science 





Polit ical Science 
Gary A.Gilliam 
Environmental Health 
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Kimberly D. Gilliland 
Elementary Education 
Catherine N. Gobble 
Mathematics 




Stephen R. Grady 
Mathematics 






Lisa D. Gregory 
Nursing 
Mark M. Grigsby 
Nursing 
Amy L. Grindstaff 
Marketing 
Adrienne P . Gross 
Special Educa1ion 
T racy M. Hamm 
Journalism 
Christopher W. Hansard 
Real Estate 
David D. Hansel 
Education 
Brenda F. Hargroft 
Nursing 
Keith A. Harper 
Finance 
Mela nie A. Harrison 
Elementary Education 
J ohn A. Harman 
Accounting 
Andrea F. Hartma n 
Criminal J us tice 
Teresa E. Han ey 
Nursing 
Tonya L. Hatcher 
Geography /Sociology 
W illiam M. Herbert 
Finance 
Marshall T. Herron 
Biology 
Andrew 8. Heydenbury 
Criminal Just ice 
J oseph S. H icks 
Industria l Engineering Technology 
Melinda 8 . Hicks 
Health Education 
N. Sharon Higginbotham 
Broadcasting 
John E. Hilton 
Finance 
Randall M . Hodge 
Physical Education 
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Scotl 8 . Hollffbeck 
Criminal Justice 
E,elya I. Holmes 
Mathematics 
Virginia L. Holl 
Home Economics 
Michel 8. Holtham 
Business Administration 




Rboada J. Hooks 
Elementary Education 
TamatU L Hopkins 
Dental Hygiene 
James D. Horton 
l<.mg 
Tina D. Houser 
Surgical Technology 
Bill D. Jollaso■ 
History 
Daaa L JobllSOII 
Nursing 
Jeaaifer R. Jobason 
Finance 
Nkbolas W. Jollason 
Criminal Justice 
Mark W. Joaes 
Mass Communications 
Sberry R. Joaes 
Chemistry 
Vicky D. Jo■es 
Early Childhood Development 
Connie C. Julian 
Medical Technology 
Jacqaellae A. lapin 
Health Administration 
IC.eUie D. Katcbm 
Special/Elementary Education 
Patsy 8. Hughes 
Elementary Education 
Usa A. Hn1ble 
Marketing 
Tracy L Hundley 
Fashion Merchandising 
Teny L Hurt 
Business Education 




Marian A. Isom 
Health Education 
William E. Isom 
Physics 
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Terry M. King 
Geology 
Bttky L Klepper 
Respiratory Therapy 
Robin M. LaFollene 
Elementary Education 
Sheila A. Lamb 
Marketing 
Sonya M. Lawless 
Finance 
Lisa J. Leedy 
Physical Educa1ion 
Sharon M. Leonard 
Social Work 
Anita L Lewis 
Home Economics 
Gary R. Lewis, Jr. 
Geography 
Patrkia A. Light 
Dental Hygiene 
Diann H. Lockner 
Finance 
Hazel E. Long 
Nursing 
William T. Lonon 
Construction Engineering 
Penny E. Lowe 
Elementary Education 
Catherine A. Lucas-Wekh 
Social Work 




Freddie H. Malone 
Finance 
Catherine L Mason 
Fashion Merchandising 
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Susan R. Mast 
Finance 
Duid E. Maxwell 
Health Care Administration 
Susan L McCall 
Psychology 
Marcus A. McClanaban 
Criminal Justice 
Amie M. McCloud 
Dental Hygiene 
Heather E. McCoy 
Accounting 
Tina R. McGuire 
S«ondary Education 
Cindy M. McIntosh 
Psychology/Special Education 
Karen L. McQueen 
Criminal Justice 




Sonya R. Metcalf 
Music Education 




Fnnk F. MIiier 
Electronics Engineering Technology 
Freddie 8. Miller 
Health Administration 
Janice A. Millu 
Surgical Technology 
K,nnethC. Miller 
Criminal Justice/ Political Science 




Judith L. Misick 
Communications 
David T. Monlgomery 
Accounting 
Jercy- W. Moody 
Accountin•g 
Ronald E. Moon 
Construction Management 
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Debra J, Moore 
Management 










Rosalie F, Nave 
Mass Communications/Political 
Science 
Colleen M. Noe 
Communicat ive Disorders 
Paul W. Norris 
Criminal Justice 
Deanna M . Norungolo 
Journalism 
Melessa L. Null 
Dental Hygiene 
Melissa A.Ottinger 
BS Nursing/ Community Health 
Education 
JenniferM. Pa inter 
Elementary Education 
Janel L. Parham 
Business Management 
Trent K. Parker 
Mass Communications 




Lisa M. Patton 
Biology 
Tbomas J. Payne 
English 
Mary Dean Pearce 




Galya L. Phipps 
Interior Design 
JoAnna [. Pierce 
Health Education/ Psychology 
Nancy R. Pierce 
Computer Science 
Lora L. Piercy 
Biology 
Donald P. Poe 
Electronics 
Roger A. Poe 
Electronics 
Ronnie A. Polter 
Management 
Stacey M. Poynter 
Dental Hygiene 
Rhonda A. Prke 
Elementary Education 
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Kimberly J. Radford 
Management 
Teneva G. Ramey 
Mathematics 
Myra L. Ray 
History 
Norma J. Redmon 
Health Administration 
Brenda E. Reece 
Joy E. Re«e 
Computer Science 
Michael J. Rehart 
Engineering Design Graphics 
Amanda J, Rnis 
Special/ Elementary Education 
Jamie D. Riner 
Nursing 
Diana S. Risknics 
Political Science 
Teresa D. Roberts 
Nursing 
Deborah N. Rogers 
Social Work 
Michael S. Royston 
onstruction Engineering Technology 
Pamela R. Russell 
Music Education 
Mary 8. Rutherford 
Marketing 
D. Mark Rutledge 
Journalism/Sociology 




Amy F. Saylor 
Management 
David L. Saylor 
Biology /Chemistry 
Donna L. &::bartung 
Geology/Spanish 
Stacey L. Schombs 
Mt 
Fay C. Schulz 
Management 
Angie D. Scott 
Accounting 
Laura L. &::ruggs 
Science Education/Biology 
John D. Seaton 
Management 
Marie I. Sellers 
Psychology/ Early Childhood 
&::ou I. Sergent 
Communications 
Ibra him 8 . Shafi 
Environmental Health 
Jeanie L. Shanks 
English 
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Donna S. Shelton 
Mass Communications 
LaVana G. Shelton 
Surgical Technology 
Kimberly A. Shrader 
Accounting 
Kimberly K. Skeen 
Computer Science 
DarleneT.Sly 
Health Education/ Health 
Administra1ion 
Kelly L. S mith 
Elementary Education 
Kimberly G. Smilh 
Criminal Justice Educa tion 
Stephanie G. Smith 
Special/Elementary Education 
Tammy L. Sm ith 
Speech Communication 
Jon A. Smith-Laws 
Medical Laboratory Technology 
Crystal M. Southerland 
Biology 
Janel Y. Southerland 
English/ Biology 
Dea na 8. Speaks 
Marketing 
Penny G. Stallard 
Finance 




John M. Starnes 
Management 
Nicole M. Steadman 
Biology 
Katherine L. Stepp 
Health Education 
Margaret A. Stone 
Management 
Howard P. Stoul 
Chemistry 
Ruth A. Stout 
Criminal Justice 





Lemmie D. Taylor 
Accounting 
Marsha D. Taylor 
Elementary Education 
R. Da¥id Taylor 
Mass Communications 
Robert E. Taylor 
Journalism 
Tracy S. Taylor 
Real Estate 
Dale M. Tesler 
Manufacturing Engineering 
Technology 
Margaret A. Thomas 
General Science 
Sharon E. Thompson 
Speech and Hearing 
Vickie L. Thompson 
Accounting 
V¥onnle C. Tompkins 
Construction Engineering Technology 
Keyla E. Torbett 
Dental Hygiene 
Carolyn S. Tri¥ett 
Dental Lab Technician 
Sydney A. Truner 
Nursing 
Martha S. T ulloch 
Interior Design 
Eudoro Van der Biesl 
Computer Science 
Bradley D. VanDyke 
Biology 
Deborah L. Wallace 
Biology/History 




Cherida C. Ward 
Management 
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Christopher D. Wharton 
Social Work 




Lisa G. Whitehead 
Nursing 
Nola L. Whitlock 
Marketing 




Amy K. Williams 
Health Administration 
Julie S. Williams 
Elementary Education 
Mark A. Williams 
Accounting 
Michael W. Williams 
Finance 
Mike G. Williams 
Environmental Health 
Greg D. Wilson 
Accounting 
Melanie A. Wilson 
Dental Hygiene 
Mikki A. Winters 
Psychology /Sociology 
Angela V. Wolfe 
English 
Kelly D. Woodall 
Respiratory Therapy 
Michelle R. Woodears 
Broadcasting 




Ronald W. Worley, Jr. 
Real Estate 
Julia S. Wortman 
Mass Communications 
Deborah K. Wright 
Management 
Kimberly C. Wright 
Nursing 
Lee A. Wynegar 
Marketing 
Ellen J. Yeager 
Criminal Justice 




Kelly L. Yoho 
Physical Education 
Sandra J. Young 
Computer Science 
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Juniors 
Donna J. Anders 
Melissa C. Anderson 
James M. Andrews 
Lori A. Archer 
April D. Arwood 
Michael T. Atwood 
Melissa D. Bailey 
Ryan P. Bailey 
Kristi N. Ball 
Linda A. Beckett 
Laura B. Bellamy 
Tammy A. Benfield 
Timothy J. Berry 
Amy R. Bettis 
Mary Jo Bird 
Tammy A. Blakley 
Thomas J. Blevins 
Brian C. Bolling 
Vickie J. Boswell 
Rebecca R. Bowen 
William J. Boyd 
Joel M. Bradshaw 
Kimberly L. Brewster 
Rachael L. Brickey 
Rebecca A. Brinkley 
David C. Broadhead 
Sherrie 0. Buck 
Nena A. Burke 
Lisa A. Burton 
Jennifer A. Buskill 
Bobby L. Campbell 
Laurie A. Campbell 
Alan R. Cannon 
Vanessa S. Carico 
Edith A. Carmack 
Connie S. Carpcmcr 
Janet A. Carpenter 
Jennifer L. Carrier 
Connie J. Carter 
Shelia R. Carter 
Robcn A. Carver 
Jeri N . Casscll 
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Lori R. Chafin 
Kristin E. Chamberlin 
Johnny G. Chandler 
Timothy E. Chandler 
Philena D. Childress 
Lynn D. Churchman 
Ann M.Ciancione 
Robert L Clark, Jr. 
Denzel M. Clemmer 
Landon S. Combs 
Mark E. Conard 
Tamara M. Conwell 
Byron F. Cook 
Lynette D. Cook 
Lisa L.Cox 
Steven T. Cox 
David A. Crigger 
Brian K. Culbert 
Elizabeth A. Dailey 
Stacy A. Dalton 
Tammy J. Darnell 
Alicia L Davis 
Christina I. Day 
Kimberly S. Deel 
Tracie M. Dillow 
Sharon L. Dixon 
Lisa G. Dooley 
William M. Dorsey 
Kimberly B. Dotson 
Sonni W. Dyer 
April J. Dykes 
Roy H. Early 
Heather M. Eckford 
Jennifer M. Eddy 
Laura D. Ellison 
Burt S. Empson 
Martin K. Fellers 
Lori J. Ferguson 
Cynthia J. Ferrell 
Leigh A. Fields 
Jennifer D. Fleenor 
MartinJ. Fleenor 
Margaret E. Finley 
Mark E. Ford 
Myra J . Fortner 
Kellie D. Freshour 
Zenda N.Galyon 
Geodee P. Grady 
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Anthony M. Gragg 
Dawn 8. Graybeal 
Jodie C. Greene 
David A. Gregory 
Debra D. Griffith 
Sandra J . Grimes 
Tonya D. Grindstaff 
Kim D.Guinn 
Shannon L. Hale 
Michael A. Harris 
Tammy L. Harrison 
David G. Hartman 
Tiffany D. Heaton 
Andrew J. Herndon 
Gregory A: Hodges 
Belinda F. Hogan 
Heather A. Holmes 
Karen L. Hooper 
John W. Horton 
Rita L. House 
Leah M. Hovis 
M.Susannie Hubbs 
Kellye E. Huffman 
John M. Hughes 
Carol F. Janes 
Julia H. Jasper 
Brian L. Jenkins 
Shari J. Jenkins 
Gene T. Johnson 
Angela S. Jones 
Joy A. Jones 
Clyde 8. Joyce 
Lynn E. Justice 
Katherine E. Kielbania 
JaneC. Kusmik 
Dave J . Kyker 
Rebecca L. Lamb 
Kelly J. Lambert 
Kenneth E. Langslow 
Lynn M. Larson 
TerryW. Laws 
Beth M. LeGrand 
Steve D. Leonard 
Amanda J . LeRoy 
Angela B. Loudy 
Rebecca A. Lovelace 
Timothy P. Luehrs 
Jill E. Mackey 
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Tammie D. Maples 
MelissaD.Martin 
William E. Martzin 
Terri F. Massengill 
Tracy E. Matthews 
Alan 8.Maupin 
Susan L. Mayhew 
Sean D. McAlister 
Cecil R. McClure 
Beth McDaniel 
Lisa 8. McGalliard 
Martina McKeon 
Tameria L. McLain 
Sharon E. McMurray 
Samanthia L. Mc Peak 
Brenda L. Miller 
Carol A. Miller 
Cindy A. Miller 
Ella L. Miller 
J . LeAnn Miller 
Jennie C. Miller 
Traci M. Miller 
Ross A. Millsaps 
Patrick M. Mink 
Sherry M. Moody 
Spencer A. Moody 
Michael C. Mooney 
Michelle L. Mooney 
Lisa R. Moore 
Ava K. Morelock 
Cynthia A. Morrell 
Freida S. Morris 
Richard L. Morris 
Christian K. Mount II 
Kelly S. Moyers 
Rebecca D. Musick 
Cathy A. Nave 
Kathryn L. Neas 
Robert M. Nelson 
Sylvia W. Nelson 
Kelly L. Newbert 
David R. Nichols 
Juanita C. Nidiffer 
Terry W. Noel 
Lisa L. Nuss 
Gary L. Ornduff 
Laura R. Overbay 
Paula C. Overbey 
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Johnny L. Painter 
Marna P. Patterson 
William M. Pattillo 
Stacy C. Peake 
Gary A. Peavyhouse 
Beverly L. Pendergast 
Eric Pendleton 
Robert T. Pendleton 
Sharon R. Peterson 
Barry M. Petronski 
Michele L. Phillips 
Teresa A. Phillips 
Patricia E. Phipps 
Sheila M. Prater 
Tracy S. Pratt 
Candy M. Price 
Sheila F. Price 
Marcus S. Pucken 
Jama D. Rader 
Darren V. Ramsey 
Sherry J. Ramsey 
DanaG. Rasnic 
Wilma H. Ray 
Susan L. Rednour 
Amy S. Recd 
Karen D. Renner 
Tracey E. Rhea 
Amy L. Ridenour 
Susan D. Roark 
Erika L. Romanoff 
Charlene R. Rose 
Benjamin E. Rowe 
Dana M. Russell 
Melissa D. Russell 
Charlette R. Rutledge 
Carol A. Saylor 
Chris M.Scheuren 
Laurel J. Schmidt 
Charles D. Schwartz 
Cassie Sebastian 
Angelina M. Shankle 
Alce1a L. Shaw 
Jimmie K. Shelton, Jr. 
Sherri L. Shelton 
Tammy A. Shelton 
Tammy R. Sherfey 
Samuel J . Siller 
Tcrena M. Slagle 
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Pamela I. Smalling 
Angela L. Smith 
Huntley S. Smith 
Lisa D. Southerland 
Mark A. Stevens 
E. Renee Strange 
Tina L. Street 
Angela J. Sutton 
Debra L. Taylor 
Sherina L. Taylor 
Kathryn A. Theibcn 
James B. Thompson 
L. Karen Thompson 
Diane T hornbu rg 
Jeff A. Thornburg 
Brian W. T ip1on 
Lee E. Tittle 
Amanda C. Toole 
Susan B. Trantham 
Laura A. T uller 
Cynthia W. Turner 
Sandi J . Viers 
Patr icia L. Vines 
Amy L. Waddell 
Pamela D. Wallace 
Jessica R. Waller 
J udyL.Walsh 
Sandra K. Wa rren 
Leslie D. Weaver 
Cathy L. Whaley 
Jody Whitti more 
Elizabeth A. Windsor 
Cindy A. Willocks 
Kelli E. Willyard 
Chester D. Wilson 
Jennifer K. Wilson 
S. Paige Wilson 
Selassie Worku 
Kristi L. Wright 
Larry E. Wright 
People: Juniors 113 
Sophomores 
Rudy 0. Abate 
Lisa L Ackley 
Cheryl D. Adams 
MelissaJ. Adams 
H. Gail Adcock 
Terri A. Alley 
Amy D. Anderson 
Connie L. Anderson 
Joy G. Archer 
Julie M. Arrowood 
Tuesday E. Arwood 
Linda L. Asher 
Denise A. Avery 
Mary Barbee 
Melissa S. Barnes 
Charles J. Barnette 
Gina M. Barr 
Sonja A. Barrett 
Kevin T. Baxter 
114 People: Sophomores 
Benjamin A. BeCraft IV 
Edward L Bell 
Terri L Bell 
Benita P. Bellamy 
Lisa E. Bennett 
Rocky Bentley 
Timothy A. Bible 
Kenneth S. Biggs 
Caroline S. Billips 
Dianne E. Blevins 
Amy L Blickenstaff 
Steven E. Boley 
Lisa A. Bollinger 
Brenda S. Bond 
Canda R. Bowers 
Janet L. Bowman 
Brian D. Boyle 
Fredrick J. Brabson 
Shannon D. Bradley 
Tracie C. Bradshaw 
Melissa A. Breeden 
Thomas M. Brewster 
Lynn A. Brill 
Cindy E. Britt 
Henry J. Britt 
Mark L. Brooks 
Nancy A. Browder 
Aundrea L. Brown 
Lisa M. Brown 
Ladonna K. Buchanan 
Michelle L. Buchanan 
Susan N. Burgner 
Tim D. Burker 
Angie K. Burleson 
Karen R. Byington 
Jill Y. Byrd 
Charlie P. Callahan 
Rebecca L. Carbee 
Dalerick M.Carden 
Cheryl A. Carter 
Joyce B. Casteel 
T. Samantha Cecil 
People: Sophomores 115 
Nicole L. Chaffin 
Chuck Charles 
Shannon L. Childress 
Brian T. Chisom 
Sandra H. Cicirello 
Kenneth M. Collins 
Michael A.Conatser. J r. 
Tommy L. Cook 
Tina D. Copas 
Jason R. Couk 
Sonja L. Cox 
Brian Creech 
MicheleM.Cutshall 
Lisa C. Davis 
Renee Davis 
Sheri L. Davis 
TimothyW. Davis 
Shelly Dawes 
Mark A. DePew 
David P. DiBoyan 
Donna C. Dickson 
Stephen D. Dorsen 
Miehellel. Dotson 
Tammy R. Dove 
Timothy R. Dowell 
Mary K. Drew 
Dewayne Dykes 
Wade L. Eppes 
Tanya N. Fager 
Judie A. Fann 
Wendy L Feathers 
Lee P. Feldman 
Denise L. Fillers 
Bryan A. Fitchko 
Jonathan K. Fleenor 
Lisa A. Fletcher 
Stephanie D. Fletcher 
Tina R. Folden 
Stephanie C. Freeman 
Sonya F. Futrell 
Pamela D. Gamble 
Tina L. Garland 
116 People: Sopho.m. o. r.es ____________________________ ~------• 
Joe Garrison 
Christopher M. George 
Ronda L. Gilliam 
Kristi L. Goforth 
Leslie R. Green 
Jimmy L. Greer II 
Melanie K,Greer 
Jack E.Grimes 
R. Leah Grindstaff 
Amy D. Hale 
Judy R. Hall 
Sara E. Hall 
Amy 8. Hamby 
Lori M. Hamilton 
Michelle D. Harrell 
Holli T. Harris 
Timothy W. Hartley 
Penny D. Hartsell 
Gary T. Haun 
Shannon L. Hayes 
Karen R. Heath 
Angela M. Heatherly 
Tammy M. Hickman 
MartyeS. Hicks 
Tammy M. Hicks 
David 8. Hill 
Deana N. Hill 
J ana E. Hill 
Betsy L. Hinkle 
Tina R. Hodge 
Janice D. Hodgson 
Lisa M. Hollingsworth 
Shanan R. Holloway 
Gary P. Honaker 
Krist i L. Hood 
People: Sophomores 117 
Jeff A. Hopland 
Debra H. Horton 
Sandra K. Huff 
Sandra L. Hunt 
Jon T . Hurt 
James P. Hutchins 
Kimberly A. Icenhour 
Sandra M. Ingle 
Stanton F. Ingram 
Marsia S. Irwin 
Christy L. Isbell 
Leslie F. Isom 
John A. Jackson 
Kimberlee A. Jarrett 
Suzanne M. Jeffers 
Tamerka L. Jenkins 
Daniel L. Jersey 
Sarah K. Johns 
Jennifer M. Johnson 
Kevin L. Johnson 
Tonya D. Johnson 
Karen D. Jones 
Randy S. Jones 
Mary M. Keasling 
Jennifer D. Kegley 
Brenda J. Kerley 
Tanya M. Kesterson 
Laura E. King 
Laura S. King 
Diann M. Kiser 
Kelley Klepper 
Katherine D. Kopp 
Angie R. Kreider 
Kimberly M. Land 
Monica P. Lane 
118 People: Sophomores 
Samuel S. Lane 
Rodena S. Layne 
W. Eric Layne 
Dina M. Lefler 
Bonnie L. Leonard 
Julie C. Light 
Teresa E. Lyons 
Ginger Y. Maddup 
Hallie D. Manes 
Beth T. Margraves 
Jennifer L. McCann 
Tracy L. McCarmack 
MichaelT.McNeese 
Elizabeth S. Menefee 
Elizabeth M. Michalski 
E. Keith Miller 
George M. Miller 
Melissa B. Moorhouse 
Julie L. Morelock 
Tracie A. Morelock 
Linda J. Morgan 
Julia D. Mottern 
Amanda E. Mullins 
Cynthia D. Murray 
Robin D. Musick 
Kimberly D. Naff 
J. Suzanne Nave 
Lisa R. Nave 
Susanne E. Neale 
Sarah E. Nelms 
John S. Newland 
Richard L. Norris 
Janice L. Oaks 
Lois D. O"Dell 
Kimberly A. Oliver 
Lisa A. O'Quinn 
Carla Y.Oster 
Robert V. Peets 
Angelia L. Peters 
Michelle D. Peters 
Tim C. Peters 
Beth A. Peterson 
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Kelly H. Phillips 
Scott A. Pipkins 
Lisa J. Pu rdy 
Carol E. Raby 
Brian K. Ragle 
Tina L. Ramsey 
Rhonda S. Reece 
Lori A. Renfro 
Tracey E. Renzi 
Kimberly N. Rhudy 
Kevin H. Riggs 
Michael D. Roberts 
Rosalind E. Roberts 
Hannah A. Rogers 
Mark F. Runge 
Robert A. Russell 
Sheila C. Russell 
Rebecca A. Ryan 
Robin S. Salyer 
Dunlap Scott 
Kell i D. Scott 
Jennifer C. Shelton 
Tina M. Sherrill 
James R. Shi fflet! 
David S. Shipley 
MarieShu1ovich 
Pamela G. Simcox 
Jackie M. Sipos 
Anthony T. Sizemore 
Yolanda M. Skelton 
Frank M. Slack 
Lisa G. Slemp 
Shane A. Smith 
Tim L.Smith 
Susan M. Sparks 
Katrina L. Spillman 
R. Wayne Stapleton 
Melanie D. Steagall 
Melissa S. Steagall 
Darla M.Stevcns 
Annette F. Stoutt 
Lori A. Strohm 
120 Peo le: So homores 
Jerry L. Sullivan 
Lydia P. Sumpter 
Donna R. Sutherland 
Terri M. Talbon 
Daphne D. Taylor 
Mollie D. Thompson 
Michelle A. Thornburg 
Angela R. Tipton 
Jeffrey S. Tolley 
Sherry K. Tolliver 
Eugene E. Townsend 
Thomas R. Trent 
Cynthia M. Ullrich 
Brian S. Utsman 
Sonya C. Walker 
Jill D. West 
Cathy A. Wheeler 
April D. White 
Patty L White 
Robin L. Williams 
Jamie L. Wilson 
Paul Winebarger 
Craig S. Wise 
Tammy L. Wolfe 
WarrenC. Wright 
WendyM.Wykle 
Thomissa J . Yates 
Michelle D. Yoder 
Susan M. Zettler 
Anessa L.Zinn 
People: Sophomores 121 
Freshmen 
Deanna M. Abel 
Dana P. Adams 
Angela C. Allen 
Leigh A. Allen 
Robin D. Amonette 
Amy E. Anderson 
Arthur D. Anderson 
Janna R. Anderson 
Monica N. Anderson 
Terri A. Anderson 
Eric W. Andes 
Melissa A. Arnett 
Ricky S. Arnold 
Gurry K. Arnott 
Leigh A. Ausborn 
Kenneth Bailey, Jr. 
Susan D. Bakalar 
Cassandra J. Baker 
Dana R. Baker 
Cynthia D. Ball 
David T. Ball 
Krista T. Ball 
Lisa G. Ball 
Angela M. Baltimore 
Todd C. Bandy 
David M. Barbour 
Diana L. Barnett 
Rebecca E. Barnett 
Melinda K. Barrett 
Melissa A. Barron 
Amy C. Bates 
Patrick T. Beach 
Lisa M. Bell 
Theresa A. Bellamy 
K. Lindsay Bellas 
AmyC. Bennett 
Christine M. Bentley 
Shelley L. Bergandi 
Julie L. Bergman 
Shelly M. Bible 
Angela L. Bigham 
David Birchfield 
122 People: Freshmen 
Cheryl E. Abbott 
Joe D. Birchfield 
Steve R. Birchfield 
Kimberly K. Black 
M. Kathryn Blackburn 
Travis J . Blake 
Sharon Blakely 
Lisa M. Blevins 
Tina M. Bloomer 
Jacky K. Boatman 
Bryan T. Booher 
Karen T. Boone 
Scot\ D. Bowers 
Kristie C. Bowling 
Todd A. Bowman 
Christopher T. Branham 
Anne C. Branscomb 
Scott Branson 
Laurel A. Brauer 
Toni L. Brewer 
Beverly M. Bridgman 
Dennis D. Brooks 
Christopher A. Brotherton 
Andrea L. Brown 
Priscilla E. Brown 
Shannon L. Brown 
Timothy R. Brown 
Tina L. Brown 
Kelli A. Broyles 
Carlos W. Bruce 
Mary B. Bryant 
Whitney D. Buck 
Daniel W. Bumgardner 
Jason E. Bunton 
Kimberly D. Burch 
William K. Burchett, Jr. 
Melissa G. Burchfield 
Sandy Burnett 
Mike W. Burnette 
Dana L. Burrow 
Rick A. Butler 
Myra L. Byrd 
Jacquline A. Cannon 
Angela M. Cansler 
Lee R. Capps 
Tammy L. Carberry 
Michae\S.Carmack 
Kimberly G. Carmicheal 
William E.Carrier 
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Dana M. Carroll 
Jacqueline D. Carter 
Joely A. Carter 
Michael K. Carter 
Pamela M.Cartcr 
Elizabeth S. Carty 
Susan R. Casteel 
Arlena M. Castle 
Terri L. Cedotal 
Cynthia A. Chamberlin 
Candy A. Chandler 
Kimberly K. Chapman 
Veronica L. Chappell 
Vemeda W. Charlton 
Freddie D. Chase 
WesB.Christian 
Amy A. Church 
Shannon R. Clabo 
Robin D. Clark 
Tracy A. Clark 
Kimberly L. Click 
Robin L. Clowers 
Susan Coffey 
Mark E. Coleman 
Mark A. Colley 
Lori A. Collins 
Mark C. Collins 
Rhonda L. Collins 
David M. Colosi 
Sherri L. Combs 
Kelly L. Commons 
Rhonda L. Conard 
Laura A. Conner 
Jackie L. Copas 
Jennifer M. Corbett 
Christine L. Coss 
Sherry L. Couch 
Douglas R. Cowan 
Juanita L. Cox 
Anthony H. Crabtree 
Lisa R. Craft 
Adam Crain 
Kimberly J . Crittenden 
Deana R. Cross 
Saprina D. Cross 
Karen S. Cruise 
Donathan L. Crusenberry 
Kristie L. Culbertson 
124 People: Freshmen 
Melissa A.Culuahouse 
Paige N. Cutshaw 
Darryl H. Daggs 
Lori D. Dappert 
Junior A. Darnell 
Shannon A. Davie 
Billy Davis 
Chris W. Davis 
Amy M. Deakins 
Suzanne Dean 
Gregory 8. Deel 
Christy H. Denton 
Robert L. Dillard 
Shannon S. Dingus 
Lori C. Donahue 
Michele N. Dozier 
Tina D. Drinnon 
Shannon M. Droke 
Danieee M. Duggar 
Ka ren L. Dugger 
Matthew R. Duncan 
Randy W. Duncan 
Patricia A. Dupkoski 
Amy L. Durham 
Matie L. Durham 
Joyce L. Dye 
Rebecca L. Dyer 
Josephine L. Earhart 
Bobbie Echols 
Kim D. Edgar 
Wendy A. Edmondson 
Elizabeth C. Edwards 
Julia K. Edwards 
Meredith V. Edwards 
Russell L. Edwards 
Edith C. Eichler 
Dawn A. Elkins 
J. Bretl Eller 
Tammey W . Eller 
Heather A. Elliott 
People: Freshmen 12 
Jacqueline W. Elliott 
Sandra L. Elliolt 
Patricia G. Ellis 
Leslie A. Ell ison 
Amy A. Ensor 
Bradley W. Epperson 
Mona M. Fanney 
Angela M. Fawbush 
Wendy R. Ferguson 
Melody S. Ferrell 
Traci L. Fields 
Kelly M. Flores 
Tiffany L. Forsyth 
Cynthia D. Fox 
Karen E. Fox 
Susan L. Frasier 
Amy R. Frazier 
Amy D. Freeman 
Kim B. Fryar 
George W. Fudge 
Traci J . Fuller 
Stephen J. Fulmer 
Cinnamon Gaddy 
S. Kimberly Garvey 
Tom R. Gibbs 
Angelia R. Gibson 
Angela D. Gilbert 
Mark L.Gillenwater 
Angela M. Gilliland 
J oel W. Gobble 
Ronnie C. Gobble 
Derrick T. Goins 
Jason P. Gooclykoontz 
Donna J . Gossett 
Eric M. Gouge 
Jennifer J . Gouge 
Kristin L.Grant 
Christina L. Gray 
Suzanne C. Gray 
Judy D. Greer 
126 People: Freshmen 
Eileen M.Griffin 
Stephanie S. Grondin 
Rebecca G. Grubb 
Tracy E. Grubbs 
Angela R. Gschwind 
Lucinda Hackworth 
M. Elise Hamdorff 
Heather L. Hampton 
Kathryn E. Hanna 
Leannah R. Harmon 
Nicole E. Harrigan 
J ennifer D. Harris 
Jonathan C. Harrison 
Martha L. Hart 
Lorrie M. Hartgrove 
Beverly M. Hass 
Renee M. Haun 
Katherine I. Havola 
Kristy L. Head 
Christine E. Hegenderfer 
Karen D. Heiskell 
Shannon G. Helton 
Carey M. Henderson 
Charles E. Hensley 
Lisa M. Hensley 
Travis K. Herron 
Ted F. Hibbs 
Amber R. Hickman 
Timothy A. Hicks 
Tonia M. Hicks 
Christopher G. Hileman 
Audrey A. Hill 
James R. Hill 
Laura B. Hilton 
Rhonda C. Hodge 
Chris M. Hogan 
Dana E. Hogge 
Michael R. Holdaway 
Jodi M. Holden 
Debra A. Holloway 
Sarah E. Hollyfield 
Harriet K. Holman 
People: Freshmen 127 
Ginger A. Holmes 
Tina G. Holt 
Carter E. Honeycutt, J r. 
J anie M. Hopkins 
Harold L. Horne 
James R. House 
Elizabeth C. Houser 
Laura J . Howard 
Jeffrey L. Huff 
Roberta L. Huffman 
Robby A. Hunt 
Lori K. Hyde 
Samuel E. Icenhour 
Julie D. Inscore 
Lea F. Jabbour 
Michael D. James 
Tommy N. Jeffers 
Kelly E. J enkins 
Lawrence L. Jersey 
Janet E. Jessee 
Alice L. Johnson 
Beth Johnson 
Debbie J ohnson 
Glenn Johnson 
Margaret Johnson 
Angela M. Jones 
Anthony D. Jones 
Danny P. J ones 
Elizabeth F. Jones 
Jill N. Jones 
John S. Jones 
MelanicC. J ones 
Amy S. Kapperman 
John T. Keasling 
Toni W. Keen 
Colleen Kelly 
Erin L. Kelly 
Kristine M. Kielbania 
Thomas J. Kilby 
Christopher S. Kimel 
Hilary E. King 
Patrice J . King 
David A. Knable 
Holly M. Knight 
Teresa A. Knowles 
Christe L. Knox 
Alyse Kobza 
Phillip A. Kornet 
128 People : Freshmen 
Rebecca 0. Lawson 
Marty L. Layman 
Brenda K. Leeper 
Cindy R. Leonard 
Marcella C. Leonard 
Patsy 0. Leiner 
Nikki P. Lewin 
Chadwick F. Lewis 
0rena L. Lewis 
Robert C. Lewis 
Wendi R. Lewis 
Stephanie A. Lippo 
Julie 8. Little 
Laura K. Linleford 
0annell R. Lloyd 
Richard J. Long 
Patty L. Loop 
Geneva K. Love 
Donna E. Lynch 
Harold C. Mabe 
Amy E. Malcolm 
Kimberly 0 . Malone 
Kristi M. Malone 
Alice L. Manis 
Jonathan S. Mann 
Elizabeth Marks 
Lynn S. Marshall 
Tiffany L. Martin 
Thomas D. Maryanski 
Joe K. Mashburn 
Kathy A. Massingill 
Tara K. Maydian 
Michael A. Mays 
Kimberly L. McCamey 
Kimberly D. McCloud 
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Richard E. McCracken 
Scan F. McCracken 
Rose A. McCraw 
Paula M. McDaniel 
Traci A. McKee 
Christopher T. McKinney 
Christy G. McKinney 
Christy L. McKinney 
Sherry A. McKinney 
TeresaG. McLain 
David W. McMillan 
Sheila G. McMurray 
Tonya L. McNeeley 
Milton B. Medlen 
Desi L. Merler 
Elizabeth L. Mershod 
HarryG. Miller, Jr. 
Rhonda R. Miller 
Shannon C. Miller 
Michael S. Mi11s 
SeanC. Missey 
Leigh A. Monger 
Michael V. Moody 
Lora A. Moore 
Melanie A. Moore 
Melissa A. Moore 
Brooks G. Morelock 
Rebecca A. Morgan 
Emily S. Morton 
Michelle R. Monern 
JennyferMuehlans 
MichelleM.Mullins 
Sherry Y. Mullins 
Kim G. Mumpower 
Melissa L. Murray 
Candice M. Nea l 
JanetM. Neal 
Lisa M. Neal 
Melinda D. Neal 
TammyJ. Nelson 
130 Peo le: Freshmen 
Michelle M. Newman 
Scott B. Nichols 
Sherri S. Noble 
Michael E. Noel 
German R. Nopo 
Jason C. Oakey 
Tonja R. O'Dell 
Jeannine A.Odom 
Sharon A. Oliver 
Christina M.Orick 
Nicholas ¥.Ottinger 
Steven R. Owens 
Geoffrey T. Page 
Jerome A. Palmer 
Regina M. Palmer 
John D. Pappas 
Kathy E. Parks 
Kevin D. Parsons 
Kala R. Patel 
James E. Paul 
Sylvia A. Paulsen 
Sabrina C. Peake 
Stephani R. Penix. 
David W. Percell 
Angela Perkins 
Beverly A. Perry 
Christina A. Perry 
Kimberly A. Perry 
Richard A. Phillips 
Donna M. Phipps 
John C. Piercy 
Jada Plemons 
David T. Potter 
Nicole L. Price 
Rebecca A. Price 
Lydia A. Pruitt 
Tamara L. Purkey 
Amy L.Quance 
Kristi A.Quillen 
Sarah E. Rabb 
Laura K. Rader 
Scotty E. Ramsey 
Leah M. Rashidian 
PamelaJ. Ratliff 
Stan R. Reardon 
Vicki C. Reaves 
Stacy K. Reed 
Sondra L. Reichelt 
People: Freshmen 131 
Tracey A. Renfro 
Sherry A. Replogle 
Karen 0. Reynolds 
Pam R. Rhymer 
Daniel J . Rice 
DeWayne E. Rice 
Janette V. Richards 
Penny D. Richardson 
Lisa N. Ricker 
Melissa A. Ricker 
Jeffrey S. Rittenhouse 
Stacy L. Roach 
Robin R. Roark 
Clarrisa D. Roberts 
Shelly D. Robinson 
Carlton C. Rogers 
Julie M. Rogers 
Tammie L. Rogers 
Briana Roller 
Kris N. Romanowski 
April S. Roop 
Karla A. Rosenbalm 
Rhonda M. Rush 
Brian K. Russell 
Frances M. Russell 
Sherry L. Rutherford 
Jimmy D. Sanders 
Julie M. Sanders 
Melissa A. Sanders 
Doreen A. Sanford 
Susan C. Saylor 
Christina A. Sazepin 
Sue Schierbaum 
Steven G. Schullz 
Mark R. Scott 
Vanessa S. Scott 
Leslie D. Seal 
Chris J. Seay 
Shannon L. Seckler 
Leigh Ann Sextorl 
Nancy J .Shaw 
Kimberly D. Shell 
T. Steve Shell 
Laura L. Shelton 
Matthew E. Shelton 
Derrick S. Shifflett 
Melissa A. Shoemaker 
Kimberly S. Short 
132 People: Freshmen 
Danny L. Shrader 
Lisa H. Shull 
Robbie Shumaker 
Kathleen A. Skelding 
Charles R. Smalling 
Chad E. Smith 
Julie A.Smith 
Lisa K.Smith 
Lori A. Smith 
Melissa O.Smith 
Steven M. Smith 
Cathi J. Snodgrass 
Cindy L. Snodgrass 
Sherri L. Souder 
Carol S. Spangler 
Amanda C. Sparks 
Mickey W.Spivey 
Amy E. Stansel 
Donald J. Stansfield Ill 
Le Ann V. Staton 
Timothy P. Stevens 
Kristie M. Stewart 
Vivian R. Stewart 
Alison L. Stidham 
Julie Stiles 
Christy 0. Stinson 
Shelia A. Stinson 
H. LeAnn Stout 
James E. Stout 
Robert E. Stout 
Catherine D. Stovall 
Saundra L. Stratton 
Angela K. Street 
Karen M. Sughrue 
Shawn T. Sussmane 
Jason Swann 
Sharon A. Swatzell 
Donna L. Talley 
Thomas K. Tanis 
Cynthia D. Tate 
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Alice M. Taylor 
Angela M. Taylor 
Gregg A. Taylor 
Lilly Y. Taylor 
Rennie D. Taylor 
Pamela D. Teglas 
Tina M. Teinert 
Angela R. Thacker 
Karen J. Thomas 
Mary C. Thomas 
Darren T. Thompson 
Tammy R. Tilson 
Charlene F. Tipton 
Jeannie L. Tip1on 
Paul E. Tipton 
Dawn M. Titus 
Gary W. Tolley 
Missie D. Tolley 
Cindy M. Tomisin 
Kimberly C. Tomlinson 
Tara B. Trent 
Vickie K. Truett 
Rebecca L. Tuthill 
Tommy R. Van Etteger 
Melinda K. Varian 
Abbey E. Vaughn 
Sheila K. Vaughn 
Heather L. Verholek 
Dawn M. Vione 
Greg A. Wagner 
Cynthia A. Waldron· 
Shannon R. Walker 
Dana T. Walsh Ill 
Phil H. Wanzer 
Mark Warner 
Lorie A. Warren 
Sharon M. Watkins 
CharlcsR. Watts 
Sandy M. Watts 
LesW. Weems 
Becky Welch 
Kenneth D. Wells 
Kimberly L. Wells 
Pamela D. Wenk 
Laura L. Westbrook 
Abby K. White 
CherlyL.White 
WarrenL.White 
Carla R. Whited 
JulieW. Whitfield 
Susan C. Whittaker 
JeniferC. Wickstrand 
Christine H. Widby 
Susan M. Widmann 
Robin R. Wilcox 
JasonE. Wilkerson 
Laura E. Willett 
Carlena L. Williams 
Daniel R. Williams 
Debbie A. Williams 
Jason I. Williams 
Melissa H. Williams 
Mike Williams 




Susan R. Willis 
Stacy M. Willoughby 
Cynthia G. Wilson 
Gayla R. Wilson 
Kimberly L. Wilson 
Linda S. Wilson 
MichelleL.Wilson 
NealW. Wilson 
Sally L. Wilson 
XavierL. Wilson 
Kristel W. Winebarger 
Karen M. Wiseman 
Mary E. Wiseman 
Lea A. Wolfe 
Stephanie D. Worley 
William H. Wyatt 
Thomas G. Yearwood 
James E. Yeatts 
Gina A. Young 
Jennifer L. Yuhasz 
Krissa J. Zimmerman 
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Dr. Ronald E. Beller has success-
fully guided ETSU since 198 I. 
President Beller supervised all of 
the operations pertaining to the 
University. 
A period of great expansion oc-
curred during his administration. 
The focus of becoming interna-
tional in scope was evident with the 
signing of an exchange student 
agreement between East Tennessee 
State University and North China 
University of Technology. 
In the fall of 1988, with Belier's 
leadership, ETSU achieved its 
highest enrollment in eleven years, 
reaching over 11,000 students. 
It has been proven that with the 
guidance of President Beller, 
ETSU has significantly improved. 
I I I Paula McDaniel 
136 People: President 
President 
Ronald E. Beller 
Vice President for Academic 
Affairs 
Dr. Robert Alfonso 
Vice President for Administration 
and Development 
Dr. Richard A. Manahan 
Interim Vice President for Health 
Affairs 
Dr. Paul Stanton 
Vice President for Student Affairs 
Dr. Dorman Stout 
People: Vice Presidents 137 
Paul Fendt serves as Dean of the School of Fred Hossler serves as Assistant Dean of 
Continuing Studies. the School of Graduate Studies. 
Dr. Paul E. Stanton took over the reigns of Dean Algeania Freeman of the School of 
the School of Medicine during the summer. Public and Allied Health was selected to at-
tend Harvard University's summer 1988 Man-
agement Development Program. 
, I 
138 People: Deans 
Dr. Allan D. Spritzer, Dean of the College 
of Business, speaks before a group. 
/ - / 
,,...., ,,. I ,;...,I,,; 1.,, I_,, I 
James Hales, Dean of the School of Applied Science and Technol-
ogy. 
Dean of the College of Education, Norma Nutter, plays with children 
from the day care. 
Dean of the School of Nursing, Cynthia Lenz, assists a student in the 
school's new lab. 
John M. Ostheimer, one of the three new deans, took over as head of 
the College of Arts and Science. 











The following were recipients of a Distinguished Staff Award: Paul Oliver, physical plant; Charles Leonard, anatomy; Theodore Mowery, 




























Alan G. Ballard 
Nave Paramedical Center 
Nancy Barbarito 
Management/Marketing 
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Cha rles Burkett 
Ed ucat ion 






















An thony Cole 
Computer Sc ience 
Betty Cole 
Socia l Work 









Joseph Co rso 
Political Science 
Robert Crocker 












Ronni e Day 
History 
Jane Edgy 

























Brenda Fin ley 
Med icine 
William J . Fisher 
Management/ Marketing 
Patrick Flabert y 
Nave Paramedical 
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John Frierson 
Management/ Marketi ng 






Rona ld Giles 
English 


















Cha rles Gunter 
Geography 












Nave Pa ramedical 
Ralph Hensley 
P hysical Educalion 
Roberta Herrin 
English 






































T. Henry Jablonski, Jr. 
Mathematics 






Donald Johnso n 
English 
Judith Johnston 
Ph ys ica l Education 
Dan Jones 
Psyc hiatry 
Donald Jon es 
Education 
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Da, id Logan 
A,t 
Alfonso Lucero 
Office Ma nagement 
Go rdon Ludolf 
Economics/ Finance 
Ke,in Kear 















W. Fred Macka ra 
Economics/ Finance 
Daniel McKinney 








































Environmenta l Health 














Biologica l Sc ience 
John Nash 
Accounting 




Ba rba ra Oakley 
Nursing 
Judy Oaks 








Arts & Sciences 
William Pafford 
Educat ion 
Meh'i n Page 
History 
Steven Pa inton 








Healt h Education 



























































Economics & Finance 
V .M. Sakhare 
Mathematics 









Sgt. Major Simmons 
Military Science 





























Geography / Geology 
Tea Suh 
Mathematics 
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Alhleles of lhe various 
sporlin3 evenls came wearin3 
fashions befillin3 lheir parlicu-
lar sport foolball players 
wore numbered jersies and 
cleels. while baskelball players 
were bedecked in shorls. lank 
Fo rmer £TSU golf All-Ameri ca n Mike 
Hulbert tees off at the second annual Coca-
Cola Wendy's Classic Pro-Am. Hulbert, a 
touring pro, shot a 68 at the fondraiser. 
Sophomore quarterback Randy Meredith 
readies to fire a pass against Appalachian 
State. Meredith completed seven of fourteen 
passes, gaining fifty-six yards against the 
Mountaineers. 
Tailback George Searcy finds open territory 
in the Appalachian State defense. Sea.rcy to-
taled 76 rushing yards against the Mountain-
eers, but his teammates could only add three 
more, loosil1g 51-3. 
With three returning players and four fresh-
men, the women's tennis team hoped to reverse 
last year's record of 10-15. 
Women bad their chance at playing football 
during a game at the intramural field. 
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"We had a few dingers hit off of 
us," said Coach Harold Stout. 
Quite a few, in fact . Buccaneer 
opponents drove 79 pitches out of 
the park during the 1988 season, 
leaving the Sues with I 6 wins and 
35 losses. 
Pitching was a major concern 
for Coach Stout, and he learned 
that early when the Dues traveled 
to the University of Tennessee to 
receive a 31-6 spanking. 
And it never really eased up. By 
the sea so n's end, the ETSU 
moundsmen , who included five 
freshmen , had a 9.54 earned run 
average. The best ERA any Bue 
SteH• Masterson touc hes home 
plate, helping him lotal 48 during the 
year. The senior outfielder ended his 
Bue career wilh a .292 baiting average. 
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pitcher could muster was Steve 
Meredith's 4.76 figure , but he on ly 
pitched in three games. The next 
best ERA to that was posted by 
Doug Campbell , yet 7 .58 wasn' t 
exactly exceptional. 
At the plate, the Bucs fa red a 
bit better. Meredith stroked a .4 I 9 
average on 70 hits. Jeff Morgan 
led the team with a .630 slugging 
percentage and 11 homeruns. 
Meredith and Morgan were not 
the only hitters on the team. Will 
Edwards hit for a .360 batting av-
erage and hit eight round-trippers. 
Steve Masterson added a .6 I 3 
s lugging perce ntage a nd 10 
homers to establish an effective 
nucleus to produce runs. 
Thanks to the pitching, though, 
that nucleus found it difficult to 
pull out victories. 
After starting 2-5, the Bucca-
neers dropped 14 consecutive 
games. Six of those losses were to 
NAIA teams. 
The Sues reversed their slide 
somewhat when they swept a dou-
bleheader versus Marshall and 
won five of seven games in the 
Sanford (Fla.) Tournament. 
ETSU ended with a 7-11 Southern 
Conference record. I I I Dennis 
D. Brooks 
Scott Daniel is congratulated by 
Jeff Morgan, Steve Meredith, and 
SteveMastersonforscoringoneofhis 
39 runs of the season. 
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Looking for lhe umpire's call, Slot Meredilh sleals ont of his IS bases for the 
season aga insl Tennessee in a 23-16 Joss. The senior oulfieldtr fin ished his 
collegia1e career wilh a .413 balli ng u ·e,age. 
Dr. Harold S1ou1, in his fi fth year of coac hing the Dues, goes lh rough a lrying 
season of 16 wins and 35 losses. Thal moved his 29-year carter rt<:ord 10 544 
wins and 397 losses. 
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Baseball wrap-up: 16 WINS 35 LOSSES.-__ _ 
Firstbaseman Scott Daniel readies 
for the pitch. The senior posted a .972 
fielding percentage in 49 ga mes. 
J unior Will Edwards goes back to 
the warning track for a fl y ball. Ed· 
wards, in his third year asa starter, 
compiled a .376 batt ing a~erage and 
pounded out 23 homeruns. 
6 Tennessee . 
4 Clemson .. 
10 St. Joseph's .. 
8 St. Joseph's ... 
2 Georgia Tech 
4 Georgia Tech 
9 St. Joseph's .. 
2 St. Joseph's ...... . 
II USC Spartanburg . 
2 Appalachian State 
1 Appalachian State . 
10 Appalachian State .. 
2 Milligan College .. 
4 MilliganCollcgc .. 
16 Tennessee ...... . 
4 King College .. 
3 King College .. 
I Carson-Newman ... 
4 Carson-Newman .. 
10 King College .. 
S Marshall 
! 1 Marshall 
16 Marshall . 
12 Gus. Adol . 
12 Lakeland. 
I C.W. Post . 
Brown ......... . 
Wcstministcr .. 
St. John's .. 




















































Appalachian State . I 
Appalachian State . 17 
Appalachian State 3 
Milligan College 8 
Milligan College 9 
Tusculum . 4 
Marshall. 4 
Marshall ............. 12 
Marshall . . .... IJ 
Western Carolina ..... 10 
Virginia Military . 7 
Virginia Military 7 
Virginia Military .... 20 
Virginia Tech .. 12 
Eastern Kentucky ..... 16 
Kentucky .... 12 
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~otal lack of athletes leave the Bucs 
.loo few to conquer 
They simply could not have 
done much more. 
Both the men's and women's in-
door and outdoor track and field 
teams had their big stars and stel-
lar performances, but were short 
on everything else it wou ld have 
taken to win the Southern Confer-
ence . 
The men's team was led by its 
medium-long distance runners -
Thomas O'Gara, Seamus Hynes, 
Ray Jones, and Scott Fau lds. Too 
few people added to their scoring. 
In fact, Coach Dave Walker took 
only five men to the outdoor 
championship. 
The Lady Bucs were equally 
short on people. Sabrina Keeton, 
Kim Frazer, Angie Barker, and 
Madlyn Thompson won events in 
the conference championships, but 
again, only a total of six women 
athletes traveled to the outdoor 
meet. 
So why were both teams so lack-
ing in personel? For one, Coach 
Walker only had six scholarships 
Angie Barker heaves the shot put 
16.1 meters to outdistance her nearest 
competition by nearly four meters at 
the Southern Conference Indoor track 
Meet. Barker went on to win the e,·ent 
at the NCAA Championship. 
Beaming with victory, Sabrina Kee-
ton win the mile run by a half-second 
with a time of 5:10.33 during the 
Southern Conference Indoor Track 
Meet. It was one or the two first-place 
finishes for Keeton at the meet. 
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to give, and it did not help him 
when football practice was held 
conc urrently with the outdoor 
meet . The women's team was 
plagued wit h injuries, including a 
knee injury to Barker, the NCAA 
indoor shot put champion, who 
had to sit out of the outdoor meet. 
Although they were indeed 
lacking athletes, both teams did 
get a lot out of what so little they 
had. 
In the men's indoor mile run, 
ETSU placed in three of the first 
fo ur finishers . O'Gara won with a 
time of 4:09.63. Hynes and Jones 
ended second and third, respec-
tively. That same threesome fin -
ished 1-2-3 in the 3,000 meter run 
also. Scott Faulds joined the three 
to win the two-m ile relay to round 
ou t the men's indoor victories. 
It ws much the same at the out-
door meet as O'Gara won the 
5,000 and 10,000 meter runs. 
Hynes was runner-up in both 
races. 
Others pitching in for the Bue 
effort incl uded Stephen McDon-
ald, who was third in the I JO-me-
ter outdoor high hurdles . Melvin 
Love placed second in the triple 
jump, and footba ll player A lbert 
Burt was fifth in the long jump to 
help ETSU in the indoor confer-
ence meet. 
Aside from Barker's NCAA 
championship victory, other wom-
en did well themselves in the con-
ference. Thompson finished sec-
ond to Barker in the indoor and 
first in the outdoor shot put. 
Thompson added a second-place 
finish in the discus for good mea-
sure. 
Keeton was champion in the in-
door mile and the outdoor 800-
meter run. She joined Joy Phelps, 
Jody Richards, and Frazer to pace 
the conference in the indoor two-
mile relay. Frazer took fi rst in the 
outdoor 400-meter hurdles to give 
ETSU one more SC champion. 
I I I Dennis D. Brooks 
With a Western Ca rolina runner not far behind, Kelly Gembach reaches for 
one last burst of energy that helped her fini sh sixth in the 400-meter run with a 
time or 1:02.99 at the Southern Conference Indoor Meet. 
Scott Fau lds shakes an opponent's 
hand at the Southern Conference In-
door Track Meet. Faulds represented 
one link in ETSU's two-mile relay 
team which fini shed first. 
Steppi ng onto the starting block, 
Kim Frazer prepares to run in the 
Southern conference Indoor Trac k 
Meet. Frazer was first in th e two-mile 
relay and second in the800-meterrun . 
Ray Jones runs alongside a Mar-
shall runner with Thomas O'Gara not 
far behind in the 3,000 meter run at 
th e So uth e rn Co nfere nce Indoor 
Track Meet. O'Gara won the eient 
with a lime of8:26.13, and Jones fin-
ished third. 
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It was just like old times. 
After having lost the Southern 
Conference Championship the 
past two years, the I 988 cross 
country team regained the title it 
had owned for eight years. 
To climb back to the top, Coach 
Dave Walker had to have one 
domi nating runner to build the 
championsh ip around. He most 
certainly had him. 
Fresh from being red-sh irted the 
previous season due to injury, 
Irishman Thomas O'Gara started 
his season great and never let up as 
he won his first five races and then 
qua li fied for the NCAA Champi-
onship, where he finished fourth. 
Not only did he win more than his 
share of meets, O'Gara set course 
records in each of his first three 
races. 
With O'Gara leading the way, 
the rest of the Bue runners fe ll into 
place, despite a leg injury to Ray 
Jones, who placed eighth in the 
1987 SC Championship, but 
limped to 59th place in the Bucs' 
conference victory. 
John Erickson, Seamus Hynes, 
and Scott Faulks placed second, 
fourth, and sixth in the SC meet, 
respectively, comfortably placing 
ETSU ahead of its nea rest compe-
tition, Appa lachian State. 
Although the Bue runners want-
ed more than the Southern Con-
ference title, it was all they got. 
They could on ly place. sixth in the 
NCAA C hampionship. O'Gara 
finished sixth, wh ich was good 
enough fo r individual qualifying. 
Hynes followed in 18th place, 
Erickson was 21st, Faulds finished 
57th, and Jones, still injured, was 
80th. 
The Lady Buccaneer squad did 
little past going through the mo-
tions. After injuries and recruiting 
problems left the team rather lack-
ing, all Coach Tom Roberts had 
was a group of sprinters and hur-
dlers, fo ur of whom were fresh-
men . The ETSU women finished 
fifth of five teams in the confer-
ence meet with Kim Frazier lead-
ing the Lady Bucs in 23rd place. 
April Via and Shelley Robinson 
fo llowed by placing 23rd and 24th, 
respectively. I I I Dennis D. 
Brooks 
Irishman Thomas O'Gara charges down a trail. O'Gara won five races over the 
course of the season and was Southern Conference Champion. 
John Erickson works out on a country road. He fi nished 21st at the NCAA 
Region 3 Meet. 
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RACE R ESULT 
Kentucky Invitational. .... Second 
U NC-Charloue Invitat ional Fim 
Maryla nd Invitational . ..... First 
Southern Conference Champion• 
ship .. ........... .. First 
NCAA Region 3 . . . . . . Sixth 
Former ETSU All-A merican Ray 
Flynn runs with current Hues Thomas 
O'Gara and Ke,·in Gill. O'Ga ra most 
certainl y li,·ed upto Flynn 's standards 
by fini shing fourt h at the NCAA 
Championship. 
In a season In which he fi nished second in the conferencechampionshi p, John 
Erickson runs down a road. Erickson fini shed fi fe seconds behind tea mmate 
Thomas O'Gara at the conference meet. 
April Via works on a shoelace prior to practicing. She ran the 3.2-mile course 
at the Southern Conference Meet in 23:1 3, putting her in 24th place. 
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--s econd time around twice as sweet for 
outhern Conference champs 
The Lady Buccaneer 
Volleyball team had an-
other winning year. After 
capturing the Southern 
Conference title last year, 
the new coaching staff 
could only hope to reach 
that same goal again this 
year. "The road was defi-
nitely long and only eight 
home games did not help 
at all , but we pulled it off 
again by winning all eight 
home games, " stated 
Explaining her strategy, Coach 
Kelly Andrews tries to get an im-
portant point across to her Lady 
Bucs. 
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Margie Brown, a junior 
setter. 
HThe new coaching 
staff was easier to adjust 
to than I had expected," 
explained team member 
Jill West. In order for this 
Southern Conference 
team to learn to relate to 
their new northern coach-
es, some of the players de-
veloped new names to 
Coach Kelly Andrews 
and Assistant Coach Bet-
sy Collings. 
"I really cannot re-
member who started it or 
where," commented Mar-
gie, "but someone decid-
ed that they needed 
southern names if they 
were going to coach in 
East Tennessee. So, 
Coach Andrews was 
dubbed Kelly Ellie Mae 
and Coach Collings some-
how ended up with Betsy 
Daisy Mae. The names 
1.,1 . ..... 
just seemed to appear 
from thin air." 
Highpoints for this 
year's team included Pam 
Flinchum's appointment 
to the all-tournament 
team, and Kim Byrd once 
again achieved Southern 
Conference Player of the 
Year for the second year. 
I I I Susan Saylor 
1..-
1 
Volleyball Wrap Up: Wins 15 
Loses 9, ___ _ 
Opponent 
Western Carolina 0 












Xavier . . 2 
Western Carolina 2 








T rying to keep her cool, Pa m Fli nc hum paces wh ile Ma rgie Brown 
contemplates her nex t mo,·e duri ng a brea k in the action. 
Leapin g high, Pam Goerlic h ret urns a sene with a look of determi na-
ti on. P lay ing on the " front li ne" was always exciti ng. 
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·--p reseason predictions make it no easier for Bucs m 
· ulling it off . 
They were out there. 
"They" means preseason expec-
tations. Good ones, predictions 
saying that the East Tennessee 
State Buccaneers would conquer 
the basketba ll world in 1988-89. 
Before the season ever began, 
basketball magazines from both 
sides of the Mississippi were stat-
ing that ETSU would win the 
Southern Conference. 
But head coach Les Robinson 
had reason to worry that his Sues 
might not pull it off, at least not 
this year. Of his top seven players, 
fo ur were sophomores, two were 
freshmen, and one was a junior. 
Before the 1988 SC tourney, none 
of Robinson's players had any 
playoff experience at all. 
"It was really a lot of pressure 
on these guys," Robinson said of 
the expectations. " By mid -Janu-
a ga me. 
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ary, I could tell that these guys 
obviously weren't having fun ." 
The Bucs were 17-1 0 going into 
the conference tournament and 
had knocked off a couple of big 
schools in the process - Wake 
Forest and Mississippi State. But 
ETSU finished tied fo r fou rth in 
the conference and were only 7-7 
in SC play. 
In the tournament, though, the 
Bucs had fun . 
They downed The Citadel in the 
first round, 93-89, and upset first-
seeded UT-Chattanooga in the 
semi-finals, 76-73. 
In th e c ha mpionship game, 
ETS U dominated the Marshall 
Thundering Herd, winning their 
firs t trip to the NCAA Tourna-
ment in 21 yea rs. 
And that made up for the lack 
(continued on page 166) 
explains how 10 turn lhe game in 
lheir favo r. 
6-11 center•forward Greg Den• 
nis signals fo r the ba ll as he is 
gua rded by an Appalachian State 
defe nder. Dennis, a sophomore, 
averaged 17.2 points per game. 
(See facing page.) 
Point guard Mister Jennings 
dishes th e ball off to a tea mmate. 
The 5. 7 sophomore led the South• 
ern Conference in assists for the 
second straight season in 1988· 
89. 
toward th e goa l for an easy two 
points. The 6-4 for wa rd scored an 
u ·erage of 11.7 points a game. 
Fans stand and cheer alongside 
the court inside Memori al Center. 
The Buccaneers consistently drew 
large crowds during the seaso n, 
coming close to setting a single• 
season sc hool record for attend• 
ance. 
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Mens basketball cont'd 
of fun the Bucs had in January. 
"This was our dream," Robin-
son said after the championship 
game. "Last year, we were like an 
NBA expansion team. We had no 
one with playoff experience on 
our roster. 
"In two years time, this expan-
sion team won the championship." 
It was something which was not 
surprising, and besides the presea-
son prognosticators, some of the 
tougher teams ETSU faced had 
some glittering opinions of the 
Buccaneers. 
"When we played Southwest 
Missouri State and lost by just a 
couple of points, one of them was 
being interviewed for television, 
and said, 'That team's going to be 
good in a few years,' " Robinson 
said." 'And I don't mean good, I 
mean really good,' he said. 
"I said to myself, 'Now this 
team (SW Missouri St.) has been 
there (NCAA Tournament) the 
last couple of years, and they 
should know what they are talking 
about." 
Robinson's 1987 recruiting class 
gave ample prelude to the Bue des-
tiny. He recruited five players, two 
of which made their mark on the 
conference in just their freshmen 
years. 
Keith ''Mister" Jennings, a 
munchkin of a basketball player at 
5-7, paced the SC in assists and 
steals in 1987-88, and did the same 
his sophomore season. 
Greg Dennis, a 6-11 center, 
earned Southern Conference 
Freshman of the Year honors and 
followed that up with a 16.3 scor-
ing average his sophomore year. 
Junior 6-8 powerman Chad Kel-
ler provided bulk inside, as he 
scored 8.4 pionts a game in 1988-
The Buccaneers spo rt their 
fi rst-en:ir Southern Conference 
Tournament trophy. They won the 
championship game by a score of 
96-73 over Marshall. 
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89. 
Add to those three a couple of 
three-point threats in guards Alvin 
West and Major Geer, and a de-
fensive specialist in Michael 
Woods, and the Bucs had plenty to 
work with during the year. 
But wait, Robinson brought a 
couple more guys into the picture 
by doing a bit more recruiting the 
following year. He had already 
lured forward Marty Story from 
his football interests at Clemson, 
and he struck gold with a 6-4 for-
ward from Castlewood, Virginia. 
Calvin Talford had lettered in 
four sports while at Castlewood 
High School, and he had set state 
records in three track and field 
events. His athletic resume also in-
cluded playing for the Martinsville 
Phillies, a rookie-league affiliate 
of the Philadelphia Phillies . While 
at Martinsville, he hit .375 in lim-
ited action. 
He worked his way into the • 
starting line-up for the Bucs and 
proceeded to average 11.7 points a 
game and became a crowd-pleaser 
as he scored whenever and howev-
er he wanted to as very few oppo-
nents could match his exceptional 
athletic ability. 
Four Bucs were named to the 
conference all-tournament team. 
Talford, Jennings, Dennis, and 
West all made the first team. 
Surely no other team had placed 
four of its players on such a list of 
all-stars. 
But with all of his key players 
returning for the next year, Robin-
son surely could have looked for-
ward to the next year's predic-
tions. 
Because they would remain out 
there. I I I Dennis D. 
Brooks 
Guard Major Geer drives in-
side on a Syracuse defender. 
Geer, a sophomore, led the 
Bucs with 64 t h ree-points 
shots made. 
Sophomore Greg Dennis pulls 
down a rebound versus Western 
Carolina. Denn is paced ETSU 
with 7.6 boards per game. 
An Appalachian State Mocca-
sin's tall frame and outstretched 
arm are no match for Ca lvin Tai-
ford's exceptional leaping ability. 
Talford, a freshman, made 52.2 
percent of his fi eld goal attempts. 
Forwa rd Marty Story readies 
to take a shot versus a Syracuse 
defender. 
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Mens basketball cont'd 
6-2 freshman Marty Story rises 
to the basket against Miami of 
Ohio. Story averaged 8.8 points a 
game. 
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Keith "Mister" Jennings 
pushes the ball downcourt versus 
Mississippi State, an SEC school. 
The Dues upset the Bulldogs 88-
86 inside Memorial Center. 
Junior Chad Keller passes over 
Syracuse All-American Derrick 
Coleman as Keith "Mister" Jen-
nings tries to get open against an-
other All-American Orangeman, 
Sherman Douglas. 
Major Geer readies to go up for 
an inside shot versus Appalachian 
State. The sophomore guard 
scored 11.3 points per game. 
..:.:...; -
Jumping high over the big boys, 
Keith " Mister" Jennings searches 
for a teammate to pop open 
against Syracuse, the third-
ranked team in the nation. 
Center Greg Dennis tries to 
drive the lane against Syracuse 
All-American Derrick Coleman. 
Dennis scored 12 points in the 
107-72 loss. 
Sophomore guard Alvin West 
jumps for a basketball against Ap-
palachian State, who won at Me-
morial Center, 94-81. 
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Tryi ng lo work open fo r the ba ll 
against Appalachian Slate, Greg 
Denn is intently watches lhe ball-
handler. 
The exciling freshman Calvin 
Talford slams lhe ball againsl 
Sy rac use in si de the Ca rr ie r 
Dome. Ta lfo rd, who had a 40-inch 
vertical leap, so impressed the lo-
cals that a Syracuse-area newspa-
per dubbed him "The Incredible 
Leaping Ma n." 
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Men :S basketball wra -up: 
Guard Alvin West looks to drive 
inside on a defender. West aver-
aged 12.4 points per game. 
Freshman Marty Story, left, 
and Greg Dennis fight a defender 
for the rebound. Story came to the 
bucs afte r transferring from 
Clemson Universit y where he had 
pl8nned lo play foo tba ll. 
111 Erskine . 
109 Bludit ld 
81 Syracuse . ,. 
" 70 
Miami (Ohio) 






























SW Missouri Sme .. 82 
Western Ca rol ina .. 
UT-Ch1111noog1 
Furm• n . 
Appalachian S ta te . 
The Citadel .. 
Virgini1 Mi li11ry 
Marshall 
Wake Foreu .. 
UT-Chattanooga 
Weslt rn C1rolin1 . .. 
The Citadel . . 
Furman . 
Appalachian S ta te .. 
Virginia Ttth . 
Wofford .. 
Marshall . 

























Keith "Mister" J ennings fires 
up a shot from the perimeter. The 
so phomore guard sco red I 5.3 
points a game. 
Les Robinso n instruc ts hi s 
players. He finished the year with 
a career record of 184 wins and 
104 losses. 
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ETSU's women basket-
ball players were young, 
very young. 
With a team of one sen-
ior, two juniors, five soph-
omores, and two fresh-
men , Lady Bu cca ne er 
head coach Debbie Rich-
ardson directed her team 
to a 8 wins and 18 losses 
overall and 2- 10 in the 
Southern Conference. 
After dropping four of 
their first five games, the 
Lady Bucs notched three 
victories in their next four 
games with wins over 
North Carolina-Char-
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latte, Baptist, and Win-
throp. 
The conference slate 
was less than kind to 
ETSU, as the Lady Bucs 
could muster only two 
victories over Western 
Carolina . 
In the conference tour-
nament, ETSU fell to the 
hands of Tennessee-Chat-
tanooga by a score of 82-
67. 
Senior Missy Marvin 
paced the Lady Bucs with 
9.2 rebounds per game, 
and threw in an average 
of 13.7 points for good 
hnnifu Cookt, • fr n hman guard. 
chugu do,.·ncourl l"USUS Librr1y U nin rsi-
measure. 
Sophomore guard 
Stephanie Freeman led 
ETSU with 14.l points a 
game. 
Nicole Hopson, a soph-
omore guard, netted l l.8 
points and collected 2.3 
steals per game. 
Before suffering torn 
ligaments in her left an-
kle, freshman Jenni fer 
Cooke was second in the 
SC in three-point field 
goal percentage, hitting 
45 of l 26 for a percentage 
of 35.7. I I I Dennis D. 
Brooks 
1y. Cookt scortd 8.6 poinu agamt . record. 
Sophomore guard Nicole HopJO n works 
tbt ball around addtndtr. 
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[ TSU hu d co•ch lnbbi, Rich•rdson 
trl,s togt l • point •cross to hu Lady Bue-
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Centtr Missy Manin, ldt, and Lynt lt t 
Cook battle a pair of opponents for a rt• 
bound. 
Miuy Marrin baUIH a Winthrop oppo-
nt nl for a rebound. Manin led th t Lady 
Bucs with 7.6 rebounds a game. 
Sports: Women's Basketball I 75 
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·Women 's basketball wrap-up: 
64 UNC-Wilmington . 77 
S8 North Carolina .. 83 
59 St. J ohn 's . 13 
93 Libwy . 87 
45 TennrssttTtth . 79 
69 UNC-Charlout .. 63 
S8 Coastal Carolina . . 63 
99 Bapt is t 68 
86 Winthrop .. 66 
61 Midd le TennesseeS1. 93 
59 UNC-Char lou e . 78 
69 Appalachian State . 92 
109 Wrst Virginia Stale . 66 
67 Marshall . 73 
76 Libt rty .. 78 
77 UT-Chauanooga . 86 
69 Wts tern Carolina .. 62 
71 Morehu d State 83 
58 Furman 72 
88 UT-Chauanooga . 79 
60 Appalachian S111e 72 
69 M1r5ha ll . 65 
68 Wrs ternCarolina .. 70 
69 Furmlll 70 
Senior Missy Man in mttl5 wi1li a c roup 
of child ren following a game. 
FrH hman fo rward Kim Fryar ruchts for 
a loose ball in a 93-87 ,ictory o~er Liberty. 
Guard Jennifer Cooke makes• mo•·e to-
ward th t insid tagainsl Appalachian S1a1t. 
Pulling down a rebound. Mikki Brown 
batt lu Winthropdtfenders in an 86-66 win. 
Stephanie Freeman drhts to the baske t 
in the UNC-Wihn ington game. 
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An excited cheerleader helps to 
cheer the Sues on to vic tory in the 
dome. 
Leading the rowdy Sues out 
onto the field, the gentlemen of 
the Bue cheerleaders get the 
crowd all fired up. 
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In the hot August 
weather, 1,500 collegiate 
cheerleaders assembled 
here on campus for a 




The camp, one of only 
three held east of the Mis-
sissippi River, welcomed 
students representing 
about 75 institutions from 
Texas to Wisconsin to the 
East Coast, according to 
Jacque Hamilton of ET-
SU's camps and confer-
ences office. The cheer-
leaders congregated to 
show off their school spir-
it and to judge who had 
the most spirit and enthu-
siasm. 
Colorful opening and 
closing ceremonies 
marked the 1988 camp. 
On Sunday, August 14, 
activities got under way 
with a greeting by ETSU 
President Dr. Ronald E. 
Beller in Memorial Cen-
ter. Participants compet-
ed for awards on the cam-
pus intramural field 
during closing festivities 
on August 18. I I I Susan 
Saylor 
Taking a much needed break, 
ETSU's finest discuss their strat-
egy for a winning attitude. 
Sharing the spoils of Yt'inning, 
the ETSU cheerleaders prove 
their excellence again. 
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ll was Homecoming time for 
Don Riley. 
After having been an assistant 
coach at UCLA for 12 years, Ril-
ey came back to his alma mater, 
ETSU. to be head coach of the 
Buccaneers. 
But the schedule Ri ley inherited 
didn't exactly welcome him back 
wi th a smile . The Bucs stumbled 
through the year, finishing with a 
3-8 record. 
A mass of ETSU reserves, in-
cluding freshman Paul Howell 
(32), watch the game intently from 
beh ind the sidelines inside Me-
morial Center. 
New head coach Don Riley 
speaks with linebacker Maury 
Walker. Riley was an assistant 
coach at UCLA for 12 years be-
fore taking the Buccaneer helm. 
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The season started out just fine 
for Riley. He picked up his two 
first victories in his first two 
games, defeating Virginia Military 
Inst itute 26-10, and thumping 
Wofford 21-7. 
Against VMI , Bue cornerback 
Rick Harris p icked off three 
passes while running back Albert 
Burt rushed 15 times for 129 yards 
as he scored two touchdowns. 
The Wofford Terriers held tight 
to the Sues in the first half of thei r 
game, which was scoreless at half-
time. That was soon to fall, 
though, as Burt rambled for 113 
yards, and George Searcy rushed 
for th ree touchdowns to give Riley 
his second win, this time over the 
man he replaced, Mike Ayers. 
ETSU then traveled to Western 
Ca rolina, where the Sues' luck ran 
out ... in a hurry. 
The Catamounts' Darryl Jack-
son romped 66 yards on the open-
ing play from scrimmage. Western 
scored soon after that when ET-
SU's Rodney Landreth muffed a 
(Continued on page 182) 
The Buccaneer leading ground-
gainer, George Searcy, looks for 
day light agai nst Appa lac hi an 
State. Searcy rushed for 578 
yards and caught for 141 more. 
(See faci ng page.) 
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punt which set up an I I -yard drive 
for the Ca ts. 
WCU establ ished a 24-9 lead 
when Bue quarterback Mark Wil-
liams th rew an interception which 
was returned 37 yards for a touch-
down. 
Wi th IO minutes remaining, the 
Sues' fate was sealed when full-
back Darryl Phelps fumbled on a 
first-and-goal play at the three-
Tight en d Den ny Rebber stiff-
arms a Ma rshall defender. Rebber 
collec ted 181 ya rds on 15 recep-
tions during the season. 
The Bucca nee r's Rod ney Lan-
dreth reaches fo r a Furman run-
nin g bac k as fellow Bue Rick 
Harris doses in fo r the tackle. 
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ya rd line. 
Central Florida next came to 
town, and the Knights jumped to a 
17-0 lead. The Bucs inched closer 
with touchdowns by Searcy and 
Rodney Jones before losing 23-17. 
ETSU dropped five more 
games, against UT-Chaltanooga, 
North Carolina State, Marsha ll , 
Appalach ian State, and The Cita-
del, by a cumulative score of 23 1 • 
48. 
While under the shadow of a 
seven-game losing st reak, the Bucs 
edged by Davidson 31-28. Searcy 
ga ined 119 yards on the ground as 
Burt scored three touchdowns to 
captu re the victory. 
The Bucs hosted Furman to 
close out the season, and the Pa la-
dins hard ly gave Riley a going• 
away present to renect on du ring 
the off-season, as Furman romped 
to a 31-14 triumph. 
Furman jumped to a 14-0 lead 
and held it there goi ng into inter• 
mission. 
Randy Meredith hit Burt fo r a 
31-yard touchdown early in the 
third period, but the Paladins were 
not to be denied as they ended the 
Bucs' conference record at 1-5. 
I I I Dennis D. Brooks 
----~------.iiiiiiii1 t:, A Furm an running back sea rch-
~. es in ,ain for the goa lline as ET-
!!.. SU's Daryl Butler a nd Wayland 
~ Rice bring him to a halt. 
" ~ ·Linebac ker David Ki ng tries to 
drag a Furman Pa ladin to the 
ground as a teammate joins in to 
assist 
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Defensive line coach Ron Davis 
yells instructions to his linemen 
on the field. Davis was the first 
assistant coach to be named to 
new head coach Don Riley's staff. 
Free safety Rodney Landreth 
turns upfield with the ball. He 
picked off three passes and re-
turned 16 punts for an average of 
6.5 yards during 1988. 
Bringing a halt to a big gain, 
cornerback Rick Harris pulls 
down a Furman ballcarrier. The 
Bucs lost the game. 
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Virginia Milita ry .. 10 
Wofford .. 7 
Wtstt rn Carolina .. 33 
Ctnual Florida . . 23 
UT-Chattanooga 33 
N.C. S t1Ut 49 
Marsha ll SO 
Appa lachian S111.tt 51 
Tht Cilld t l .. 48 
Ouidson 28 
Furman 31 
With outstretched arms, Dale 
Middleton streaks do"·n the field 
for th e pass. The wide receiver 
picked up 308 yards on 21 recep-
tions. 
Running back George Searcy 
rambles into the end zone for one 
of his five touchdowns during the 
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It was almost good enough, but 
not quite. 
The ETSU golf team, in only its 
second year of existence placed 
second in the 1988 Southern Con-
ference Championships. 
With a team of three freshmen 
and two juniors, Buccaneer coach 
Fred Warren improved upon his 
team's last-place finish in the SC 
the year before. 
Bobby Gage led the pack of 
golfers with a 74.03 scoring aver-
age per round. He tied for the indi-
vidual championship of the Pan 
American Invitational in Monter-
rey, Mexico before losing the title 
in a sudden death playoff. 
Sophomore Rex Kuramoto 
carded an average of 75.33 in the 
Wes Odle follows through with a wood. 
Odle compiled a 78.67 scoring average per 
round. 
Mark Fry watches his practice shot. Fry 
averaged76.25strokesaround. 
Hiroshima, Japan-native Rex Kuramoto 
swings through the ball. In his second year, 
Kuramoto won the 1988 Jamu Madison 
Spring Invitational. 
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spring. He was runner-up in the 
Tennessee Amateur during the 
summer. 
Chris Dibble averaged 76.23 a 
round and was champion of the 
Carson-Newman Smoky Moun-
tain Invitational. 
Also helping out on the Bue 
cause were Mark Fry and Wes 
Odle. Fry averaged 76.25, and 
Odle ended with a 78.67 score. 
In the conference champion-
ships, Gage finished sixth with a 
score of 23 I. Dibble was one 
stroke behind Gage and in seventh 
place. To create a bundle of Bucs 
in nearly the same spot, Kuramoto 
and Fry tied for eighth place in the 
SC. 
While his ETSU golfers took 
the summer off, Warren was of-
fered the head coaching job at 
UCLA, which had just won the 
NCAA Championships. 
But he didn't want to leave. 
"The overriding reason I chose 
to stay here was that for two years 
I had made a commitment to build 
this program, and I had made a 
coml)litment to the players, who 
had Opportunities to go to other 
schools. 
"And we hadn't accomplished 
what I had told them we could, 
which was to win the conference 
and to become national competi-
tors. The timing for such a move 
would have been bad." I I I 
Dennis D. Brooks 
Golf wrap-up: 
Patil A111uican ln•t. l(hb 
h mn Madison ln•t. . ,,, Isl 
Jasuar Classic lnrt. . .... ht 
Carson-Newman Smoky 
Mounlainln•C. . Isl 
UNC Tarhtt l Jn rt. . ... 4th 
Southe rn Conf. Champ. . 2nd 
Virs ini ■ C1,1lier CIHsic lad 
f ollowinc throughwilhhisswlng.sopho-
more Bobby Gage pr1cticts on bis tu m-
Hit scorh1g annige of 74.03 ~r round. 
Sophomort Chris Dibble works with his 
sand ... dge. Dibble won the 1988 Carson-
Newman S moky Mounta in lnritational. 
Four Buccaneer golfers took medalist 
honors in tournaments between 1987-88., 
Rtx Kuramoto, Bobby Gage, Mark Fry, and 
Chis Dibble. 
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'--T _ upton-Smith star shines for ETSU netters as they 
, .Lay it to the competition 
On the stre ngth or junior Ma rk 
Lupton-Smi th , the ETS U men's 
tennis team racked up a spring of 
1988 record of 26-5 and a fa ll of 
'88 record of 7-0. 
Lupton-Smilh, a Bcdfordview, 
Sou th Africa native, sported a 31-
13 singles record duri ng the spring 
and teamed up with J ohn Lucchesi 
for a deadly 34-3 doubles record . 
Despite their fine regu lar season 
performances, all was not rosy at 
the Southern Conference Champi-
onshi p, where th e Bucca neers 
placed fourt h in the eight-team 
field. ETSU finished the regular 
anon lh t nt l. Snls " " 26- 12 in singles 
action. 
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spring schedu le th ird in the SC. 
'" I don 't think we did completely 
what we were capable of doing in 
the championship," said Lucchesi, 
who finis hed the spring with a 28 -
12 singles record . "But we had a 
good spring. 
"We played some good tea ms in 
the spring, and we were able to 
pull off some big upsets. 
" In the champions h ip, we 
thought we should ha ve at least 
finished third, since Davidson fin-
ished in front of us, and we beat 
Davidson during the season." 
Other top netters fo r ETSU in-
e luded John S hu lman, who 
notched a 25- 12 spring mark. 
Steve Lorino finished at 26- 10, 
while John Seals was 30-13. 
During the course of the season, 
the Dues shut ou t five teams while 
losing only to J efferson State, 
Georgia Southern, Lander, Fur-
man, and Tennessee-Chattanooga . 
To begin the fa ll, ETSU ran up 
dominating victories over UNC-
Central by a score of 9-0 and Ap-
palachian State, 8-1. 
The men also competed in the 
Vi rgin ia Tech Invitational and the 
Southern Collegiate Champion-
ships. 
At Vi rginia Tec h, Lupton-
Smith made a sweep of his three 
matches, winning all three, as the 
doubles team of Shulman and 
Sea ls did the same. 
Lupton-Smith finished within 
the fina l 16 of the 64-draw tourna-
ment at the Sout hern Collegia\e 
Championships. I I I Denms 
D. Brooks 
ETSU's first-utdt d doubles ltam of 
John Lucchesi and Mark Lupton-Smith 
works as a unll . 
Ltts-M cRat .. 
Jdftrson Slllf .... 
C•rsoa-Ne,.-mu , 
Aus1 in Puy ... 
Radford .. 
Eas1er11 Kt nt lltky .. 
Vircini1 Ttch . 
Ind. U. Pa . . 
UNC•Asht •illt . 
Baptisl . 
Wofford 
Bi rmingham Southtrn . 






Furman ........... . 
UT-Ch11u.11oog11 .. 
TlleOt■del . 
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__ 
0 
lympic athletes put on 
h, what a show! 
190 
Hoards of the world's best ath-
letes converged on ETSU in late 
January for the Kodak Track and 
Field Invitationa l. 
I 988 Olympic Gold medalists 
were to be found everywhere. Rog-
er Kingdom, winner of the 55-me-
ter hurdles, was there. Romania's 
Mauricica Puica (3,000-meters), 
Gennadly Avieyenko of the Soviet 
Union (high jump), Louise Ritter 
(high jump), and Paul Ereng (800-
meters) were also present. 
But the field was so strong that 
most of those gold medalists took 
backseats to someone else. 
Kingdom fell to Arthur Blake, 
who broke the 55-meter hurdles in 
7 .06 seconds, a Memorial Center 
record . 
Puica lost the 3,000-meter run 
to Villanova's Vicki Huber. 
Avieyenko finished fifth in the 
men's high jump while Jake Ja-
coby took first-place honors with a 
jump of 7-6. 
The men's mile run again pro-
duced excitement, as the world's 
top miler, Marcus O'Sullivan fin-
ished in 3:57.60, almost a full sec-
ond in front of Brian Jaeger. For-
mer ETSU runner Ray Flynn 
came in fourth in the race. 
The two-mile women's relay 
team from Villanova set a world's 
best of 8:37.75, nearly four sec-
onds better than the record set by 
the Soviet National Team in 1972. 
That mark was not considered a 
world's record, though, due to the 
Memorial Center track, which is 
oversized. 
Regardless, that same Villanova 
team broke the record again at the 
Melrose Games a few weeks later, 
and they had their world's record. 
Another big race was the men's 
100-meter run, which was a rare 
indoor event. Due to the same 
oversized feature of Memorial 
Center, the event was held, and 
Emmit King took advantage of it 
by setting an American indoor 
record of 10.45 seconds. I I I 
Dennis D. Brooks 
ETSU runntr John Erickson crossn the 
M■ricica P11ic■ of Rom■ni ■, ldt, ■ nd 
Lind■ Sheskey of Athletics West spe■k 
wilh • WTBS sports lOIIOIIIIC:H following 
1be 3.000-meler r1111. P11ica, lhe 1988 Olym• 
pie: gold medalisl, 101111be l'JIU 10 Vicki 
H11berof Villano~•. 
Arthur Blake, Roger Kingdom, Tonie 
Campbell, and Eric: Cammon t■ ke 1he SS-
meltt b11rdln in stride. Blake won tbe e~e n1 
in 7.06seconds, beating Kingdom, !be 1988 
Olympic:gold medalisl. 
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If only they could have stayed at 
home. 
With a road record of 3-12 and 
a home mark of 7-2, the ETSU 
women's tennis team proved there 
was such a thing as home court 
advantage during the spring of 
1988. 
The women began their sched-
ule by wiping away Tennessee 
Tech 9-0. They racked up three 
more sweeps during the course of 
the year, including two against 
Southern Conference foes Appala-
chian State and Marshall. 
But the Lady Bucca neers 
dropped six matches by the same 
margin, three of which came in the 
last fou r encounters. 
Susan Fronius headed up the 
women's team with a singles 
record of 12 wins and 7 losses. 
Becky Offenbacher added an 11-4 
singles mark fo r the only ot her 
lady Bue with a winni ng record. 
Also posting singles marks fo r 
the Lady Bucs were Wendy La-
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feve r (9-9), Kristy Meyers (8-1 1 ), 
Karen Noe (6-13), Sandy Morri-
son (2-6), and Wendy Whiteside 
(4- 15). 
In doubles action, Fronius and 
Offenbacher posted record of 7-3 
to lead the Lady Bue attack. I I I 
Dennis D. Brooks 
Susan Golsby prtparts 10 fir, lht ball 
backtohuopponu1. 
KimToohty rtadiu 10 relurn thtball. 
Dt bbie Marshall, a fall freshman, digs 
lhtball up from lhtcoun. 
TtnnessttTttk .. 
PtactColltgt . 
Jt fftf$0n Stale . 
Lets-McRae .. 
Austin Peay .. . .. 
Eastern Kentucky ... 
louis1·ille 
Ohio Unht rs ity . 
West Virginia .... 
Appalachian S ti lt . 
Carson-Newman . 
Duidson .. 
Co n>"t rst College .. 
B11 p1ist 
Birmingham Southern . 
Georgi• Southern 
Furman .. 
t\hrshll ll .. . ... 
UT-Cb1111nooga . . 
Vi rginia Ttth . 
BtckyOffenbachert11kts btr r11ckNback 
befortre1urning1heball. Orrenb11chercom-
piled a 11 -4singles record. 
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--students discover In-Rec has 
omething for everyone 
The Intramural-Re-
creation Department had 
something for everyone 
this past year. Besides the 
standard football , basket-
ball , and baseball, special 
activities were offered 
throughout the year. 
In February and 
March , the Intramural 
Department along with 
the Campus Activities 
Board and the ETSU Ski 
Club hosted an informal 
ski trip to North Caroli-
na. Both beginning and 
experienced skiers were 
encouraged to attend. 
A big hit on campus 
was aerobics. With sever-
al classes throughout the 
week, students could pick 
and choose a time that 
best suited their schedule. 
Student teachers helped 
to make the classes fun 
and interesting to both 
students and faculty. 
"It's mine." Trying to intercept a pass, the players from Sigma Phi 
Epsi lon and Tau Kappa Epsi lon enjoy the fellowship in playing foot-
ball. 
Sports clubs at ETSU 
provided oppor tunities 
for students to learn new 
skills and compete with 
other colleges on an intra-
mural level. Registered 
clubs at ETSU included 
ski, martial arts, and soc-
cer clubs. I I I Susan Say-
lor 
-
Picturing the ball connect ing wilh the bat, this baseball player is 
anticipating a hit. ,'~~·-------------= 
Football was often a favorite 
passtime on campus. It a llowed 
students to get to know each other 
outside of the classroom. 
Putting power behind the ball is 
this batter's main concern . 
Co ncentrat ing on striking out 
her opponent, Michelle Pettit sets 
her sights on the st rike zo ne. 
Sigma Chi Little Sisters and 
Delta Zeta Sorority always en-
joyed an aftern oon of football, es-
pecially when they got a chance to 
show that girls can play, too. 
rr:::::: 
Members of the Student Government Asso-
ciation disc uss plaros for future activit ies. 
OQGANIZATION&> 
A variety of student or11,ani-
zations. from those in profes-
siomtl fields lo special inleresl 
11,roups emphasizin11, activities 
· just for fun ... provided out-
lets for lhe particular lalenls 
and inleresls of stndenls. 
They included religious organi-
~ ~ 
. rs entertain the crowd a the 
The Jaz! S1;g:damation Ceremony. 
Homecoming r ·ve"I Arts Series, Jane 
As a part of thea }~11 h~use. The series was 
Powell perform: t°c mpus Activities Board. 
sponsored by t e a I hosted the Na-
The Office of lnt:n.1u~l;mpics during the tional Junior Whee c a1r 
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Alpha Lambda Delta. (Front Row) Carla Oster, Row) Helen Hollingsworth, Hattie Peters, vice president, Lisa Guinn, 
Tammy Sherfey, DeAnn Manes, Ladonna Buchanan, Lucy DeRidder, Cindy Brown, LeAnn Miller, Wendy Lafever, president, Jill Byrd, Car-
Emily Day, (Second Row) Melissa Phipps, Tanya Fager, Connie Ander- rie Williams, Crystal Southerland, Susan Burger. 
son, Heather Holmes, Renee Strange, Stephanie Armstrong, (Back 
High standards of learning 
Alpha Lambda Delta was a national honor society 
whose purpose was to "encourage students in their 
first year in institutes of higher learning, to promote 
intelligent living and a continued high standard of 
learning and to assist men and women in recognizing 
and developing meaningful goals for their roles in 
society." 
Founded as an honor society for freshman women at 
the University of Illinois in the spring of 1924, Alpha 
Lambda Delta became a national organization as 
chapters were established at Purdue in 1926 and at 
DePauw in 1927. Men were first admitted to member-
ship in the fa ll of 1975. 
The official symbol of Alpha Lambda Delta was a 
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gold candle. The Greek letters were superimposed on 
the candle holder. The coat of arms displayed the 
colors in a gold-bordered black shield having a red-
tipped white candle, above which was a white alter 
with an open book on it. 
Membership was open to all freshman who were 
registered for a full course of study leading to a bache-
lor's degree and earn a 3.5 or higher. Eligibility was 
obtained on grades of one full semester or the cumula-
tive average of the first year in college. Once initiated, 
an individual held a lifetime membership in Alpha 
Lambda Delta and could receive one of the $3000 
Fellowships awarded for graduate study. I I I 
Delta Sigma Pi . (Front Row) Melendez,(BackRow)DougWoodard,MichaelTempleton,JeffShel-
Susan Hixon, Brenda Reece, Susan Mast, Diane Thornburg, Amy ton, Scott Gamble, Ken Tolliver, T. Jason Ragle, Chris Jenney. 
Grindstaff, Rebecca Williams, Angie Kirkpatrick, Lucy DeRidder, John 
Kappa Omicron Phi. Pamela Smalling, Donna Bowers, Rob Lester, Karla Janeway, Deane Gregory. 
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President's Pride. (Front Row) Kelly Smith, David ilton, Crystal Southerland, Susan Cary, Lucy DeRidder, Freddie Ma-
White, Karen Toohey, Paul Cox, Eddie McCandless, Susan Lyon, lone, Kathy Joyce, Suzanne King, Patricia Phipps, Dawn Greybeal, Lisa 
A\eeta Shaw, Tammy Sherfey, Becky Absher, (Back Row) James Ham• Herdelin, Kim Skeen, Melissa Bailey, Jerry Barker. 
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Gamma Beta Phi. (Front Row) Laurie Fleming, trea- mie Shelton; Christy Buchanan; LeAnn Miller; Heather Eckford; 
surer; Lisa ~1iller, co-president; Linda Adkins, co-president; Wendy Tammy Hickman; Gary Lewis; Don na Bowers; Jane Foster; Mike 
Adams, photographer/historian; (Second Row) Connie Weaver; Kelly McNeese; (Back Row) Steve Lorina, volunteer coordinator; JoAnn 
Smith; Tessa Long; Kristi Baker; Patricia Simcox, membership secre- Pierce; Diane Thornburg: Angie Wolfe: Heather Holmes; Renee 
tary; Lisa Purdy, recording secretary; April Roberts; (Third Row) Jim- Strange; Diana Shepard; Wendell Lowe. 
Seeking excellence 1n education 
Gamma Beta Phi was a non-secret, non-profit, scho-
lastic honor and educational-service organization 
opened to students who completed at least 15 hours of 
college work and ranked in the top 15% of their class. 
Graduate students were eligible for membership if 
they completed 15 hours of graduate work and ranked 
among the top 15% of graduate students. 
Members were committed to excellence in educa-
tion, good character, and service. Each semester mem-
bers participated in community, church, and school 
service projects. Gamma Beta Phi received an award 
from Volunteer ETSU for independent group of the 
year (1987-1988) with 812.5 volunteer hours. I I I 
Wendy Adams. Photo submitted by Gamma Beta Phi 
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Rho Lambda. (Front Row) Kelly Tinsley, president, Terri goski, Suzanne King, Paige Williams, Lisa Ta lbott, Tammy Smith, 
Paduch, vice presiden t, Tammy Fau lkner, secretary, Daphne Bright, Rhonda Hooks, Beth Harvey. 
Kelly Smith, Laurie Fleming, Dewanna Byrd, (Back Row) Kathy Pry• 
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University Amateur Radio Club, 
WA4UCI. Bob Day, N4TDJ, vice president; Robyn Owen, 
secretary/treasurer; Ryan P. Bailey, KB4ZVA, president; Bob May, 
Soccer Club. (Front Row) Cougar McDaniel, Scott Muir, 
Nie Colbert, P.J . Lynch, Lee Eliot, Lanny Bise, (Second Row) Matt 
K4SE, faculty advisor; Wi ll iam Garth; Hugh Broome, WB4ARG. facul-
ty adviser. 
Peters, (Back Row) John Ligget, Steve Erdely, Louis Buhl , Ed Britt, 
J amie Paulich, George Mclaughli n, David Munn . 
Organizations: Amateur Radio Club, Soccer Club 203 
Presbyterian Campus Ministry. (Frnnt Row) Rev. B,own Patton, Janelle Patton, Debb;, Patton , Rev. Ron 
Row) Brown Patton, Jr., Jack Grimes, Lynn Brill , Stacey Oren, (Back Brown, Steve Southerland, Burt Emps?in. 
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Society of Manufacturing Engi- Kat hy Crnss; James M. falds, faculty ad,isec. 
OeefS. Steven Tyler, cha irman; Bill Lyllle, second vice-chairman; 
Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia. (Frnnt Row) De. Benja- Leonard, (Third Row) Chirs Broadhead, Ric Munsey, Marc Phillips, 
min D. Caton III , adviser, J ames Ketterer, (Second Row) Danny Morris, David White, Dwayne Stokley, Tony Grizzel, Ma rk Ford, Todd Ever-
Shawn Hicks, Terry Hurt, Tim Morrell, Jeff Gray, Scott Shipley, Joey ha rt. ot pictured: Rod Dye, Ross Wagers. 
Organizations: Manufacturing Engineers, Phi Mu Alpha 205 
Chapter of Respiratory Therapy. (Frnnt Juan;,, Mck;nney, (Back Row) Shan Branham, Becky Kleppe,, Weody 
Row) Donna Rainey, Melissa Hammett, Kelly Woodall, Melissa Shoe- Houser. Greg Cornett, Ron Cothran , Steve Manz, Julie Light, Beth 
maker. Leslie Weaver, Lynn Larson, Donna Dugger, Pam Bradley, Balla rd. 
'>:f€~1r;. 
Dental Laboratory Technology Club. Stcphao;, Staoley, Debb;e Malooe, Uoda Buck, ad,;,o,, Sue Td,ett, 
(Fron t Row) Rick Wills. Phil Wanzer, Kent Edens, Adam Crain, (Back Colleen Kelly, Vickie Truett, Joy Perki ns, Kathy Pectal, Christina Gray, 
Row) Leslee Wagner, Buffy Hampton, Shelly Clevenger, Christy Crowe. Myra Byrd. 
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Student Marketing Association. (F,ont Becky Blevins, vice pmident membecship; Beth Lo,dy; (Thfrd Row) De. 
Row) Tammy Faulkner; Erika Romanoff: Lisa Miller, vice president J ohn Kezt, adviser; Ellen Purvis; (Back Row) Brian Frazier; Tim Belisle, 
finance; Charlette Rutl edge, executive vice president; (Second Row) president; Chad Keaton, vice president programs; Scott Liford, vice 
Myra Ray; Lora Lamb; Vicki Russell , vice president communications; president advertising; Dr. Joe Canjelosi, adviser. 
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Members of Kappa Delta look 
on in amusement at the competi-
tion held in the ballroom. 
Tracy Lyda and Karin Saylor 
perform durin g Homecoming's 
sk it night. 
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Kappa Delta. (Front Row) Robin Williams; Stephanie Armstrong; Cathy Cross; Wendy 
Lafever; Jody Whittimore; Amanda Carrier; Kelly Lowe; (Second Row) Beth Boyle; Susan Lyon, member-
ship chairman; DeDe Hubbard, editor; Dewanna Byrd, secretary; Tammy Smith, president; Kelly Smith, 
vice president; Laurie Fleming, treasurer; Tanya Hadorn, assistant treasurer; (Back Row) Karen Ward; 
Kelly Tinsley; Jackie Dupkoski; Em ily Day; Rachel Smith; Robyn Johnson; Karin Saylor; Becky Thomp• 
son; Sharon Mouser; April Huff. 
Kappa Delta Pledges. (Frnnt Row) Janna Andecson, Stephanie Luga,, Shannon 
Burchett, Sally Hollyfield, Beth Wardell, Cindy Hollifield, Kim Chapman, Jennifer Williams, (Second 
Row) Kristi Larkey, Erin Kelly, Betsy Harman, Beth Houser, Lori Strohm, Tracy Lyda, Cindy Wilson, 
Lynn Churchman, (Back Row) Janet Crawford, Paige Preston, Cindy Bacchus, Heather Dick, Julie 
Bassinger, Andrea Moulse, Donna Carter, Wendy Weddle, Anda Ransone. 
Proud to be a part 
To the sisters of Kappa Delta, being in a sorority 
meant more than just competing in various Greek and 
campus activities. Kappa Delta was founded on Chris-
tian principles in I 897 and still strove to reach those 
goals. 
Being a member of a sorority was a truly rewarding 
experience; the bonds of friendships formed were 
meant to last a lifetime. Their goal was to reach that 
which is honorable, beautiful, and highest, and they 
achieved this by helping those who were less fortunate. 
This was done through their philanthropy organiza-
tions and through volunteer work in the community. 
Kappa Delta ranked first among all the sororities 
scholastically in the fall of I 988, and several members 
belonged to various honor society on campus. Their 
awards and honors included Volunteer ETSU Group-
of-the-Year, and they were first in Homecoming com-
petition for the second year in a row. 
The group sponsored "KD Holly Days" in Decem-
ber, and their Christmas Informal was sponsored by 
the pledges. The annual Mother-Daughter Banquet 
was held in November, and the White Rose Dinner 
was held in February. They also sponsored various 
other activities to raise money for the National Com-
mittee for the Prevention of Child Abuse. Kappa Del-
ta led an active role on campus and in community 
activities and were proud to be a part of ETSU 's 
Greek World. I I I Tammy Smith 
Alpha Delta Pi. (fron t Row) Dawn Wit herington, Kristin Chamberl in. Lori Chafin, Bethanne Ca rroll , Julie Bonich, Patti 
Vola Boyd. Lea Jabbour, Marquit a Shi pley. Karen Maddox. Amy Mal- G lenning, Molly O'Bryan, Amanda Haynes. Lori Bearden. Melissa 
colm, Shan non Helton. Gina J ones, S herri Noble, Stepha ni e Worley. Moorhouse, Robin Whitehead, ( Back Row) Lynn Blackwell, Becky 
Tammy Faulkner, Stacy Recd, Kelly Jenkins. Stephan ie Buchanan. Welch, Pam Bartel, Shannon Helton, Kerry Tate. Jennifer Yu hasz, 
Jen nifer Dickenson, Paige Kaplan. Julie Rcnji lian. Jill Miller, Cha ffin Renee Jessup, Robin Ayers, Teresa Buckner. Kim Brewster. Jodyc Van-
O'Do nnc ll. Tommie Deering, (Second Row) Kiersten Jones, Kim South- hoy. Keyla Torbett, Gina Humphries. Dawn Woody, Wendy Smith, 
erla nd. J ill Shoffner. Stacy Roach. Cindy cha mberli n, Suzanne King. Wendy Boyd, Julie Hall, Shanna Cavana ugh, Heather Eckford. 
Celebrating Christmas together 
was an annual event for Alpha 
Delta Pi. 
Taking time out from fall 1988 
rush a re Wendy Smith, Shanna 
Cavanaugh, Kim Brewster, and 
Jodye Vanhoy. 
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'First and finest' developes special 
bonds 
"First and finest ," Alpha Delta Pi boasted of being 
the first secret society for women. Founded in 1851 at 
Wesleyan College in Macon, Georgia, Alpha Delta Pi 
was based on the principles of scholarship, service, 
standards, and sisterhood . 
Alpha Delta Pi promoted the idea of service 
through Volunteer ETSU and their national philan-
thropy, the Ronald McDonald Houses. Alpha Delta 
Pi 's throughout the U.S. and Canada donated more 
than one million dolla rs to the Ronald McDonald 
Corporation. On the local level, Alpha Delta Pi hosted 
Diamond Days, an annual fraternity competition in 
which the proceeds also went to the philanthropy. 
Outstanding chapter achievements included first 
At the Halloween M ixe r, th ese Alpha Delta Pi ladies show thei r 
creat ivity th rough their unique cost umes. 
place in Sigma Chi's Derby Days, Sigma Nu's Snake 
Days, and Pike's Peak. They also received second 
place in the large group division and the " Most Enter-
taining" award in Lambda Chi Alpha's All Sing. 
Alpha Delta Pi colors were azure blue and white. 
The flower was the woodland violet and their gem the 
blue-white diamond. Their mascot, Alphie the Lion, 
symbolized strength of character and represented a 
quality sought in members. Inherent in every Alpha 
Delta Pi was the belief that by supporting one another 
and sharing a special bond, they could grow into the 
best individuals they could possible become. I I I Jodye 
Vanjoy. Photos submitted by Alpha Delta Pi 
On Greek Da y, Angie Willis, Anne Sca rborough , Shanna Cavanaugh, 
Melani e Wea ls, and Beverly Pendergast are see n supporting the Bucca-
neers. 
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Reaching out key to success 
Delta Zeta sorori ty strove to maintain a strong bond 
of sisterhood among its members. The sorority was 
also a strong supporter of high academic attainment 
and community participation. 
Founded on October 24, I 902 at Miami University 
in Oxford, Ohio, Delta Zeta was the nation's second 
largest sorority. Here at ETSU, Delta Zeta was a 
strong extention of the values and services which the 
National Chapter instilled in a ll its chapters. Delta 
Zeta was a close-knit sisterhood where bonds of 
friendship and sisterly love came to mean much to its 
members, yet the sorority was continually reaching out 
to other young women at ETSU with open arms of 
fr iendship and Christian fellowship. 
Trying lo build a pyram id is (Bottom Row) Beth Cart y, Abbe Evans, 
Vicki Crawford, Michelle Poff, (Second Row) Leanna Lane, S herri 
Carrier, Jackie Sipos, (Top Row) Lisa Ta lbott, and Mary Thomas. 
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Delta Zetas were involved in nearly all campus ac-
tivities and participated in many Greek sponsored 
events. The sisters volunteered their time to the Spe-
cial Olympics as well as supporting the Life Care 
Center of Erwin. On a national level, Delta Zetas were 
strong advocates of helping the speech and hearing 
impaired all over the United States. 
The mascot, Tippy the Turtle, became a symbol of 
care, understanding, friendship, and fun to Delta Ze-
tas. The sorority colors were old rose and nile green, 
and their gem was the diamond. They welcomed each 
new member with devotion and with their flower, the 
Killarney Rose. I I I Dawn Graybeal. Photos submitted 
by Delta Zeta. 
Jenny Johnson and Jackie S ipos express Della Zeta's sisterly love 
with a hug. 
Delta Zeta's Abbe Evans, Beth Ca rty, J ac ki e S ipos, Michelle Porr, 
a nd Ma ry Thomas pass a water balloon during S igma Chi 's Derby 
Days. 
Delta Zetas (Front Row) Michelle Porf, Jenn y Johnson, (Back Row) 
Vic ki Crawford, Leann a La ne, Pat ricia Ph ipps, J ac kie S ipos, a nd Amy 
Stansel break for a pi cture between the e,·ents at Broo ks Gy m during 
Sigma Chi 's Derby Days. 
Delta Zeta. (Front Row) Abbe Evans, Jackie Sipos, Rhonda Sherri Carrier, Mary Thomas. Leanna Lane, Michelle Poff, Paige Faris, 
Hooks, Shiela Lamb. Tammy Russell. Lisa Talbott, Al ice Childress, Fay Patricia Phipps, Myra Ray. Becky Blevi ns. Jen ny Joh nson, Beth Carty. 
Schulz, Dawn Graybeal, Amy Stansel, (Back Row) Tracy Sta rner. Melissa Clemons. 
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Enjoying the trip to the Carnation 
Ball, Kim Hicks mo,·es to talk to an-
other friend. 
After all the acthities or the Car-
nation Ba ll were over, Phi Mu mem-
bers (Front Row) Joy Cox, Laura 
Bellamy, Missy Dagley, Kris Kwint, 
Robin Collier, (Back Row) Lee Ann 
Willis, Tracy Shi elds, Melissa Ad-
ams, Kim McAlister, Pam Brown, 
Kim Hicks, Pam Graybeal, Karen 
Owens, Laura Ellison, Beth Pendry, 
Lisa Hickman, Tammy McKinney, 
Stacy Kunzer, Beth Harvey pose to 
show off their ball dresses. 
Taking time out of their busy 
sc hed ul es, Melissa Adams, Kim 
McAlister, Ci ndy Eller gel together 
to share e,·ents of their day at sc hool. 
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Phi Mu. (Front Row) Joy Cox, Social chairman; Wendy Whileside; Lea Leaming; Ki m Hicks; 
Laura Bellamy, Phi Director; Pam Graybeal; Jaymie Buchanan, Rush Cha irman; Ki m Waller, Panhcllcnic 
Delegate; (Back Row) Terri Cedota l; Missy Dagley; Melissa Adams; Cindy Eller; Eva Miller: Subrina 
Russell; Nicki G raybeal. 
Love, honor, truth 
Phi Mu was founded in 1852 at Weslyam College in 
Macon, Georgia. Phi Mu Fraternity grew to become 
one of the oldest and leading organizations of college 
women. Based on the ideals " love, honor, truth," Phi 
Mu members strove to help each other achieve and 
reach their fu ll potential. 
In the past year Phi Mu received the overall Greek 
Financial Award and the sisterhood award, which they 
have received three of the past fi ve years. Phi Mu 
participated in many community and campus activi-
ties including Homecoming in which they placed 
third. They also participated in Derby Days, Pike's 
Peak, Snake Days, All Sing, Exam Jam, and activities 
such as Special Olympics. Among its fund raisers were 
Project Hope and Childrens' Miracle Network Tele-
thon which locally supported Holston Valley Hospital. 
I I I Photos submitted by Phi Mu 
Phi Mu. (Front Row) Nicki Graybea l, secretary; Beth Harvey, president; Jennifer Modrcll ; 
Subrina Russell ; Jo Carol Hicks; Lee A nn Willis; Dena Hamil ton; Leslie Pra tt; Trac ie Rivers; (Back 
Row) Tammy Frost; Beth Pendry; Karen Owens, treasurer; Jane Adams; Susan Bowman; Paige 
Delozier; Janet Gregg; Eva Miller, vice president; Linda Norris; Kim McAl istcr, public relations. 
Taking ti me out from Bid Day 
to pose for a picture, Kim McAlis-
ter and Cindy Eller show the ir en-
thus iasm. 
Enjoy in g the food at the Bid 
Day Pic ni c are Phi Mu members 
Beth Harvey, Terri Da, enport, 
and Pam Graybeal. 
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United • In sincere friendship 
Sigma Kappa 's purpose was to unite its members in I philanthropies included the Maine Sea Coast Mission, 
a bond of sincere friendship while promoting the high- The American Farm School , and Alzheimer's Disease. 
est standards of social, intellectual, and spiritual well- The purposes of the Sigma Kappa were to promote 
being. The sorority was founded in 1874 at Colby a strong bond of sisterhood while maintaining high 
College in Maine. Their colors were lavender and ma- academics standards. Some of their activities for 1989 
roan. Their symbols were the dove, serpent, triangle, were to host the annual Sportman's Klassic and to 
and heart. Sigma Kappa 's flower was the violet and participate in the Homecoming activities, Derby Days, 
their jewel was the pearl. Pike's Peak, and All Sing. Some of the awards won by 
The Gamma Lambda chapter was involved in many the group were the Volunteer ETSU group of the year 
ac tivities, both on and off campus. The loca l philan- and the Financial Management Award. I I I Photos by 
thropy was the Veteran's Administration. National Virginia Holt and Debbie Shell 
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After the Miss Tennessee 
Pageant, S igma Kappa mem-
bers Debbie S hell, Virginia 
Holt, Lisa Arnett, an d Daphn e 
Bright enjoy food from Abbie's 
Restaurant. 
Sigma Kappa. (Front Row) Grey Ferguson, Lesic M cCormack, Sherry Grigsby, Kathy 
Diehl, Karla Roscnbaun, Tammy Baggett, Sally Wilson, Tondrea Vance, Meli nda Vartan, Lori Hamil-
ton, Taisa Taylor, (Second Row) Kristi Wall , Becky Barnett , Linsey Bellas. Amy Quance, Andrea Wise, 
Amy Hunley, Martie Durham, Casey Cox. Leslie Colley, Pat rice Ki ng, Tiffa ny Martian , (Back Row) I fiana Dodson, Robin Roark, Leslie McCormick, Susa n Bridges, Jennifer Corbell, Christie Chandler, 
L hadotte Da,;,, K;m Webb, Reg;na Palme,, Pam Wenk. 
To help raise money for the 
wheelc ha ir olympics, Vi rgini a 
Holt, Kelly Neubert, a nd Katrina 
Spillman lend a helping hand in 
the concess ion stand. 
Sigma Kappa. (Front Row) Paige Williams, Sen ior Delegate; Virgi nia Holt. J unior Dele-
ga te; Madel ine Cross, treasurer; Daphne Bright , vice president; Debbie Shell , president ; Annie Stoutt, 
Sophomore Delegate; Ronda Clevenger, Panhe\len ic Delegate; Kelly Ne ubert, secretary; Lisa Reedy, 
pledge educa tor; (Second Row) Amy McCoun; Shel ly Dawes; Sherina Taylor; La urie Stewa rt; Katri na 
Spill man; Beth Hampton; Hope Marshall : Terri Padu ch; Deanna Brown; (Back Row ) Angie Dishner: J ulie 
Will iams; Larissa Buchanan; Cassie Sebast ian; Kathy Przygocki; Chris Hutc hinson; Elizabeth Windsor; 
Susan Martin; Amy Dailly. 
Being Miss £TSU meant a try 
at the Miss Tennessee title, as 
Tammy Arnett proves he r e. 
Tammy was a member of the S ig-
ma Kappa Sorority. 
Posing for the came ra at the 
pledge formal, Debbie Shell and 
Kat hy Dieh l sha re some spec ial mo-
me nts. 
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Pi Kappa Alpha. (Frnot Row) Stc,c Trcdalc, 
Dewayne Rice, Jason Wi lkinson, C hris Oaten, S teve Buttry, Lincoln 
Robinson, Jeff Bendy, Brian Payne, (Second Row) John Wilkes, 
Steve Boyle, Rob Ga rvin, Chris Wilkes, Jonathon G ray, Eddie Ga r-
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rel, Scolt Bulli ngton, Doug Campbe ll , Drew Teri, Chris Marcc llis, 
(Back Row) Neil Miller, Neal Wilson, Kevin Manning, Greg Knox, 
Blake Basset, Scott Muir, Perry Stokes, Bailey Leonard, Anthony 
Buhl, Matt Peters, Chris Deneen, Ma rk Morre], Joey Britt . 
Staff Senate. Bill Toohey. presiden t, presides over a sta ff sena te meeting. 
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Sigma Chi. (Front Row) Madison Torrence, Ken Baily, Trey son, Ethan Hamby, (Back Row) Jeff Norris, Todd Essig, Kevin Carey, 
Higdon, Michelle Petit, Tonya McNeely, Kim Riggs, Kelly Loop, Mark Mark Donnell, Mike Adam, Matt Cooter, Terry Byrd, Wade Eppes, Jeff 
McDaniel, (Second Row) Bryan Winston, John Randle, Scott Peters, Hallford, Steve Masterson, Richard Morris, Anthony Hatley. 
Joe Pullen, Jamie Newport, David O'Boyan, Brian Boyle, Chris Harri• 
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Proudly displaying their new 
sign along with the fraternity dog, 
Di rty, a re Bruce Giles, Bill Ha ll, 
and Jake. 
Friendship, justice, learning 
Sigma Chi began at ETSU in May of 1969 with the 
intentions of striving to uphold the principles of friend-
ship, justice, and learning upon which Sigma Chi was 
founded. The Sigma Chi national fraternity had over 
200,000 members from 210 chapters across the United 
States and Canada. 
ETS U's Sigma Chi achieved the over-all Intramu-
ral Championship at ETSU for a total of I 6 years. 
Sigma Chi fraternity participated in numerous service 
projects sponsored by Volunteer ETSU and also by 
the group themselves. Sigma Chi sponsored "Derby 
Days," a fun-filled week of games which concluded 
with a two day sorority competition. The proceeds 
from this event went to the Cleo Wallece Village for 
Children in Broomfield, Colorado. I I I Photos submit-
ted by Sigma Chi 
Enjoying the fest ivities of Fall 
Rush, Brian Boyle pauses from 
the fun to pose with two "bun-
nies". 
ETSU sorority women compet-
ed in Sigma Chi Derby Days, a 
week long acth·ity of fun and 
games to raise money for the na-
tional philanth ro py, the Cleo 
Wallace Children's Center. 
Adding extra attraction to the 
S igma Chi fraternity house are 
the members of th is fraternity and 
the ir little sisters. 
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Fraternity sets 
goals of honor, chivalry 
Lambda Chi Alpha helped to develop true charac-
ter in each of its members. Maintaining honor, chival-
ry, unselfishness, tolerance, and loyalty to Christian 
principles were goals the fraternity tried to uphold . In 
April 1984 the Iota Omicron chapter of Lambda Chi 
Alpha was recognized by the National Fraternity. 
Eight young men were chosen to be the founding 
fath ers of the new colony. Each was different from the 
other, but they all had a common goal. Lambda Chi 
Kidding aroun d with mystery 
man Rob Spire, Mark Walkup en-
joyed festive activities during the 
Lambda Chi Alph a and Alpha 
Delta Pi mi xer. 
Members of the La mbda Chi 
Alph a fraternity act as hosts to 
the largest Greek party of the 
yea r, All-S ing '88. 
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Alpha became a strong leader among the Greek com-
munity at ETSU. 
On campus the fraternity was involved with giving 
to the United Way and participating in Homecoming 
activities. Lambda Chi Alpha tied with Sigma Kappa 
for the winner of the Homecoming banner competition 
in the Greek division . In the overall contest, the frater-
nity placed second in the Greek division. I I I Photos 
submitted by Lambda Chi Alpha 
Lambda Chi Alpha. Crn;g Johasoa, Da,;d Butlo,, 
Berry Carter, John Irving, Rocky Bently. Bre nt Ferrell, Scott Osborne, 
Mark Walkup. John Osborne, Steve Mallery, Scott McCarter, Dua ne 
Taking a short break from the 
Halloween Party, Chip poses mo-
mentarily for bis picture. 
French, Charles Maner III , Kelley Clepper, Bill Baker, Ken ney Chasny, 
David Hansel, Wayne Marti n, David Scogins, Robert Spire, Drake 
Anderson. 
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Steven Tyler of Aerosmith and Greg Bellamy of Sigma Nu relax 
bes ide Greg's Cobra during a break in the taping of the video, "Rag 
Doll." Both Greg's car and the Sigma Nu house were featured in the 
production. 
The creativity of the Sigma Nu brothers shines proudly in thi s 
feature jack-o-lantern. 
Being "the total college experience" takes a lot of work, and it took a 
lot of work to prepare this uncommon float for the 1988 Homecoming 
Parade. 
The total experience 
Sigma Nu fraternity evolved from the " Legion of 
Honor" organized at Virginia Military Institute. " A 
fraternity founded upon a good education, while at the 
same time making lifelong friends and against hazing" 
describes the basic goals of this brotherhood. 
As the "total experience" fraternity, they were as 
active on campus as off this past year. On campus, 
they captured first place in Phi Mu's Lion's Roar and 
Sigma Kappa 's Sportsman's Classic and held on to 
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second place in Kappa Delta's Holly Days. Off cam-
pus, their projects included building exhibits in the 
Hands On Children's Museum and participating in the 
fi lming of Aerosmith's video "Rag Doll." 
The "total experience" can be summed up by Mark 
Bowman, who said that "Sigma Nu has brought me 
much enjoyment and many lifelong friends. I love it!" 
I I I Photos submitted by Sigma Nu 
Sigma Nu. Richard Hopkins, Commander, Art Crowley, Lt. 
Commander, Brian Gavin, Treasurer, Jacky Williamson, Chapter Rep• 
rescntative, Ron Miranda, Kevin Crisler, Denis Baylosis, Lee Faulk ne r, 
Jimmy Hooper, Greg Roberts, Chuck Scheurer, Ron Simmons, John 
Holmes. Tim Des Jardins, Kenny Garner, Allen Hughes, Mark Brooks, 
Torr Coulthard, Brian Lewis, Preston Malone. Greg Bellamy, Richard 
Bogan. Joe Bales, Ji m Freema n, Don Scott , Johnny Waak, Jerry Stin• 
Ma rk Bowman sa id, " Being in a fraternity is great because of the 
closeness of the brothers." This close ness is displayed in this victory 
pile-up after winning first place in Alpha Della Pi 's Diamond Days. 
son, Mack Longmire, Jeff Hu tchinson, Sean Grigsby, Rich Wright , 
Brandon Smith, David Clegg, Doug Perkins, Chris Coffey, Bryan 
Fitchko, Mark Coleman, Richa rd Mashburn, Kevin Teffeteller, Jeff 
Smith, Kenny Kidner, Chris Houser, Mark Colley, Dave Colosi, Michael 
Dunn, Steve Kirkland, David Osborne, Robin Asiello. Lisa Talbott. 
Mollie Brogan, Ashley Bhatt , Alice Childress, Pamela Graybeal, Susan 
Meade, Mary Golden, Lisa Brown, Aimee Scott, Lori Chafin. 
Lee Fau lkner prefered not to display his favorite fraternit y's Greek 
letters in the customary manner. but most agree that his is definitely an 
eye-catching display. 
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Tau Kappa Epilson. (Frnnt Row) T;m Tapp, R;cha,d 
Tippens, Tim Brown, Stephanie Olson, Mike Rueff, Brooks Morelock, 
Anita Rogowski, Sam O'Dell, Linda Beckett, (Second Row) Karen 
Bellamy, Susan Whitaker, Amy Blickenstaff, Tami Lawson, Abbe Ev-
Helping out during the Rush Week activities, Erin Pyle and Kathy Neas 
a re two of the fraternity 's little sisters. 
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ans, Donna Littrell, Sarah Dicie, Marcella Leonard, (Back Row) Bo 
Westmoreland, Steve Graafsma, Tom Shelton, Buck Barrett, Tim 
Luehrs, Mike King. 
Getting back to the basics, the Tau Kappa Epsilon fraternity holds one 
of its imprompto meetings in the woods. 
Back to the basics brotherhood 
The three basic ideas for Tau Kappa Epsilon frater-
nity were love, charity, and esteem. Drawing support 
from all its members there was a strengthening bond 
created within the three. Tau Kappa Epsilon was a 
group that set goals to help in the community and 
society also. 
The group won such honors and awards as the schol-
arship award and Volunteer Group-of-the-Month for 
the month of May. The fraternity was known for hav-
ing the highest grade point average among the Greeks. 
Tau Kappa Epsilon also participated in many of the 
on-campus activities which were sponsored by other 
fraternities and sororities. The theme that was used 
during fall rush this year was getting back to the 
basics, which was achieved by holding meetings out-
side and using plain gray t-shirts with the Greek sym-
bols on them. I I I Photos submitted by Tau Kappa 
Epsilon 
To show their symbols and 
logo, the Tau Kappa Epsi lon 
proudly displays its neon symbol 
and some t-shirts. 
Taking time from their camp-
ing trip during Rush Week, (Front 
Row) Sam O'Dell, Mike Rueff, T. 
Rod O'Neill, regional president, 
Richard Tippons, Tom Shelton, 
Robert Neilson, (Back Row) John 
Papiernick, Buck BarreU, and 
Eric Howard pose to hu·e this 
picture made for the memory 
book. 
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The secret of family 
Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity was founded on No-
vember I, 1901 , at Richmond College, Richmond, 
Virginia. Tennessee Gamma Chapter was founded on 
April 10, 1954, from the local Nu Sigma Alpha Fra-
ternity becoming the first national fraternity a t East 
Tennessee State University. 
Service to the Univers ity and the community was a 
major strength of the chapter. Members of Sigma Phi 
Epsilon annually manned the booths for the Red Cross 
Blood Drives, collected for the Heart Fund, and sup-
ported the Special Olympics. In the fall of 1988 mem-
Si~;: ~~'t ~pns~~!nm~~:~:~~~~; /; I 
house patiently wa its for spring. 
Todd Marshall, Todd Prosan, 
Cary Hughes, Frank Greghan, 
and Grant Henderson come away 
with a win in Fraternity Football. 
I 
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bers logged over 1500 volunteer hours. 
Sigma Phi Epsilon, the largest fraternity on campus 
and in the nation, hosted a fu ll calender each year. 
Events ranged from Cost Cutter Weekend, to Exam 
Jam, to Fair of the Heart, to Heaven and Hell Mixer, 
to a spring formal. 
Members were proud of their ability to maintain a 
balance among scholarship, sports, social events, and 
service functions. Herein, they found the secret of a 
close fraterna l fami ly. I I I Photos submitted by Sigma 
Phi Epsilon 
Daren Ramsey and Kill Slusher 
enjoy lhe festivities at the annual 
Alcohol Awareness party. 
Doug Permenter shows the 
score to the participants of the 
Fair of Heart. 
Sigma Phi Epsilon. (Front Row) Jeff Ford. Scan S lack, Chip Miller, Tom Smith, Jack Stafford, Jason Curtis. Daniel 
Green, Steve Burrows, Robert Thomas, Steve Clark, Jimmy Carter, Kris Webster, Wayne Shelton, Sean McAlister, Eric Moyers, William Hor-
Kemal. John Strohecter, Hayse Brown, Jason Goodykontz, John Bolton. ton. Fred Fisher, Paul Hcmcndoller, Allan Willia ms. (Back Row) Bobby 
(Second Row) Brad Jones, Troy Lampe, Mike Ingram, Paul Wheeler. Bacon, James Thomas, Anthony Garicola, Jeff Carwile. Steve Vehorn, 
Doug Permenter. Jason Newman, Colin Christian, Corey Sensaba ugh, Chri s Katka. David Lewis, T im Amas, Darren Ramsey, Grant Hender• 
Todd Prosa n, Steve Erwin, Robert Haris, (Third Row) Barel Pain, Bill son, Tim Stevens, Dale Thompson, Morton Wukela nu, David Wukeluna . 
Poole, Tomas Moony, David Sams, Allen BeCra rt , Travis Hyder, Munsy 
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Black Affairs Association. (Front Row) Shel- Livingston, Teresa Bartleson, Kim Walker, Lynda Morris, Cheryl Pat-
ton Lyons, Denise Avery, Carla Carr, Darryl Toles, Rhonda Woolwine, terson, Monica Grubbs, Earl Trent, Rayford Johnson, (Back Row) Alex 
Regina Edwards, Marshall Eskridge, Rhonda Beck, Michelle Buchanan, Simpson, Ricky Hancock, Johnny Howard, Benita Bellamy, David Har-
(Second Row) Neoyshi Jackson, Ingrid Crew, Mona Fanney, Karen vin, Jua n McGarrah, Regi nald Daniel. 
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Student Social Workers Association. Cadco, ,ice president, Melissa Fair, (Back Row) Tim Chandler, Ellen 
(Front Row) Rosie Feagins, treasurer, Patricia Vines, president, Va nessa Finley, Cathy Lucas, Angie Jones. 
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Student advocates strive for success 
The Student Government Association had some 
much needed continuity this year when for only the 
second time in ETSU history the student body elected 
an SGA president for a second term. Jason Eagle, 
president, was not the only continuity in a leadership 
role. Ken Miller, who had served two years as chief 
justice, was elected vice president, and Kris Shelley 
brought her year of SG A experience to the sec-
retary / treasurer's desk. The trio felt that one of the 
contributing reasons for their successful year was that 
they ran on a ticket. 
The main goals of the Student Government Associ-
ation this year was to be a student advocate. They 
strove to bring the students' concerns to the adminis-
tration. 
Student Government also provided many services to 
the students including the Bue-saver Card, a student 
handbook, and they sponsored a free concert and a pep 
rally/bonfire. SGA addressed the problem of parking 
by educating the students and promoting the transit 
system. Finally, SGA also continued the tradition of 
supervising the annual Homecoming activities that 
were held in October. 
During February-March selected changes occurred 
in the SGA Cabinet following the impeachment of 
President Eagle, Vice President Miller becoming pres-
ident, and Steve Erdly assuming the post of vice presi-
dent. I I I Photos submitted by the Student Govern-
ment Association 
Student Government Association Senate. (F'°"' Row) Tom w,;,, U sa Reedy, Ch;p Mnle,, Bdao 
Payne, Daphne Bright, Chris Jenney, Meye rs Da~is, (Back Row) Don Scott, Brian Ard, Russell Robertson , John H. Osborne, Laura Booher, 
Rodney Mullins. 
"Nothing Succeeds Like Suc-
cess" was the campaign slogan for 
the team of Jason Eagle, Kris 
Shelley, and Ken Miller. 
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Executive Branch. Sean McAlister, secretary of allo- burg; secretary of legislative affairs; Jeff Gray, chief justice; Cindy 
cations; Tim Belisle, secretary of interior; Kris Shelley, secretary / trea- McIntosh, executive assistant. 
surer; Ken Miller, vice president; Jason Eagle, president; David Thorn-
Dr. Ronald Beller, president of 
ETSU, and Julie Wortman pose 
with Dr. Dorman Stout, vice pres-
ident of student affairs and advis-
er to the Student Government As-
sociation. 
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Volunteer ETSU Steering Commit- (Back Row) Donaa Bowm, Terri Stansfield, Laurie Darragh. 
tee. (Front Row) Tammy Smith, Sean D. McAlister, Ellen Finely. 
234 Organizations: Volunteer ETSU Steering Committee 
Residence Hall Association. (Front row) Re• Cassie Sebastian, (Back Row) Kim Jarrett, Tracy Johnson, president, 
nee Loveday, Ramona Milhorn, adviser, Shawn Raines, Kat Kielbania, Connie Anderson, vice president, Kathy Stepp, Mike Campbell. 
Panhellenic Council. (Front Row) Kelly Tinsley, rush chairman; Beth Harvey. parliamentarian; (Back Row) Robyn John• 
president; Beverly Pendergast, first vice president; Suzanne King, second son; Kim Waller; Jaymie Buchanan; Dawn Woody; Cassie Sebastian; 
vice president ; Rhonda Hooks, secretary/ treasurer; Paige Williams, Rhonda Clevenger; Ju lie Williams. 
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Group sets goal of 
enhancing college life 
The Baptist Student Union was a student-led orga-
nization which hosted many activities which enhanced 
college life. Meetings were held at the Baptist Univer-
sity Center. There were weekly times of fellowship 
planned around meals on Mondays and Wednesdays 
called Noonday with devotions led by students, staff, 
or local ministers. There was also King's Hour on 
Tuesday evenings which included a meal and an hour 
variety workshop program. The Baptist Student Union 
was also known for welcoming new students to fellow-
ship through music, Bible Study, discussion of various 
important issues, games, and movies. 
The BSU took part in campus activities including 
Horizon, one of the music 
groups in the BSU, performs. 
The president of BSU busily 
works on upcoming projects. 
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homecoming, intramurals, and campus ministries. The 
BSU participated in many community service projects 
including hosting an annual Christmas party for the 
residents of the Tennessee Baptist Children's Home 
and the Alternative Home. 
The BSU sponsored conferences, missions, and min-
istry opportunities nationa lly and internationally. The 
organization cooperated with state, national and 
worldwide baptist programs. The BSU invited stu-
dents to a full menu of down-home fun, not to mention 
cooking, and to be a part of "a group with a purpose." 
I I I Photos submitted by the Baptist Student Union 
Gary Peuyhouse a nd Lucy 
DeRidder enjoy the time lh ey 
spend at th e Baptist Uni versity 
Center. 
A place where friendships were 
always forming, the BSU provid-
ed a place for students to spend 
th eir spa re time. 
Baptist Student union. Council members are Sorrells; Tiffany Shaver; (Back Row) Fred Witty, director; Lucy OeRid-
(Fronl Row) Glynda Hall, assistan l direclor; Carla Oster; Kristi Go- der; Tim Davis. 
forth; Leigh Harkleroad; (Second Row) Jeff Ramsey, president; Miriam 
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Phi Beta Lambda. Coleen Basset, Betsy Edwards, Patrick Raines, Rebecca Willia ms, Lucy DeRidder. 
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Sigma Delta Chi. (Front Row) Pamela Wilder, Fran- chelle Woodears, John H. Osborne, Carolyn Dowd. Pam Norton. 
cine Nave. Anne Grundon, president, Tracy Hamm, (Back Row) Mi-
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Publi~ Relations Student Society of Carole Campbell, Helen tt;11 , Me Wortman. 
America. (Front Row) Judy Misick, Rod Bradley, (Back Row) 
240 Organizations: Student Radiographers Association, Public Relat ions 
Student American Dental Hygienists Association. Lea fabo"'· Debbie Voga lsoog, Chadotte Da,is, 
J ule Sykes. Melissa Jessie. Patti Light. Amie McCloud, Debbie Malicoa t. Christa Davis. Mcrian Ni:<on, Betsy Hampton. Missy Null. Tamat ha 
Hopkins. Leah Smi1h. Hope Lewis. Kathy Stepp, Stacey Poynter. Valerie Greene. Laura Vestal. Pa tricia Neal. Amy Wolfe. Renee Jessup, Keyla 
Torbett. Cindy Bacchus. Melanie Wilson. Robin Ayers. 
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Student Member Section of THEA. Brown, ad,iser, Cathy Long, Sherri Hughes, Mary Ruth Helton, Dcbo-
(Fron t Row) Karen Owen, Diane Gregory, Vola Boyd, Tina Taylor, rah Harkleroad. 
Jennifer Fleenor, Virginia Hoh, (Back Row) Laura King, Amelia 
242 Organi?ations: Tennessee Home Economics Association 
Physical Education Majors Club. (Frnnl Bill Se11lc , pres;denl, (Back Row) Steve PhHHps, Kl cnard Forbes, T;m 
Row) Melisa Martin, Lisa Hollingworth, Jennifer Coffey. Clara Pence, Shaw, Jeff Reece, Billy Lewis, Chris Ayres, adviser. 
Organizations: Physical Education Majors 243 
Psychology Club. (Front Row) Marie I. Sellers, Mi- Marianne Bartol, Melinda Metcalf, Dr. Roger Bailey, Lonnie Byrd, 
chae\ Carrico, Vinita Navan i, Angelina Shankle, Pam Ford , (Back Row) Zebbic Campbell, Lisa Man ili. 
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Associated General Contractors. Cha,];, Lowery, Mart ;n Coopc,, Sara Street, James Wheeler, Byron Cook. 
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Student Organizations Advisory w,;ght, Trncy Johnson, (Back Row) Debb;,c,a;g, Lo, ; Chafin, Tama,a 
Board. (Fron t Row) Beverly Pendergast, Suzanne King, Debbie Conwell, Wayne Shelton, Tim Bel isle. 
246 Organizations: Student Organizations Advisory Board 
Intramural /Recreation Staff. (Front Row) Holland, J ohn Bohon, Mike Bennett, director, Tamsen Klein. 
Debbie Richards, Connie Morris, Vicki Throop, (Back Row) Keith 
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Jane Powell and Company was a 
widely-traveled group who performed 
blues, jazz, show tunes, top 40, and 
rock songs. The Campus Activities 
Board brought the group to campus 
as part of the Lively Arts series. 
Campus Activities Board. (Front Row) Sean shad, Kids' Korner vice chairperson; Rhonda Moore, president; J. 
McAlisler, executive assistant; Kim Wetzel, Lively Arts chairperson; Thomas Gulley, special events co-chairperson; Stan Pafford, travel and 
Todd Bandy, dance concert chairperson; Teresa Keller, vice president; recreation chairperson; Ellen Finley, special events co-chairperson; 
Ken Langslow, creative program chairperson; (Back Row) Lee Mer- Daryl Hall , Miss ETSU contestant coordinator. 
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Bringing you the best 
The Campus Activities Board programmed enter-
tainment fo r the entire campus community. From the 
Miss ETS U Pageant to the " I 964 as the Beatles" 
Homecoming Concert to jazz singer Jane Powell , they 
were proud to have such a successful year. 
The group sponsored Cabaret, billed as ETSU's 
own nightclub. Jones and Jools, a live comedy act 
perfo rmed in the cave in October after comedian 
Haywood Banks kicked off the season of perfo rmances 
in September. 
Also sponsored by the group was a pep bus to the 
Appalachian State College foot ball game. In add it ion, 
students wishing to hear the latest news on ca mpus 
events could dia l 929-4FUN . An events ca lendar was 
a lso available fo r information about happenings and 
included valuable coupons. 
Ent irely run by student volunteers, the Campus Ac-
tivities Board welcomed all interested students who 
were interested in becoming a part of the organization. 
The offi ce was located on the second level of the D. P. 
Culp University Center. I I I Photos submitted by the 
Campus A ctivities Board. 
~ Pe rforming before an audi -
~. ence in the auditorium, the 
- band 1964 as the Beatles wows 
!i' the crowd with thei r imperson-
~ ::!~;. of th e famou s r oc k 
At th e Lh·ely Arts prese nta-
ti on of Jane Powell, members 
of the audi ence join Ms. Pow-
ell in front of the auditorium. 
Tamm y Arnett came away 
with th e title of Miss ETSU 
1988 in the e,·ent sponsored by 
the Campus Acti vities Boa rd. 
This performer used blac k 
curtains and g lowing lights for 
effect during the CA B-spon-
sored Lively Arts Seri es pre-
se ntatio n of "The Mind 's 
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Delta Omicron Music Fraternity. (F,ont Lane, Gndy Grnybea\, (Back Row) Teni Stansfield, Missy Crnwfo,d, 
Row) Patricia Phipps, Con nie Fife, Kim Vaughn, Carol Stout, Penny Tuesday Arrowood, Renita Julian . 
250 Organizations: Delta Omicron Music Fraternity 
Order of Omega. (Front Row) Suzanne King; Paige Tim Luehrs; Paige Williams; Ramona Milhorn , adviser; Lisa Talbott : 
Claih; Jody Vanhoy; Dcwannna Byrd, vice president; Daphne Bright: Kevin Fielden; Jeff Ca rson, president; Josh Canter. secretary/ treasurer: 
Jamie Buchanan; Fay Schulz: Susan Walton; (Back Row) John Wilkes; Pam Merriman; J ane Stribling. 
· Organizations: Order Of Omega 251 
Sigma Delta Pi Honor Society. (Frnnt (Back Row) Romy Kuehne,, Susan f;eddle , Pdscilla Fritts, Fraok Ro-
Row) Donna Schart ung, Eduardo Zayas•Bazan, Rafael A. Agu irre, sado. 
252 Organizations: Sigma Delta Pi 
Student National Environmental 
Health Association. (Front Row) J ames Ketterer, 
Michael Houtchins, Tina Lambert, Michael Williams, Kebede Faris, 
(Back Row) Eva ns Boyd, Michael J uscious, Helen Ma risse Moral is, AH 
Yimer, Mark Kalkwarf, Gary Gilliam. 
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Men's And Ladies' 
Clothing 
The Johnson City Mall 
282-3481 
HILLCREST DRUGS 







TRI - STA TE BOL T & SCRE W CO . , IN C. 
P. 0 . BOX 355 3 
402 CR EE KMOR E DRI VE 
J OH NSON CI TY , TE NNES SEE 
37602 
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u'norriso11,·s Custom u'nanageme11,t 
TO: Students 
FROM: Main Meal 
SUBJECT: Away-From-Home, Home Cooking 
When you're really hungry, you're ready for the 
Main Meal. Breakfast, lunch, and dinner are served 
cafeteria-style on the Upper Level of the University 
Center. 
TO: Students 
FROM: The Cave 
SUBJECT: Scenery, Friends and Food 
When you want to meet and eat or sit and sip, 
come to the Lower Level of the University Center. 
Load up on our fresh-dough pizza or dig into a 
delicious made-to-order sandwich. 
TO: Students 
FROM: Lite Bite 
SUBJECT: Convenience 
When you're in the mood for something special, 
come see us next door to the Main Meal. Try our 
soup and salad bar or treat yourself to a giant baked 
potato heaped with your choice of fixings. Mmmm. 
TO: Students 
FROM: Eat & Run 
SUBJECT: Good Food But Fast 
Good food served fast so you can be on your way 
quick. We' re open for breakfast, lunch, and snacks 
on the Middle Level of the University Center across 
from the Bookstore. 
We Are Proud To Service Our East Tennessee State 
Universi ty Customers With The Finest Quality 
Dining Service Possible. 
Celebrating our 25th year 
as a university and the 
10th anniversary of the 
entering first class at 
Quillen-Dishner College 
of Medicine ... 
Office of Alumni and University Relations 
THE 
E~gy 
Student Newspaper Of 
EAST TENNESSEE ST ATE UNIVERSITY 
UNIVERSITY 
BOOKSTORE 
• new and used texts 
• general books and 
paperbooks 
• art and engineering supplies 
• greeting cards 
• ETSU ceramics 
• Stationary - social and 
ETSU imprints 
• ETSU jewelry - stuffed 
animals, etc. 
• jackets - sweatshirts - T-
shirts 
custom and factory imprinted 
• caps 
• computers and computer 
supplies 
Upper Level 




The Student Yearbook 
Of 
East Tennessee State University 
Upper Level 
D.P. Culp Center 
929-4249 
e Members of the 1988-89 Buccaneer Yearbook Staff were (Front row) Susan Saylor, support staff: Julie Arrowood, assistanteditor:SarahJamcrson,cditor: Melanie Moore; RandyArchcr,advcr-
tising/circulationmanager;(Back Row) 
Dennis Brooks. sports editor: and Ken 
Burchett, academics editor. Not pic-
tures were Paula McDaniel. Paige Wi l-
liams, Kim Crittenden, Lorie Warren. 





















Host To The 1989 ACU-1 
Recreational Tournaments 
MOBILIZATION FOR ANIMALS 
JOIN US TO END THE SUFFERING NOW! 
International Coordinator 
Dr. Richard Margan 
P.O. Box 1679 
Columbus, OH 4J216 
U.S.A. 
614/ 267-6993 
A Non-Profit Orgonizotion 
Dedicated To Direct Action To 
End Animal Suffering 




P.O. Box 5393 EKS 
Johnson City, TN 37603 
615/ 928-9419 
Local And Regional 
Coordinators Throughout The 
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Busck, Ellen P. (SR): 95 
Buskill, Jennifer A. (JR): 108 
Butler, Angela D. (SR): 95 
Butler, David (JR): 223 
Butler, Rick A. (FR): 123 
Buttry, Steve (FR): 218 
Byington, Karen R. (JR): 115 
Byrd, Dcwanna K. (SR): 95, 202, 208 
Byrd, Jill Y. (SO): 225,198 
Byrd, Lonnie (JR): 244 
Byrd, Myra (FR): 123,206 
Byrd, Terrence (JR): 220 
Cable, Lynne P. (SR): 95 
Calkins, April J. (SR): 96 
Callahan, Charlie P. (SO): 115 
Campbell , Bobby L. (JR): 108 
Campbell, Carole A. (SR): 96, 240 
Campbell, Doug (FR): 218 
Campbell, Laurie (JR): 108 
Campbell, Lori A. (SR): 96 
Campbell, Mike (FR): 235 
Campbell, Zcbbie (JR): 244 
Campus Activities Board: 248, 249 
Canjclosi, Joe (FA): 207 
Cannon, Alan R. (JR): 108 
Cannon, Jacqueline A. (FR): 123 
Cansler. Angela M. (FR): 123 
Capp$, Lee R. (FR): 123 
Carbee. Rebecca L. (SO): 115 
Carberry, Tammy L. (FR): 123 
Carden, Dalerick M. (SO): I JS 
Carey, Kevin (SO): 220 
Carico, Vanessa (JR): !08, 200,231 
Carmack, Edith A. (JR): 108 
Carmack, Michael S . (FR): 123 
Carmicheal, Kimberly G. (FR): 123 
Carpenter, Connie S. (JR): 108 
Carpenter, Janet A. (JR): 108 
Carrico, Michael F. (GRAD): 92, 244 
Carrier, Amanda (SO): 208 
Carrier, Jennifer (JR): 108 
Carrier, Sherri (SO): 212,213 
Carrier, William E. (FR): 123 
Ca,ro/RccccMuscum:32,33 
Carroll , Beth A. (JR): 210 
Carroll, Dana M. (FR): 124 
Carter, Barry (SO): 223 
Carter, Cheryl A. (SO): I IS 
Carter, ConnieJ. (JR): 108 
Carter, Donna D. (FR): 209 
Carter, Jacqueline D. (FR): 124 
Carter, Joely A. (FR): 124 
Carter, Michael K. (FR): 124 
Carter, Pamela M. (FR): 124 
Carter, Shelia R. (JR): 108 
Carty, Elizabeth S. (FR): 124,212,213 
Carver, Robert A. (JR): 108 
Carwile, Jeff(FR): 229 
Cary, Susan E. (SR): 96 
Casey, Brian A. (SR): 96 
Cassell, Jeri N. (JR): 108 
Cassell , Sandra D. (SR): 96 
Cassetty, Michelle (SR): 96 
Casteel, Joyce B. (SO): \IS 
Casteel, Susan R. (FR): 124 
Cast!e,Arlena M. (FR): 124 
Cathey.Jeffrey B. (SR):96 
Caton, Benjamin (FA): 205 
Cavanaugh, Shanna: 210,211 
Ceci l, T. Samantha (SO): !IS 
Cedotal, Terri L. (FR): 124,214 
Chaffin, Nicole L. (SO): 116 
Chafin, Lori R . (JR): 109,210,225,246 
Chamberlin, Cynthia A. (FR): 124, 210 
Chamberl in, Kristin E. (JR): 109, 2!0 
Chandler, Candy A. (FR): 124 
Chandler,JohnnyG.(JR): 109 
Chandler, Kristi (FR): 216 
Chandler, Timothy (SO): 23 1, 109 
Chapman, Kimberly K. (FR): 124, 209 
Chapman, Lesley K. (SR): 96 
Chappell, Veronica L. (FR): 124 
Char, Shankar V. (GRAD): 92 
Charles, A. Renee (SR): 96 
Charles, Chuck (SO): 116 
Charles, Karesa G. (SR): 96 
Charles, Lisa R. (SR): 96 
Charlton, Verneda W. {FR): 124 
Chase, Freddie D. (FR): 124 
Chasny, Kenny: 233 
Chccr/eading: 178, 179 
Childress, Alice (JR): 213,225 
Childress, Philena D. (JR): 109 
Childress, Shannon L. (SO): 116 
Chiwm, Brian T. (SO): 116 
Christian.Colin: 229 
Christian, Wes 8. (FR): 124 
Christman, MelonyJ. (SR): 96 
Chris1mas a1 Carroll Reta: Museum: SO, 
" C.H. Sherrod library: 86, 87 
Chukwurah, Kate H. (G RAD): 92 
Church, Amy (FR): 124 
C~urchman, Lynn {JR): 109, 209 
CianciOllC, Ann (JR): 109 
Cicirello, David E. (SR): 96 
Cicirello, Sandra H. (SO): 11 6 
Clabo, Shannon R. (FR): 124 
Clark, Robert L. (JR): 109 
Clark. Robin D. (FR): 124 
Clark, Steve: 229 
Clark, Tracy A. (FR): 224 
Clegg, John D. (JR): 225 
Clemmer, Denzel M. (JR): 109 
Clemons, Melissa(J R): 213 
Clevenger, Karen M. (SR): 96 
Clevenger , Ronda (SO): 217,232 
Clevenger, Shelly: 206 
Click, Kimber ly L. (FR): 124 
Cloar, Jack C. (GRAD): 92 
Clowers, Robin L. (FR): 124 
Clyburn, Liu D. (SR): 96 
Cobb, Lisa M. (SR): 96 
Cobble, A. Diane (SR): 96 
Coffey, Chris (FR): 225 
Coffey, Jennifer (JR): 243 
Coffey, Susan (FR): 124 
Colbaugh, Suun M. {SR): 96 
Colbert, Nicolas (FR): 20) 
Cole, James H. (SR): 96 
Coleman, Mark (FR): 124, 225 
College of ArU and Sciences: 66, 67 
CollegeofBusiness:68, 69 
Col/egeo(Eduetfion:70, 71 
College of Medici~: 80, 8 1 
Colley, Leslie (FR): 216 
Colley, Mark A. {FR): 124,225 
Collier, Robin (SO): 214 
Collins, Kenneth M. (SO): I 16 
Collins, Lori A. (FR): 124 
Collins, Mark C. {FR): 124 
Collins, Rhonda L. (FR): 124 
Colosi, David M. (FR): 124, 22.5 
Combs, C. Denise (SR): 96 
Combs, Landon S. (JR): 109 
Combs, Sherry L. (FR): 124 
Commons, Kelly L. (FR): 124 
COMPUTERLAND (AD): 256 
Conaster, Jr., Michael A. (SO): 116 
Conner, Laura A. (FR): 124 
Conrad, Mark E. (JR): 109 
Conrad, Rhonda L. (FR): 124 
Conwell, Tamara (JR): 109, 246 
Cook, Byron F. (JR): 109, 245 
Cook, Lynette D. (JR): 109 
Cook, Tommy L. (SO): 116 
Cooper, Hope (SR): 96 
Cooper, Martin (SR): 245 
Cooper, Sandra S. (GRAD): 92 
Cooter,Mike:220 
Copas, Jackie L. (FR): 124 
Copas, Tina (SO): 116 
Corbett, Jennirer M. (FR): 124,2 16 
CorllCll, Greg {SR): 206 
Coss, Christ illC L. (FR): 124 
Cothran, Ron (SR): 206 
Couch, Sherry L. (FR): 124 
Coulthard, Torr (SO): 225 
Cowan, Douglas R. (FR): 124 
Couk, Jason R. (SO): 116 
Cox.Casey: 216 
Cox, Freeman M. (SR): 96 
Cox,Joy(JR): 214 
Cox.Juanita L. (FR): 124 
Cox, Lisa L. (JR): 109 
Cox, Sonja L. (SO): 116 
Cox, Steven T. {JR): 109 
Crabtree, Anthony H. (FR): 124 
Craft, Lisa R. (FR): 124 
Craig, Debbie (ST): 246 
Crain, Adam {FR): 124, 206 
Crawford, Janet D. (SR): 96, 209 
Crawford , Missy {SO): 250 
Cnr.wford, Vicki (SR): 212 
Creech, Brian (SO): 116 
Crigger, David A. (JR): 109 
Crister, William K. (SR): 225 
Crittenden, KimberlyJ. (FR): 124 
Cross Country: 160, 161 
Crou, Deanna R. {FR): 124 
Cross, Kathy R. (GRAD): 92, 205, 208 
Cross, Madeline S. (SR): 96, 217 
Cross, Saprina D. (FR): 124 
Crowe, Christy (SR): 206 
Crowley, Art (JR): 225 
Cruise, Karen S. (FR): 124 
Crusenberry, Donathan L. {FR): 124 
Culbert, Brian K. (JR): 109 
Culbertson, Kristie L. (FR): 124 
Culuahouse, Melissa A. (FR): 125 
Cunningham, Michael J . (SR): 96 
Curtis. Jason (SO): 229 
Cuuhall, Michele M. (SO): I 16 
Cutshaw, Paige N. (FR): 125 
Daggs, Darryl H. {FR): 125 
Dagley, Missy (SO): 214 
Dailey, Elizabeth A. (JR): 109 
Dalton, Stacy A. (J R): 109 
Dappert, Lori 0 . (FR): 125 
DARDEN$ (AD): 125 
Darnell, Junior A. (FR): 125 
Darnell, Tammy J . {JR): 109 
Darragh, Laurie A. (GRAD): 92, 234 
Davenport , Terri (JR): 215 
Davie, Shannon A. {FR): 125 
Davis, Alicia L. (JR): 109 
Davis, Arthur M. (SR): 96 
Davis, Billy (FR): 125 
Davis, Charlotte (SO): 216 
Davis, Chris W. (FR): 125 
Davis, Lisa C. (SO): 116 
Davis, Margaret A. (S R): 96 
Davis,Meyel"5:232 
Davis, Renee (SO): 116 
Davis.Sheri L. (SO): 116 
Davis, Tamie S. (G RAD): 92 
Davis, Timothy W. (SO): 116,237 
Dawes, Shelly (SO): 116, 217 
Day, Christina I. (JR): 109 
Day, Emily (SO): 198, 208 
Day, Robert W. (SR): 203 
Deakins, Amy M. (FR): 125 
Dean, SuzanllC (FR): 125 
Deel, Gregory 8. (FR): 125 
Deel, Kimberly S. (JR): 109 
Deering, Tommie (SO): 210 
Deihl, Kathy (FR): 216,217 
Delozier, Diana P. (FR): 215 
Delph, Ronda S. (SR): 96 
Delta Omicron Music Fraternity: 250 
Delta Siama Pi: 199 
Delta Zeta: 212, 21) 
Deneen, Andrew C. (FR): 218 
Deneen, Michael S. (SR): 96 
Dental Laborsrory Technology Club: 206 
Denton, Andrea J. (SR): 97 
Denton, Christy H. (KPT): 125 
DcPcw, Mark A. (SO): 11 6 
DeRidder, Lucy (JR): 198. 199, 237, 238 
DcsJardins, Timothy R. (SR): 97, 225 
DiBoyan, David P. (SO): 11 6 
Dicic, Sarah (FR): 226 
Dick, Heather (FR): 209 
Dickenson, Jennifer (FR): 210 
Dickson, Donna C. (SO): 116 
Dillard, Robert L. (FR): 125 
Dillow, Tracie M. (JR): 109 
Dingus, Shannon S. (FR): 125 
Dishman, Jill E. (SR): 97 
Dishner, Angela (SO): 217 
Dixon, Jamie B. (SR): 97 
Dixon, Sharon L. (JR): 109 
Dodson, Diana L. (SR): 216 
Dolinger, James R. (S R): 97 
Donahue, Lori C. (FR): 125 
Donnell, Mark (FR): 220 
Dooley, Lisa G. {JR): 109 
Dorm life: 54, 55 
Dorsen, Stephen D. (SO): 116 
Dorsey, William M. (JR): 109 
Douon, Kimberley B. (J R): 109 
Dotson, Michelle L. (SO): 11 6 
Dove, Tammy R. {SO): 116 
Dowd, Carolyn (SR): 239 
Dowell, T imothy R. (SO): 11 6 
Dozier, Michele N. (FR): 125 
Drake, Barbara J . (SR): 97 
Draughn, Becky L. (SR): 97 
Drew, Frank T. (SR): 97 
Drew, Mary K. (SO): 116 
Drinnon, Tina D. (FR): 125 
Droke, Shannon M. (FR): 125 
Duggar, Daniece M. (FR): 125 
Dugger, Donna (SO): 206 
Dugger, Karen L. (FR): 125 
Duncan, Claude M. (SR): 97 
Duncan, Matthew R. (FR): 125 
Duncan, Randy W. (FR): 125 
Dunn, Michacl(FR):225 
Dunn, Missy (SR): 97 
Dupkoski, Jacqueline (JR): 208 
Dupkoski, Patricia A. (FR): 125 
Durham, Amy L. (FR): 125 
Durham, Mar1ie L. (FR): 125, 216 
Dye. Joyce L. (FR): 125 
Oyer, Rccecca L. (FR): 125 
Dyer, Sonni W. (JR): 109 
Dykes, April J. (JR): 109 
Dykes, Dewayne {SO): 116 
~ 
Eagle. Jason W. (SR): 97,232 
Earhart , Josephine L. (FR): 125 
Early, Roy H. (JR): 109 
EAST TENNESSEAN (A D): 259 
Echols, Bobbie (FR): 125 
Eckert.Steven J. (SR): 97 
Eckford, Heather M. (JR): 109, 201. 210 
Eddy, Jennifer M. (JR): 109 
Edens, Kent: 206 
Edens. Kristi C. (SR): 97 
Edgar, Kim 0. (FR): 125 
Edge, Stacey L. {SR): 97 
Edmondson, Wendy A. (FR): 125 
Edwards, Betsy: 2)8 
Edwards, Bri tta E. (SR): 97 
Edwards, Elizabeth C. (FR): 125 
Edwards, Jeffrey T. (SR): 97 
Edwards, Julia K. (FR): 125 
Edwards, Meredith V. (FR): 125 
Edwards, Russell L. (FR): 125 
Eichler, Edith C. {FR): 125 
Elkins, Dawn A. (FR): 125 
Elliot, Lee (FR): 203 
Eller, J. Brett {FR): 125 
Eller, Jammey E. (FR): 125 
Eller, Lucinda (FR): 214,215 
Elliot, Heather A. (FR): 125 
Elliott, Jacqueline W. (FR): 126 
Elliott, Sandra L. (FR): 126 
Ellis, Patricia G. (FR): 126 
Ellison, Laura D. (J R): 109-214 
Ellison, Leslie A. (FR): 126 
Ellison, Tina L. (SR): 97 
Empson, Bart S. (JR): 109 
Ensor, Amy A. (FR): 126 
Ensor, Glenda D. (SR): 97 
Epperson, Bradley W. {FR): 126 
Eppes, Wade L.(SO): 116, 220 
Erdley.Steve {JR): 203 
Erwin, Steve: 229 
Essig, Todd (SR): 220 
ETSU Chapter of Respiratory Therapy: 
206 
Evans, Abbe (SR): 212, 21), 226 
Evans, Martha J . (SR): 97 
Everhart, Ray T. (J R): 97,205 . 
Facu//y: 1)6-151 
Fager, Tanya N. (SO): 116,198 
fair , Melissa A. (SR): 97,213 
Fall Commencement: 48, 49 
Fann, Judie A. (SO): 116 
Fanney, Mona M. (FR): 126 
Faries, Blennda H. {SR): 97 
Faris, Kebede (GRAD): 92 
Faris, Paige {FR): 213 
Faulkner, Angela R. (SR): 97 
Faul kner, Lee: 225 
Faulkner, Tammy L. (SR): 98,201,207, 
210 
Fawbush, Angela M. (FR): 126 
Feagins. Rosie: 231 
Feathers, WendyL.(SO): 116 
Feldman, Lee P. (SO): 116 
Fellers, Martin K. (JR): 109 
Felu, Stephanie S. (SR): 98 
Fender, Marsha L. (SR): 98 
Fenner, Charles B. (SR): 98 
Ferguson.Grey (FR): 216 
Ferguson, Lori J. (JR): 109 
Ferguson, Mark D. (SR): 98 
Ferguson, Wendy R. (FR): 126 
Ferrell, Brent: 223 
Ferrell, C~nthia J. (JR): 109 
Ferrell, Melody S. (FR): 126 
Fieddlc,Suun: 252 
Fielder, Joi A. {SR): 98 
Fields, James (FA): 205 
Fields, Leighann {JR): 109 
Fields, Tnr.ci L. (FR): 126 
Fife, Connie (JR): 250 
Fillers, Denise (SO): 116 
Finley, Ellen (JR): 109,200,231,234, 
248 
Fisher,Frcd:229 
Fitchko, Bryan A. (SO): 116,225 
Fleenor, Jennifer D. (J R): 109,242 
Fleenor, Jonathan K. {SO): 116 
Fleenor, Lloyd E. (SR): 98 
Fleenor, Martin J . (J R): 109 
Fleenor, Michael H. (SR): 98 
Fleming, Francis S. (SR): 98 
Fleming, Laurie A. (SR): 98 ,201,202, 
208 
fletcher, Lisa A.{SO): 116 
Fletcher.Stephanie D. (SO): 116 
Flores. Kelly M. {FR): 126 
Foland, Wendi M. (SR): 98 
Folden, Tina (SO): 116 
Foo1ball: 180-185 
Forbes. Klcnard (SR): 243 
Ford, Jeffery L. (SR): 229 
Ford, Mark E. (JR): 109, 205 
Ford, Pamela K. (G RAD): 244 
Forsyth, Tiffany L. (FR): 126 
Forlner, Myra J . (JR): 109 
Foste. Linda J. {SR): 98. 201 
Fox.Cynthia D. (FR): 126 
Fox, Karen E. (FR): 126 
Fox, Kaylin (JR): 240 
Franklin, Trac i {JR): 240 
Frasier, Susan L. {FR): 126 
Frazier, Amy R. (FR): 126 
Frazier, Brian {SO): 207 
Freeman, Amy D. (FR): 126 
Freeman, J im: 225 
Freeman, Sam W. (SR): 98 
Freeman, Stephanie C. {SO): 116 
French, Robert D. (FR): 223 
Freshman: 122-135 
Freshour, Kell ie D. (JR): 109 
Fritts, Prisc illa (SR): 252 
Fronius, Susan M. (SR): 98 
Frost, Tammy (FR): 215 
Fryar. Kim B. (FR): 126 
fud ge, George W. (FR): 126 
Fuller, Traci J. (FR): 126 
Fulmer, Stephen J . (FR): 126 
Futrell, Sonya F. {SO): 116 
Gaddy. Cinnamon (FR): 126 
Galloway, Scott D. (S R): 98 
Galyon, Zenda N. (J R): 109 
Gamble, Pamela 0. (SO): l 16 
Gamble, B. Scott (SR): 199 
Gamma Beta Phi: 201 
Gardner, Kitty L. (SR): 98 
Garicola, Anthony: 229 
Garland, Jeffery S. (SR): 98 
Garland, Tina L. (SO): 116 
Garland. Tracy (SR): 98 
Garner, Kenny: 225 
Gar ret, Marshall E. (SO): 218 
Garrison, Joe (SO): 117 
Garth, Will iam C. (SR): 98, 20) 
Garvey, S. Kimberly (FR): 126 
Garvin, John R. (SO): 218 
Gavin, Brian (S R): 225 
Genbach, Kellie L. (SR): 98 
Gentry, Randall D. (SR): 98 
George, Christopher M. (SO): 11 7 
Gholami, Hamid (SR): 98 
Gibbs, Tom B. (FR): 126 
Gibson, Angelia R. (FR): I 26 
Gibson, LAnna M. (SR): 98 
Gilbert.Angela 0. : 126 
Giles, Brue: 220 
Gillenwater, Mark (FR): 126 
Gilliam, Gary A. (SR): 98 
Gilliam, Ronda L. (SO): 117 
Gilli land, LAngcla (FR): 126 
Gilliland. Kimberly (SR): 99 
Glenning, Patt i (JR): 210 
Gobble. Catherine N. (SR): 99 
Gobble,JoclW.( FR): 126 
Gobble, Ronnie (FR): 126 
Goforth, Kristi L. (SO): 117. 237 
Goins, Derr ick T. (FR): 126 
Golden, Mary E. (SR): 99. 225 
Golf: 186- 187 
Gong, Li (G RAD): 92 
Goodwin, Alyson (SR): 99 
Goodykoontz, Jason (FR): 126,229 
Gossett, Donna J. (FR): 126 
Gouge, Eric M. (FR): 126 
Gouge, Jennifer J . (FR): 126 
Graafsma, Steve (J R): 226 
Gradu,ies:92,93 
G rady, Geodee P. (J R): 109 
Grady, Stephen R. (SR): 99 
Gragg, Anthony M. (JR): 110 
Grant , Kristin L. (FR): 126 
Gray, Christ ina L. (FR): 126,206 
Gray, Jeffrey B. (SR): 99,205,233 
Gray, Jonathan (FR): 218 
Gray, Karen (JR): 240 
Gray, Richard V. (SR): 99 
Index 265 
Gray, Suzanne C. (FR): 126 
Graybeal, Cindy (SO): 250 
Graybeal, Dawn B. (J R): 110,213 
Graybeal, Marjorie N. (FR): 214,215 
Graybeal, Pamela (J R): 214,215.225 
Green, Joe D. (S R): 99 
Green, Leslie R. (SO): 117 
Green, Sean (FR): 229 
Greene. Jodie (J R): 110 
Greer, II , Jimmy L. (SO): 117 
Greer, J udy D. (FR): 126 
Greer, Melanie{SO): 117 
Grega.Janet (FR): 215 
Gregham, Frank: 228 
Gregory, David A. (J R): 110 
Gregory, Deane: 199 
Gregory, Diane (SR): 242 
Gregory, Lisa D. (SR): 99 
Griffith, Debra D. (J R): 110 
Griffin, Eileen M. (FR): 127 
Griffin, Leola N . (G RAD): 92 
Grigsby, Mark (SR): 99 
Grissby, Sean (J R): 225 
Grigsby, Sherry (SO): 216 
Grimes, Jack E. (SO): 11 7 
Grimes, Sandra (JR): 110 
Grindstaff, Amy L. (SR): 99, 199 
Gr indstaff. R. l:.cah (SO): 117 
Grindstaff, Tonya D. (J R): 110 
Grizzel, Tony (SR): 205 
Grondin, Stephanie S. (FR): 127 
Gross, Adrienne P. (SR): 99 
Grubb, Rebecca G. (FR): 127 
Grubbs, Tracy E. (FR): 127 
Grundon, Anne (SR): 239 
Gschwind. Angela R. (FR): 127 
Guinn, kim D. (J R): I JO 
Guinn, Lisa (SO): 198 
G,11,y, J . Thom,i 248 
Hackworth, Lucinda (FR): 127 
Hadorn, Tonya (SO): 208 
Hagen, Gary R. {GRAD): 92 
Hale, Amy D. (SO): 117 
Hale, Shannon L. (J R): 110 
Haliford, Jeff(SR): 220 
Hall , A. Denise (FR): 127 
Hall , Amy E. (FR): 127 
Hall , Bill (PG): 220 
Hall , Daryl {J R): 248 
Hall , Elizabeth G. (SO): 237 
Hall, J udy R. (SO): 117 
Hall, J ulie A. (FR): 127,210 
Hall, Melissa L. (FR): 127 
Hall. Rebecca L. (FR): 127 
Hall, Rita L. (FR): 127 
Hall, Sara B. (SO): 117 
Hamby, Amy B. (SO): 117 
Hamby, Ethan (S R): 220 
Hamdorff, M. Elise (FR): 127 
Hamilton, Dena (SO): 215 
Hamilton, Lori M. (SO): 117 
Hamm, Tracy M. (S R): 99, 239 
Hammett, Melissa (FR): 206 
Hampton, Elizabeth (J R): 217 
Hampton, Buffy: 206 
Hampton, Heather L. (FR): 127 
Hanna, Kath ryn E. (FR): 127 
Hansard, Christopher W. (SR): 99 
Hanser. David D. (SR): 99, 223 
Hargrove, Brenda F. {SR): 99 
Haris, Robert: 229 
Harkleroad, Deborah (SO): 242 
Harkleroad, Leish {J R): 237 
Harmon, Elizabeth (FR): 209 
Harmon, J ohn A. (SR): 99 
Harmon, Lcannah R. (FR): 127 
Harper, Keith A. (SR): 99 
Harrell, Michelle D. (SO): 11 7 
Harr igan, Nicole E. (SR): 127 
Harr is, Holl i C. (G RAD): 93 
Harris, Holli T. (SO): 117 
Harris, Jennifer D. (FR): 127 
Harris, Michael A.(J R): 110 
Harrison, Chris (SR): 220 
Harrison, Jonathan C. (FR): 127 
Harrison, Melanie A. (SR): 99 
Harrison, Tammy L. (J R): 110 
Hart, Marsha L. (FR): 127 
Hartgrove, Lorrie M. (FR): 127 
Hartley, Timothy W. (SO): 117 
Hartman, Andrea F. (SR): 99 
Hartman, David G. (FR): I 10 
Hartsell, Penny D. (SO): 110 
Harvey. Elizabeth (SR): 202, 214, 215, 
235 
Harvey, Teresa E. (SR): 99 
Han, Beverly M. (FR): 127 
Hatcher, Tonya L. (SR): 99 
Hatley, Anthony (FR): 220 
Haan, Gary T. (SO): 117 
266 Index 
Haun, Renee M. (FR): 127 
Havola, Katherine I. (FR): 127 
Hayes, Shannon L. (SO): 117 
Haynes. Amanda: 210 
He, Zhanqi (GRA D): 93 
Head. Kristy L. (FR): 127 
Heath, Karen R. {SO): 117 
Heatherly, Angela M. {SO): I 17 
Heaton, Tiffany D. (J R): 110 
Hcgenderrcr, Christ ine E. (FR): 127 
Heiskell, Karen D. (FR): 127 
Helton, Mary R. (SO): 242 
Hel!on, Shannon G. (FR): 127,210 
Hemcndollcr, Parl: 229 
Henderson.Carey M. (FR): 127 
Henderson, Grant (FR): 228,229 
Hensley.Charles E. {FR): 127 
Hensley. Lisa M. (FR): 127 
Herbert, William M. (SR): 99 
Herndon. Andrew J. (JR): 110 
Herron, Marshall T. (SR): 99 
Herron, Travis k . (FR): 127 
Heydenburg, Andrew B. (S R): 99 
Hibbs, Ted F. (FR): 127 
Hickman, Amber R. (FR): 127 
Hickman, Lisa: 214 
Hickman. Tammy M. (SO): l 17,201 
Hicks, Jo Carol (FR): 215 
Hicks. Joseph S. (JR): 99 
Hicks, Kim: 214 
Hicks. Mar tyeS. (SO): 117 
Hicks, Melinda B. (SR): 99 
Hicks.Shawn: 205 
Hicks, Tammy M. (SO): 117 
Hicks. Timothy A. (FR): 127 
Hicks, Tonia M. (FR): 127 
Higdon. Trey (FR): 220 
Higginbo1ham, Sharon N. (SR): 99 
Higgins, Penney (G RAD): 93 
Hilemon, Christopher G. (FR): 127 
Hill, Audrey A. (FR): 127 
Hill, David B. (SO): 117 
Hill, Deana N. (SO): 117 
Hill , Helen (SR): 240 
Hill, James R. (FR): 127 
Hill, Jana E. (SO): 117 
HILLCREST DR UGS (AD): 256 
Hil ton, John E. (SR): 99 
Hilton, Laura B. (FR): 127 
Hinkle, Betsy L. (SO): 117 
Hixson.Susan: 199, SO 
Hodge, Randa ll M. (SR): 99 
Hodge, Rhonda C. (FR): 127 
Hodge, Tina R. (SO): 117 
Hodges, Gregony A. (JR): 11 0 
Hodgson, Janice D. (SO): 117 
Hogan, Belinda F. (JR): 110 
Hogan, Chris M. (FR): I 21 
Hosge, Dana E. (FR): 127 
Holden. Jodi M. (FR): 127 
Holdway, Michael R. {FR): 127 
Holland, Keith L. (GRAD): 247 
Hollenbeck, Scott B. (SR): JOO 
Hollifield, Cindy (FR): 209 
Hollingsworth, Helen (FA): 198 
Hollingsworth, Lisa M. (SO): 117, 243 
Holloway, Debra A. (FR): 127 
Holloway, Shanan R. {SO): 117 
Hollyfield.Sa lly: 209 
Hollyfield, Sarah E. {FR): 127 
Holman, Harriet K. (FR): 127 
Holmes, Evelyn ). (SR): 100 
Holmes, Ginger A. (FR): 128 
Holmes, Heather A. (J R): 110, 198,201 
Holmes, Joanthan (SR): 225 
Holt, Tina G. (FR): 128 
Holt, Virginia L. (SR): 100,216,217,242 
Homecoming: 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31 
Honaker. Gary P.(SO): 117 
Honaker, Steve R. (SR): 100 
Honeycutt , Carter E. (FR): 128 
Hood, Kristi L. (SO): 117 
Hood, Robert A. (SR): 100 
Hooks, Rhonda J . (SR): 100,202,213, 
235 
Hooper, James(JR): 225 
Hooper, Karen L. (JR): 110 
Hopkins. Janie M. (FR): 128 
Hopkins, Richard: 225 
Hopkins, Tamatha L. (SR): JOO 
Hopland, Jeff A. (SO): 118 
Hopson, Nancy G. (GRAD): 93 
Horne, Harold L. (FR): 128 
Horton, Debra A. (SO): 118 
Horton, James D. (SR): 100 
Horton. John W.(J R): 110 
Horton,William:229 
Houge, James R. (FR): 128 
House, Rita L. (J R): 110 
Houser, Chris (SR): 225 
Houser, Elizabeth (FR): 209 
Houser, Tina D. {SR): 100 
Houser, Wendy(S R): 206 
Houser, Erie (JR): 227 
Hotham, Michael B. (SR): 100 
Howard, Laura J. (FR): 128 
Hovis, Leah M. (J R): 110 
Hubbard, Dana (JR): 208 
Hubbs, Susanne M. (JR): 110 
Huff, Apri l (SR): 208 
Huff, Jeffrey L. (FR): 128 
Huff, Sandra K. (SO): 118 
Huffma n, Kellye E. (JR): 11 0 
Huffman, Roberta L. (FR): 128 
Hughes.Allen: 225 
Hughes, Gary (SO): 228 
Hughes.John M. (JR): 110 
Hughes, Marvin(SR): 200 
Hughes, Pauy B. {SR): 100 
Hughes, Sherri (SO): 242 
Humble, Lisa A. (SR): 100 
Humphries, Gina (SR): 210 
Hundley, Tracy L. (SR): JOO 
Hunley, Amy: 216 
Hunt, Robby A. {FR): 128 
Hunt, Sandra L. (SO): 118 
Hurt, Jon T. (SO): 118 
Hurt, Terry L. (S R): 100, 205 
Hutchins, James P. (SO): 118 
Hutchinson.Chris: 217 
Hutchinson. Jeff: 225 
Hutson.Angie M. (SR): 100 
Hutton, Chris (SR): 100 
Hyde, Lori K. (FR): 128 
Hyder, Travis (FR): 229 
Icenhour, Kimberly A. (SO): 118 
Icenhour. Samuel E. (FR): 128 
Ingle, Sandra M . {SO): 118 
lngram,Mike: 229 
Ingram. Stanton F. {SO): 118 
Inscore, J ulie D. (FR): 128 
/nlramurals:194, 195,247 
lrving,John: 223 
Irwin, Marisa S. (SO): 118 
Isbell.Christy L. (SO): 118 
horn , Leslie F. (SO): 118 
Isom, Mariane A. (SR): 100 
Isom, William E. (SO): 100 
l 
Jabbour , Lea F. (FR): 128,210 
Jackson, John A. (SO): 118 
James, Michael D. (FR): 128 
Janes, Carol F. (JR): 110 
Janeway, Karla (SR): 199 
Jarrett, Kimberlee A. (SO): 118, 235 
Jasper, Ju lia H. (J R): 110 
JauSingen: 58, 59 
Jeffers, Edward L. (SR): 100 
Jeffers.Suzanne M. {SO): 118 
Jeffers, Tommy N. (FR): 128 
Jenkins, Brian L. (J R): 110 
Jenkins, Kelly E. (FR): 128,210 
Jenkins, Kristi {SO): 240 
Jenkins, Shari J . (JR): 110 
Jenkins, Tamaka L. (SO): 118 
Jenney.Chris (S R): 199,232 
Jersey, Daniel L. (SO): 118 
Jersey, Lawrence L. (FR): 128 
Jessee, Janet E. (FR): 128 
Jessup, Renee (SR): 100, 210 
Jillian, Ann: 22. 23 
Johns.Sarah k . (SO): 118 
Johnson, Alice L. (FR): 128 
Johnson, Beth (FR): 128 
Johnson. Bi ll D. (S R): 100 
JOHNSON CITY FI NANCIAL 
INST ITUT IONS (AD): 256 
Johnson, Craig (SO): 223 
Johnson, Dana L. (SR): 100 
Johnson, Debbie {FR): 128 
Johnson, Gene T. (JR): 110 
Johnson, Glenn (FR): 128 
Johnson.Jennifer M.(SO): 118,213 
Johnson, Jennifer R. (SR): 100 
Johnson, Kevin L. (SO): 118 
Johnson, Margaret R.(FR): 128 
Johnson, Nicholas W. (SR): 100 
Johnson, Robyn (SO): 208,235 
Johnson, Tonya D. {SO): 118 
Johnson, Tracy(SR): 235,246 
Jones, Angela M. (FR): 128 
Jones, Angela S. (JR): 110 
Jones. Angie J. (SO): 231 
Jones, Anthony (FR): 128 
Jones, Brad (FR): 229 
Jones, Danny P. (FR): 128 
Jones, Elizabeth F. (FR): 12& 
Jone5, Gina (FR): 210 
Jones, Jill N. (FR): 128 
Jones, John S. (FR): 128 
Jones,JoyA.(JR): 110 
Jones, Karen (SO): 11 8 
Jones, Kierston (SR): 210 
Jones, Mark (SR): JOO 
Jones, MelanieC. (FR): 128 
Jones, Randy S. (SO): 118 
Jones, Sherry R. (SR): 100 
Jones, Vicky D. (SR): 100 
Joyce, Clyde B. (JR): 110 
Julian, Connie C. (SR): JOO 
Julian, Renita (SO): 2SO 
Juniors: 108,113 
Jupin, Jacquel ine A. (SR): 100 
J ustice, Lynn E. {JR): 110 
Kaplan, Paige (SO): 210 
Kappa Delta: 208-209 
Kappa Omicron Phi: 199 
Kapperman, Amy S. (FR): 128 
Katcham, Kellie D. (SR): 100 
Katka, Chris 229 
Keas ling, John T. (FR): 128 
Kcasling, Mary M. (SO): 11 8 
Keaton, Chad E. (SR): 101,207 
Keen. Toni W. (FR): 128 
Kegley, Jennife r D. (SO): 118 
Kehler, II, George Bela (GR): 93 
Keller, Teresa (FR): 248 
Kelly.Colleen (FR): 128,206 
Kelly, Erin L. (FR): 128,209 
Kemal, Kris 229 
Keplinger, Jamie M. (SR): 101 
Kerley, Annette (SR): IOI 
Kerley, Brenda J . (SO): 11 8 
Kesterson, Tanya M. (SO): 118 
Keuerer, James S. (SR): IOI, 205 
Kc:u, John (FA): 207 
Kidner, Kenny (FR): 225 
Kielbania, Katherine E. (JR): 110. 235 
Kielbania, Kristine M. (FR): 128 
Ki lby, Thomas J. (FR): 128 
Kimel. Christopher S. (FR): 128 
Kins, Hilary E. (FR): 128 
King, John W. (SR): 101 
Kins, Laura E. (SO): 118 
Kins, Laura S. (SO): 118,242 
Kins, Mike: 226 
King, Patric ia: 216 
k ing, Patrice J . {FR): 128 
King.Suzanne (S R): 210,235,246,202 
King, Terry M. (SR): 101 
Kif18sport University Center: 84, 85 
Kirkland, Steve (FR): 225 
Kirkpatrick.Angie (SO): 199 
Kiser, Diann M. (SO): 118 
Klein, Tamsen: 247 
Klepper, Becky L. (SR): 101,206 
Klepper, Kelley (SO): 118. 223 
Knable, David A. (FR): 128 
knight, Holly M. (FR): 128 
Knowles, Teresa A. (FR): 128 
Knox, Christe L. (FR): 128 
Knox, Greg (FR): 218 
Kobza, Alyse (FR): 128 
Kopp, Katherine D. (SO): 118 
kornet, Phillip A. (FR): 128 
Kreider, Angie R. (SO): I 18 
Kuehner, Romy (J R): 252 
Kunzer, Stacy 214 
kusmik, Jane C. (J R): 11 0 
Kwint, Kris: 214 
Kyker, Dave J . (JR): 110 .,., .. ,  .. ,,L.129 
LaFollette, Robin M. (SR): 101 
Lager, Stephanie: 209 
Lamb, Lora (SR): 207 
Lamb, Rebecca L. (JR): l 10 
Lamb, Shelia A. (SR): 101. 213 
Lambda Chi Alpha: 222 
Lambert, Kelly J. (J R): 110 
Lamie, Kristin S. (FR): 129 
Lampic, Troy L. (FR): 129, 229 
Land, Kimberly M. (SO): 118 
Lane, Leanna (JR): 212,213 
Lane, Monica P. (SO): I 18 
Lane, Penny (SO): 250 
Lane, Samuel S. (SO): I 19 
Langslow, Kenneth E. (JR): 110, 248 
Larkey, Kristina H. (FR): 129, 209 
Larson, Lynn M. (JR): 110, 206 
Lawless, Sonya M. (SR): 101 
Laws, Terry W. (J R): I 10 
Lawson, Anthony L. (FR): 129 
Lawson, Rebecca D. (FR): 129 
Lawson, Tami (SR): 226 
Layman, Marty L. (F~): 129 
Layne, Rodena S. (SO): 119 
Layne, W. Eric (SO): 119 
Leedy, Lisa J . (SR): IO I 
Leeper, Brenda K. (FR): 129 
Lefever, Wendy: 198,208 
Lefler, Dina M. (SO): 119 
LeGrand, Beth M. (J R): 110 
Lemming, Lea: 21 4 
Leonard, Bailey (JR): 218 
Leonard. Bonnie L. (SO): 119 
Leonard, Cindy R. (FR): 129 
Lconard, Joey:20S 
Leonard. Marcella L. (FR): 129,226 
Leonard, Sharon M. (SR): 101 
LeRoy, Amanda J. (JR): 110 
Lester, Rob (JR): 199 
Lctner. Patsy D. (FR): 129 
Lcwen, Nikki P. (FR): 129 
Lewis, Anita L. {SR): 101 
Lewis, Billy (JR): 243 
Lewis, Brian (JR): 225 
Lewis, Chadwick F. (FR): 129 
Lewis, David: 229 
Lewis, Drena L. (FR): 129 
Lewis, Gary R. (SR): IOI. 201 
Lewis, Robert C. (FR): 129 
Lewis, Wendi R. (FR): 129 
Liford, Scott (SR): 207 
Ligget, John (FR): 203 
Light, Julie C. (SO): 119, 206 
Light, Patricia A. (SR): 101 
Lippa, Stephanie A. (FR): 129 
Little, Julie B. (FR): 129 
Li tt lcford, Laura K. {FR): 129 
Litt rell, Donna (SO): 226 
Lloyd, Danncll R. (FR): 129 
Lloyd, Teresa A. (GR): 93 
Lockner, Diann H. (SR): 101 
Long.Cathy (J R): 242 
Long, Hazel E. (SR): IOI 
Long, Richard J . (FR): 129 
Long, Tessa (SO): 201 
Longmire, Mack (SO): 22S 
Lonon. Will iam T. (SR): IOI 
Loop, Patty L. (FR): 129 
Loppe, Kelli (SO): 220 
Lorina, Steve (JR): 20 1 
Loudy, Angela B. (JR): 110 
Loudy, Beth (JR): 207 
Love, Geneva K. (FR): 129 
Loveday, Renee {SO): 23S 
Lovelace, Rebeca. A. (JR): 110 
Lowe. Kell y: 208 
Lowe, Penny E. (SR): 101 
Lowe, Wendell: 201 
Lowery, Charlie (SR): 245 
Lucas-Welch, Catherine A . (SR): IOI . 
231 
Luehn. Timothy P. (JR): 110, 226 
Lyda, Tracy (FR): 208,209 
Lyle, Timothy T. (SR): 101 
Lynch, Donna E. (FR): 129 
Lynch, PJ.: 20) 
Lyon, Susan (SO): 208 
Lyons, Teresa E. (SO): 119 
Lyul,, 8;\I (SR), ~o, 
Mabe, Harold C. (FR): 129 
Mackcy, J ill E. (JR): 110 
Maddo:,;, Karen (SO): 210 
Maddup, Ginger Yvonne (SO): 119 
Malcolm, Amy E. {FR): 129,210 
Mallery, Steve (J R): 223 
Malone. Debbie {SO): 206 
Malone, Freddie H. (SR): IOI 
Malone, Kimberly D. (FR): 129 
Malone, Kristi M. (FR): 129 
Malone, Preston (SO): 22S 
Maner.Charles (FR): 223 
Manes, DcAnn: 198 
Manes, Hallie D. (SO): 119 
Manili, Lisa (FR): 244 
Manis, Alice L. (FR): 129 
Mann, Jonathan S. (FR): 129 
Manning, Kevin (FR): 218 
Manz, Steve (FR): 206 
Maples, Tammie D. (J R): 111 
Marccllis,Chris218 
Margraves,BcthT.(S0): 119 
Marks, Eli z.a.beth (FR): 129 
Marshall, Hope (FR): 217 
Marshall, Kimberly K. (GR): 93 
Marshall, Lynn S. (FR): 129 
Marshall, Todd: 228 
Martin, Meliua D. (JR): 111 , 243 
Mart in, Susan (FR): 217 
Martin, Tiffany L. (FR): 129,216 
Martin, Waync(JR): 22) 
Martzin, William E. (J R): 
Maryanski, Thomas D. (FR): 129 
Mashburn.Joe K. (FR): 129 
Mashburn, Richard(JR): 22S 
Mason, Ca1herine Lee (SR): 101 
Massengill. Terri E. (JR): Ill 
Massingill. Kathy A. (FR): 129 
Mast, Susan R. (S R): 102. 199 
Masterson, Steve (SR): 220 
Mateen-Wade, Labeebah N. (GR): 93 
Matthews, Tracy E. (JR): 111 
Maupin.Alan B. (JR): Ill 
Mnwell, David E. {SR): 102 
May. Bob( FA): 203 
Maydian, Tara K. ( FR): 129 
Mayhew, Susan L. (JR): 111 
Mays, Michael A. (FR): 129 
McAlister, Kim (SO): 2\S 
McAlister,Scan D. (JR): 111. 229. 233, 
234,248 
McCall , Susan L. (SR): 102 
McCamey, Kimberly L. (FR): 129 
McCann,Jennifer L.{SO): 119 
McCartcr, Scott : 223 
McClanahan, Marcus A. (SR): 102 
McCloud. Annie M. (SR): 102 
McCloud, Kimberly D. (FR): 129 
McClure, Cecilia (JR): 111 
McCormick, Leslee (FR): 216 
McCormack, Tracy L. {SO): 119 
McCown, Amy (FR): 217 
McCoy, Heather E. (SR): 102 
McCracken. Richard E. (FR): 130 
McCracken, Scan F. (FR): 130 
McCraw, Rose A. (FR): 130 
McDaniel, Beth (JR): Ill 
McDaniel.Cougar. 203 
McDaniel, Mark (FR): 220 
McDaniel, Paula M. (FR): 130 
McGalliard, Lisa B. (JR): 111 
McGuire, Tina R. (SR): 102 
Mc Intosh, Cindy M. (SR): 102, 233 
McKee, Traci A. (FR): 130 
McKeon, Mart ina (JR): 111 
McKinney, Christopher Tye (FR): 130 
McKinney,Christy(FR): 130 
McKinney, Christy L. (FR): 130 
McKinney, Juanita (JR): 206 
McKinney, Sherry A. (FR): 130 
McKinney, Tammy: 214 
McLain. Teresa G. (FR): 130 
McLain, Tameria L. (JR): 111 
McLavghline. George (FR): 203 
McMillan, David W. (FR): 130 
McM11rray, Sh.aron E. (J R): 111 
McMurray, Shelia G. (FR): 130 
McNeelcy, Tonya L. (FR): 130, 220 
McNeesc, Michael T. (SO): 119,201 
McPeak. Samantha L. (JR): 111 
McQuecn, Karen L. (SR): 102 
Meade, Kelli A. (SR): 102 
Meade, Susan (FR): 22S 
Medlen, Milton B. (FR): 130 
Melcndci, John (SR): 199 
Men'sBasketba//:164-1 71 
Men 'sTennis:188-189 
Menefee, Eliz.a.beth S. (SO): I 19 
Mcrler, Desi L. {FR): 130 
Merrill, Hakim 0 . (GR): 9) 
Merr itt , Janet P. (SR): 102 
Mershod, Eliz.a.beth L.(FR): 130,248 
Metcalr.Melinda(SO):244 
Metcalf, Sonya R. (SR): 102 
Michalski , Eliz.a.beth M. (SO): 119 
Milhorn, Ramona (FA): 235 
Miller, Angelia L. (SR): 102 
Miller, Brenda L.(JR): 111 
Miller. Carol A. {JR): 111 
Miller,Chip:229,232 
Miller.Cindy A. (JR): I ll 
Miller, E. Keith (SO): I 19 
Miller, Ella L.(JR): 111 
Miller, Eva M. (SR): 102,214, 21S 
Miller, Frank P. (SR): 102 
Miller, Freddie B. (SR): 102 
Miller, George M. (SO): 119 
Miller, Harry G. (FR): 130 
Miller, J . LeAnn (JR): Ill 
Miller.Janice A. (SR): 102 
Miller, JennicC.(JR): Ill 
Millcr,Jill (FR): 210 
Miller, Kenneth C. (SR): 102, 232, 233 
Miller, LeAnn: 198,201 
Miller, Lisa Y. (SR): 102, 201 , 207 
Miller, Neil (FR): 218 
Miller, Otis D. {SR): 102 
Miller, Rhonda R. (FR): 130 
Miller, Shannon C. (FR): 130 
Miller, Traci M. (JR): Ill 
Mills, Michael S.(FR): 1)0 
Millsaps, RossA.(JR): 111 
Minrbc$a, K. Tom (SR): 10) 
Mink, Patrick M. (JR): 111 
Miranda, Ron {SR): 22S 
Misick, Judith L.(SR): 102,240 
Miss Buccaneer Pageant: 42, 43 
Miss E1SU: S6, S7 
Missey. Scan C. (FR): 130 
Modrcll, Jennifer(SO): 214 
Monger, Leigh (FR): 130 
Montgomery, David T. (SR): 102 
Moody, Jery W. (SR): 102 
Moody, Michael V. (FR): 130 
Moody,SherryM.{J R): I l l 
Moody.Spencer A. (JR): Ill 
Moon, Ronald E. (SR): 102 
Mooney, Michael C. (JR): Il l 
Mooney. Michelle L.(JR): Ill 
Moony.Tomas: 229 
Moore, Debra J. {SR): 103 
Moore. Lisa R. (JR): Ill 
Moore, Lora A. (FR): 130 
Moore, Melanie A.(FR): 130 
Moore,Melissa{FR): 130 
Moore. Rhonda {SR): 248 
MoorhOU$C, Melissa 8. (SO): 119, 210 
Morelock, AvaKay(JR): Ill 
Morelock, Brooks G. (FR): 130, 226 
Morelock,Jul ie L.(SO): 119 
Morelock, Tracie A. {SO): 119 
Morgan, LindaJ.{SO): 119 
Morgan, Rebecca A. (FR): 130 
Morgan, Yvonne (GRAD): 93 
Morrell.Cynthia A.(JR): Ill 
Morrell. Mark A. (SR): 103. 21 8 
Morrell, Tim (SR): 20S 
Morris,Connie:247 
Morris. Daniel (SR): 103, 205 
Morris, Freida S. (JR): Ill 
Morris. Richard L.(JR): 111.220 
Morrishaw, Sherry A. (SR): 103 
Morris<Jn's Custom Management (AD): 
257 
Morton, Emily S. ( FR): 130 
Mottern.Julia D. (SO): 119 
Mottern. Michelle R. (FR): 130 
Moulsc,Andrea (FR): 209 
Mount.Christian K. (JR): I ll 
MOU$Ct,Sharon(JR): 208 
Moyen, Eric (FR): 229 
Moyers, Kelly S. (JR): Ill 
Muehlhans, Jenny(er (FR): 130 
Muir,Scott: 203,218 
Mullins, Amanda E. (SO): 119 
M11llins, MichclleM. (FR): 130 
Mullins, Rodney(JR): 232 
Mullins, Sherry Y. (FR): 130 
Mumpower, Kim G. (FR): 130 
Munn, David (SO): 203 
Munsey, Rk: {SR): 10), 205 
Murray, Cynthia D. (SO): 119 
Murray, Melissa L. (FR): 130 
Musick, Rebecca D. (J R): Ill 
Musick, Robin D. (SO): 119 
Naff, Kimberly D. (SO): 119 
Navani, Vinita (JR): 244 
Nave. Cathy A. {J R): Ill 
Nave, Francine: 239 
Nave. Suz.a nne (SO): 119 
Nave, Lisa R. (SO): 119 
Nave Paramedica/Ccnler:82,83 
Nave, Rosalie F. (SR): 103 
Neal, Caridice M. (FR): 130 
Neal.Janet M.(FR): 130 
Neal, Lisa M. (FR): 130 
Neal, Melinda D. (FR): 130 
Neale, Susanne E. (SO): 119 
Neas, Kathryn L. (J R): 111,226 
Neilson, Robert: 227 
Nelms, Sarah E. {SO): 119 
Nelson, Tammy J. (FR): 130 
Nelson, Robert M. (JR): Ill 
Nelson.Sylvia W.(JR): I ll 
Nettie. Lee: 256 
Newbert , Kelly L. (JR): I l l , 217 
Newland, John S. {SO): 119 
Newman, Jayson (FR): 229 
Newman, Michelle M. {FR): 131 
Newport.Jamie (FR): 220 
Nichols, David R. (JR): 111 
Nichols, Scott B. (FR): Ill 
Nidiffcr,JuanitaC. (JR): I l l 
Night Life:60, 61 
Noble, Sherri S. (FR): 131,210 
Noe, Colleen M. (SR): 103 
Noel, Michael E. (FR): 131 
Noel, Terry W.(J R): I l l 
Nopo, German R. (FR): 131 
Norris, Jeffrey L. (FR): 220 
Norr is, Linda (SO): 2IS 
Norris, Paul W. (SR): 103 
Norris, Richard L. (SO): I 19 
Norton, Pam (SO): 239 
Norungolo, Deanna M. (SR): 103 
Null, Melessa L.(SR): 103 
Nuss, Lisa L. (JR): I l l 
Nyein, Yamin K. (GRAD): 93 
Oakey, JasonC. (FR): 13 1 
Oaks. Janice L.(SO): 119 
Oa1en,Chris: 218 
O'Boyan, David: 220 
O'Bryan, Molly(JR): 210 
O'Dell, Lois D. (SO): 119 
O'Dell, Sam: 226, 227 
O'Dell, Tonja R. (FR): 131 
Odom, Jeannine A. (FR): 131 
O'Donnell.Charfin: 210 
Oliver, Kimberly A. (SO): 119 
Oliver, Sharon A. (FR): 131 
Olson,Stcphanie(JR): 226 
O'Neill, Rod T.: 227 
O'Quinn, Lisa A. (SO): I 19 
Order of Omega: 25 I 
Orick, Christ ina M. (FR): 13 1 
Oricntation:14, IS 
Ornduff,Gary L. (JR): Ill 
Osborne. David A. (JR): 22S 
Osborne, John H. (SR): 232, 239 
Osborne. John (SO): 222,223 
Osborne,S<:ott: 223 
Oster, Carla Y. (SO): 119,198,237 
Ottinger, Melissa A. (SR): 103 
O1tinger, Nicholas V. (FR): 131 
O,·erbay, Laura R. (JR): 111 
O\"crbay, Paula C. (JR): I l l 
Owen, Karen: 242 
Owen, Robyn (SR): 203 
Owens, Karen (JR): 214,215 
Owens, Mary (SR): 200 
Owens, Steven R. {FR): 131 
Paduch, Terri (SR): 202. 217 
Pafford, Stan (J R): 248 
Page, Geoffrey T. (FR): 131 
Pain, Baret: 229 
Painter, Jennifer M. (SR): 103 
Pain ter, Johnny L. (JR): 112 
Palmer, Jerome A. (FR): 131 
Palmer, Regina M. (FR): 131,216 
Panhe/lenicCouncil:235 
Papiernick, John (SO): 227 
Pappas, John D. (FR): 131 
Parham, Janet L. (SR): 103 
Parker, Trent K. (SR): 10) 
Parking Problem: 20, 21 
Parks, Kathy E. (FR): 1)1 
Parlie r, Tina L. (SR): 103 
Panons, Kevin D. (FR): 131 
Parton, Judy E. {SR): 103 
Patel, Kala R. (FR): 131 
Patterson, Page (JR): 112 
Pattillo, William M. (JR): 112 
Patton, Lisa M. (SR): 103 
Paul, James E. (FR): 131 
Pavlich. Jamie: 203 
Paulsen.Sylvia A. (FR): 131 
Payne, Brian (SO): 218. 232 
Payne, Thomas J . (SR): 103 
Peake, Sabrina C. (FR): I JI 
Peake, Stacy C. (JR): 112 
Pearce, Mary Dean (SR): 103 
Pea~yhousc, Gary A . (JR): 112,237 
Pecktal, Kathy (SO): 206 
Peets, Robert V. (SO): 119 
Pence.Clara (JR): 243 
Pendergast, Beverly L. (JR): 112,21 1. 
23S,246 
Pendleton, Eric (J R): 112 
Pendleton, Robert T. (JR): 11 2 
Pendry, Beth:214,21S 
Penix, Stephani R. (FR): 131 
Percell, David W. (FR): 131 
Perkins, Angela (FR): 131 
Perkins, Doug {SO): 225 
Perkins, Joy: 206 
Permenter, Doug (SR): 229 
Perry, Beverly A. (FR): 131 
Perry, Christina A. (FR): 131 
Perry, Kimberly A. (FR): 131 
Peters, Angelia L. (SO): 119 
Peters, Hattie (JR): 198 
Peters, Matt (FR): 203,218 
Peters.Michelle D.(SO): 119 
Petcn, Scott: 220 
Peters, Tim C. (SO): 119 
Peterson, Beth A . (SO): 119 
Peterson, Sharon R. (JR): 112 
Petit, Michelle:220 
Petrowski, Barry M. (JR): 112 
Phi A lpha Honor Society: 200 
Phi 8c1a Lambda: 238 
Phillips, Kelly H. {SO): 120 
Phillips, Mark (SO): 20S 
267 
Phi ll ips, Michael L. (SR): 103 
Phillips, Michele L. (JR): 112 
Phillips, Richard A. (FR): 131 
Phillips, Sieve (SO): 243 
Phillips, Teresa A. (JR): 112 
PhiMu: 214, 215 
Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia: 205 
Phipps, Donna M. (FR): 1)1 
Phipps. Gayla L. (SR): 103 
Phipl)5, Patricia E. (JR): 112,213,250 
Physical Education Majors Club: 243 
Pickering, Jamei E. (GRAD): 93 
Pierce, JoAnna E. (SR): 103, 201 
Pierce, Nancy R. (SR): 10) 
Piercy, John C. (FR): 131 
Piercy, Lora L. (SR): 103 
Pi Kappa Alpha: 218 
Pipkins. Scou A. (SO): 120 
P/ay: 46, 47 
Plemons, Jada (FR): 131 
Poe, Donald P. (SR): 103 
Poe, Roger A. (SR): 103 
Poole. Bi ll : 229 
Potter, David T. (FR): 1) 1 
Potter, Ronnie A. (SR): 103 
Poynter, Stacey M. (SR): 103 
Prater, Sheila H. (JR): 112 
Pratt, Leslie (SR): 215 
Pratt, T racy S. (JR): 112 
President's Pride: 200 
Preston, Paige (FR): 209 
Preview: 10, JI 
Price.Candy M. (JR): 112 
Price, Nicole L. (FR): 131 
Price, Rebecca A. (FR): 131 
Price, Rhonda A. (SR): 103 
Price, Sheila F. (J R): 112 
Pros.an, Todd (SR): 228, 229 
Pruiu, Lydia A. (FR): 131 
Prygoski, Kathy (SR): 202,217 
PsycholovCJub: 244 
Public Relation, Swdcnt S«ic1y of 
America: 240 
Puckett, Marcus S. (JR): 112 
Poff, Michelle: 212,213 
Pullen, Joe (SO): 220 
Purdy, Lisa J. (SO): 120,201 
Purkey, Tamara L. (FR): 131 
Purvis, Ellen {GRAD): 207 
Pyle, Erin (SO): 226 
Quance, Amy L. (FR): 131,216 
Quillen, Kristi A. (FR): 131 
1t 
Rabb, Sarah E. (FR): 131 
Raby, Carol E. (SO): 120 
Rader, Jama D. (J R): 112 
Rader. Laura K. (FR): 131 
Radfrod, Kimberly J. (SR): 104 
Ragle. Brian K. (SO): 120 
Ragle, T. Ju on: 199 
Rainei, Patrick (J R): 2)8 
Rainei, Shawn (FR): 23S 
Rainey, Donna (FR): 206 
Ramsey, Darren V. (J R): 112,229 
Ramsey, Jcff(JR): 237 
Ramsey, Scotty E. (FR): 131 
Ramsey, Sherry (JR): 112 
Ramsey, Tencva G. (SR): 104 
Ramsey, Tina L. (SO): 120 
Randle, John (JR): 220 
Ransone, Anda (FR): 209 
Rashidian, Leah M. (FR): 131 
Rasnik, Dana G. (J R): 11 2 
Ratliff, Pamela J . (FR): 131 
Ray, Myra L. (SR): 104,207,213 
Ray, Wilma H. (J R): 112 
Reardon, Stan R. (FR): 131 
Rcavei, Vicki C. (FR): 131 
Redmon, Norma J . (SR): 104 
Rcdnour,SuJan L. (J R): 112 
Re«:e, Brenda E. (SR): 104, 199 
Reece, Jeff: 243 
Reece, Joy E. (SR): 104 
Reece, Rhonda S. (SO): 120 
Reed, Amy S. (JR): 112 
Reed, Stacy K. (FR): 131, 210 
Reedy, Lis.a (JR): 217. 232 
Rehan, Michael J . (SR): 104 
Reichelt , Sondra L. (FR): 131 
Renfro, Lori A. (SO): 120 
Renfro, Tracey A. (FR): .132 
Rcnjilian, Julie (FR): 210 
Renner, Karen D. (J R): 112 
Renzi, Tracey E. (SO): 120 
Replogle, Sherry A. (FR): 132 
268 index 
Residence Hall As.rociation: 2)S 
Revis, Amanda J. (SR): 104 
Reynolds, Karen D. (FR): 132 
Rhea, Tracey E. (J R): 112 
Rho Lambda: 202 
Rhudy, Kimberly N. (SO): 120 
Rhymer, Pam R. (FR): 132 
Rice, Daniel J. (FR): 132 
Rice, DcWayne E. (FR): 132, 218 
Richards, Debbie 7 
Richards, Jancue 132 
. ): 132 
Ricker, Melissa A. (FR): 132 
Ridenour, Amy L. (J R): 112 
Riggs, Kevin H. (SO): 120 
Riggs, Kim (SO): 220 
Riner, Jamie D. (SR): 104 
Riskcvies, Diana S. {SR): 104 
Rittenhouse, Jeffrey S. (FR): 132 
Rivers. Tracie (FR): 2\S 
Roach, Stacy L. (FR): 132,210 
Roark, Robin R. (FR): 132. 216 
Roark, Susan D. (J R): 112 
Robert s, April (JR): 201 
Roberts , C larisJa D. (FR): 132 
Roberts, G reg (SO): 22S 
Roberts. Michael D. (SO): 120 
Roberts, Rosalind E. (SO): 120 
Roberts, TereJa D. (SR): 104 
Robertson, Russell (SR): 232 
Robinson, Lincoln (FR): 218 
Robinson, Shelly D. (FR): 132 
Rogers, Carlton C. (FR): 132 
Rogers, Deborah N. (SR): 104 
Rogers, Hannah A. (SO): 120 
Rogers.Julie M. (FR): 132 
Rogers. Tammie L. (FR): 132 
Rogowski, Anita (FR): 226 
Roller, Briana N. (FR): 132 
Romanoff, Erika L. (J R): 112, 207 
Romanowski, Kris N. {FR): 132 
Roop, April S. (FR): 132 
Rosado, Frank (PG): 2S2 
Rose, Charlene E. (JR): 112 
Rosenbalm, Karla A. (FR): 132, 216 
Rowe, Benjamin E. (JR): 112 
Royston, Michael S. (SR): 104 
Rueff, Mikc(FR): 226,227 
Runge, Mark F. (SO): 120 
Rush: 18, 19 
Rush, Rhonda M. (FR): 132 
Russell, Brian K. (FR): 132 
Russell, Dana M. {JR): 112 
Russell, Frances M. (FR): 132 
Russell, Mellissa D. (JR): 112 
Russell, Pamela R. (SR): 104 
Russell, Robert A. (SO): 120 
Russell, Sheila C. (SO): 120 
Russell,Subrina (FR): 214,215 
Russell, Tammy (SR): 213 
Russell, Vicki (J R): 207 
Rutledge, Charlette (J R): 207 
Rulhc rford, Mary B. (SR): 104 
Rutherford, Sherry L. (FR): 132 
Rutledge, Charlette R. (J R): 112 
Rutledge, Daniel M. (SR): 104 
Ryan, Rebecca A. (SO): 120 
Salley, Christopher A. (SR): 104 
Salyer, Robin S. (SO): 120 
Sams. David (J R): 229 
Sams, Kevin R. (SR): 104 
Sanders, Jimmy (FR): 132 
Sanders, Julie M. (FR): 132 
Sanders, Melissa A. (FR): 132 
Sanford, Doreen A. {FR): 132 
Satterfield, Rebecca A. (GRAD): 93 
Saylor, Amy (SR): 104 
Saylor, Carol A. (JR): 112 
Saylor, David L. (SR): 104 
Saylor, Karin (SO): 208 
Saylor, Susan C. (FR): 132 
Saicpin, Christina A. (FR): 132 
Scarborough, Anne (J R): 211 
Schartung, Donna L. (SR): 104, 252 
Scheuren, Chris M. (J R): 112 
Scheurer, Chuck: 225 
Schierbaum, Sue (FR): 132 
Schmidt, Laurel J. (JR): 112 
Schomb$, S1acey L. (SR): 104 
School of Applied Science and 
Technology: 74, 7S 
School of Con1inuins S1udies: 76, 77 
School of Nursins: 12, 13 
School of Public and Allied Heallh: 78, 
79 
Schu\i., Fay (SR): 104,213 
Schultz., Steven G. (FR): 132 
Schwartz, Charles D. (J R): 112 
Scogin, David (SO): 223 
Scott, Aimee (SO): 22S 
Scott, Angie D. (SR): 104 
Scou, Don (J R): 22S, 232 
Scott, Dunlap (SO): 120 
Scott, Kelli D. (SO): 120 
Scott, Mark R. (FR): 132 
Scott, Vanessa S. (FR): 132 
Scruggs, Laura L. (SR): 104 
Seal, Leslie D. (FR): 132 
Seaton, John (SR): 104 
_Seay, Chris J . (FR): 132 
Scbas1ian, Cassie (JR): 112. 2217, 235 
Seckler, Shannon L. (FR): 132 
Sellers, Marie (SR): 104, 244 
Seniors: 94-107 
Sensabaugh.Corey (FR): 229 
Scrsent, Scott I. (SR): 104 
Settle, Bill (SR): 243 
Scltton, Leigh A. (FR): 132 
Shalii, Ibrahim B. (SR): 104 
Shanklc,Angclina M.(JR): 112,244 
Shank5, Jeanie L. (SR): 104 
Shaver, Kimber lyn D. (SR): 104 
Shaver, Tiffany (SO): 237 
Shaw, Alecta L. (JR): 112 
Shaw, Nancy J . (FR): 132 
Shaw, Tim (SR): 243 
Shell, Debbie (SR): 216,217 
Shell, Kimberly D. (FR): 132 
Shell, Thomas S. (FR): 132 
Shelley, M. Cristina (SR): \OS 
Shelley, Kris: 232,233 
Shelton, Donna S. (SR): !OS 
Shelton, Jcff(JR): 199 
Shelton, Jennifer (SO): 120 
Shclton, Jimmic (JR): 112,201 
Shcl!on, Laura L. (FR): 132 
Shelton, LaVana G. (SR): I0S 
Shelton, Manhcw E. (FR): 132 
Shelton.Sherri L. (JR): 112 
Shelton, Tammy A. (J R): 112 
Shelton, Tom (JR): 226, 227 
Shclton,Waync: 229,246 
Shepard, Diana (G RAD): 201 
Sherfey, Tammy (JR): 112, 198 
Sherrill , Tina M. (SO): 120 
Shields, Tracy (FR): 214 
Shifflett, Derick S. (FR): 132 
Shifflcu, James R. (SO): 120 
Shipley, David S. (SO): 120 
Shipley, Marquita (SO): 210 
Shipley, Scott: 20S 
Shoemaker, Melissa A. (FR): 132,206 
Shoffner. J ill (SO): 210 
Shon, Kimberly S. (FR): 132 
Shrader, Danny L. (FR): 133 
Shrader, Kimberly A. (SR): 105 
Shull , LiJa H. (FR): 133 
Shumaker, Robbie {FR): 133 
Shutovich, Marie (SO): 120 
Sigma Chi: 220 
Sigma Deir, Chi: 239 
Si1ma Delta Pi Honor Society: 2S2 
Sigma Kappa: 216, 217 
SiJma Nu: 224, 22S 
Sisma Pi Epsilon: 228, 229 
Simcolt, Pamela G. {SO): 120 
SimCOlt, Patricia (SO): 201 
Simmons, Ron (SR): 22S 
Sipos, Jackie (SO): 120,212,213 
Sitter, Samuel J. (JR): 112 
Sizemore, Anthony T. (SO): 120 
Skeen, Kimberly K. (SR): I0S 
Skclding, Kathleen A. (FR): 133 
Skelton, Yolanda M. (SO): 120 
Slack, Frank M. (SO): 120 
Slack, Munsy (SO): 229 
Slagle, Tcrcna M. (J R): 112 
Slemp, Lis.a G. (SO): 120 
S lusher, Kitt: 229 
Sly, Darlene T. (SR): 105 
Smalling, Charles R. (FR): 133 
Smalling, Pamela I. (JR): 113, 199 
Smith, Angela L. (JR): 113 
Smith, Brandon: 22S 
Smith, Chad E. (FR): 133 
Smith, Debra G. (GRAD): 93 
Smith, Huntley S. (JR): I 13 
Smith, Jcff(FR): 22S 
Smith, Julie (FR): 133 
Smith, Kelly L. (SR): !OS, 201, 202, 208 
Smi1h, Kimberly G. (SR): 105 
Smilh, Lisa K. (FR): 133 
Smilh, Lori A. (FR): 133 
Smith, Melissa D. (FR): 133 
Smith, Rachel: 208 
Smith, Shane A. (SO): 120 
Smith, Stephanie G. (SR): !OS 
Smith, Steven M. (FR): 133 
Smith, Tammy L. (SR): 105, 202, 208, 
234 
Smith, T im (SO): 120 
Smi\h, Tom (JR): 229 
Smith, Wendy (SR): 210 
Smith-Laws, Jon A. (SR): !OS 
Snodgrass,Cathi (FR): 133 
Snodgrass, Cindy L. (FR): 133 
Soccer Club: 203 
s«iely of Manuf,cturinJ EnJinurs: 20S 
Sophomores: 114-121 
Sorrells, Miriam (SR): 237 
Souder, Sherri L (FR): 133 
Southerland, Cymal M. (SR): 105, 198 
Southerland, Janet Y. (SR): \OS 
Southerland, Kim: 210 
Southerland, Lisa D. (JR): II) 
Spangler, Carol S. (FR): 133 
Spark5, Amanda C. (FR): 133 
Spark5, Sus.an M. (SO): 120 
Spcak5, Deana B. (SR): !OS 
Spillman, Katrina L. (SO): 120, 217 
Spire, Rober1 (SR): 222. 223 
Spivey, Mickey W. (FR): 133 
Spring Commencement: 16, 17 
Stafford, Jack: 229 
Stallard, Penny G. (SR): 105 
Stanley, Rod L. (SR): !OS 
Stanley, Stephanie (SO): 206 
Stansel, Amy E. (FR): 133,213 
Stansfield, Donald J . (FR): 133 
Stansfield, Terri B. (SR): 105, 234, 250 
Stapleton, R. Wayne (SO): 120 
Starner, Tracy (FR): 213 
Starnes, John (SR): 105 
Staton, LcAnn V. (FR): 133 
Steadman, Nicole M. (SR): 105 
Steagall, Melanie D. (SO): 120 
Steagall, Melissa S. (SO): 120 
Stebbins, Kimberly (FR): 222 
Stepp, Katherine L. (SR): 105, 235 
S!evens, Darla M. (SO): 120 
Stevens, Mark A. (J R): 113 
Stevens, Timothy P. (FR): 133,229 
Stewart. Krislic M. (FR): IB 
Stewart, Laurie (SO): 217 
Stewart, Vivian R. (FR): 133 
Stidham, Alison L. (FR): 133 
S1ilei,Julie (FR): 133 
Stinson, Christy D. (FR): 1 B 
Stinson, Jerry (SR): 225 
Stinson, Shelia A. (FR): 133 
Stokes, Perry (SR): 218 
Stokley, Dwayne (J R): 205 
Stone, Margaret A. (SR): I0S 
Stout, Carol (SO): 250 
Stout, Dorman Dr .. (FA): 233 
Stout, H. LcAnn (FR): 133 
Stout, Harvey S. (GRAD): 93 
Stout, Howard P. (SR): I0S 
Stout, James E. (FR): 133 
Stout, Robert E. (FR): 133 
Stout, Ruth A. (SR): \OS 
Stout, Annette F. (SO): 120,217 
Stovall, Ca1hcrinc D. (FR): 133 
Strange, E. Renee (JR): 113,198,201 
Stratton, Saundra L. (FR): 133 
S1rect, Angela K. (FR): 133 
Suce1, Sarah (J R): 245 
S1rcet, Tina (J R): 113 
Strickler, Kathy (SR): 106 
Stroh«:ler, John: 229 
Strohm. Lori A. (SO): 120,209 
Student Actirities Center: 62, 63,261 
Student Government Asux:ia lion: 232, 233 
Studem Marketins Associ, rion: 207 
Student Member &ction of THEA: 242 
Srudem N, tion, I Environ~ntal Health 
As.rocialion: 2S3 
Studcm Ors,niu tions Adviwry Board: 
246 
Student R,dio,raphers As.roci11ion: 240 
Swdent Social Workers Associ11ion: 231 
Sughrue, Karen M. (FR): 133 
Sullivan, Jerry L. (SO): 121 
Sumpter, Lydia P. (SO): 121 
Sussmanc, Shawn T. (FR): 133 
Suther land, Donna R. (SO): 121 
Sutton, Angela J . (J R): 113 
Swann, Jason (FR): 133 
Swatzell, Sharon (FR): 133 
Talbott, Lisa E. (SR): 106, 202, 212, 213, 
m 
Talbott, Terri M. (SO): 121 
Talley, Donna L. (FR): 133 
Tanis, Thomas K. (FR): 133 
Tapp, Tim(SO): 226 
Talc, Cynthia D. (FR): 133 
Tate, Ke rry (FR): 210 
Tau Kappa Epilson: 226, 227 
Taylor. Alice M. (FR): 134 
Taylor, Angelia M. (FR): 134 
Taylor, Daphne D. (SO): 121 
Taylor, Debra L. (J R): 113 
Taylor.Gregg A. (FR): 1343 
Taylor, Lemmie D. (SR): 106 
Taylor, Lilly Y. (FR): 134 
Taylor, Marsha D. (SR): 106 
Taylor, R. David (SR): 106 
Taylor, Rennie D. {FR): 134 
Taylor, Robert E. (SR): 106 
Taylor,Sherina L. (J R): 113,217 
Taylor, Taisa (FR): 216 
Taylor, Tina (FR): 242 
Taylor, Tracy S. (SR): 22S 
Teffeteller, Kevin (FR): 225 
Teglas, Pamela D. (FR): 134 
Teinert, Tina M. (FR): 134 
Templeton, Michael (J R): 199 
Teri, Drew (SO): 218 
Tester, Dale M. (SR): 106 
Thacker, Angela R. (FR): 134 
Theibcn, Kathryn A. (JR): 113 
Thomas, James (FR): 229 
Thomas. Karen J . (FR): 134 
Thomu, Margaret A. (SR): 106 
Thomas, Mary C. (FR): 134,212,213 
Thomas, Robert: 229 
Thompson, Bccky(FR): 208 
Thompson, Dale (FR): 229 
Thompson, Darren T. (FR): 134 
Thompson, James B. (JR): 113 
Thompson, L. Karen (JR): 113 
Thompson, Mollie D. (SO): 121 
Thompson, Sharon E. (SR): 106 
Thompson, Vickie L. (SR): 106 
Thornburg, David: 233 
Thornburg, Diane(JR): 113,199,201 
Thornburg, Jeff A. (JR): 113 
Thornburg, Michelle A. (SO): 121 
Throop, Vicki (GRAD): 247 
Tilson, Tammy R. (FR): ll4 
Tinsley, Kelly (SR): 202,208, 23S 
Tippens, Richard (SO): 226,227 
Tipton, Angela R. (SO): 121 
Tipton, Brian W.(JR): Ill 
Titpon, Charlene F. (FR): I 34 
Tipton.Jennie L. (FR): 134 
Tipton, Paul E. (FR): 134 
Tittle, Lee E. (J R): 113 
Titus, Dawn M. (FR): IJ4 
Tolley, Gary W. (FR): 134 
Tolley, Jeffery (SO): 121 
Tolley, Missie D. (FR): 134 
Tolliver, Charlotte (SR): 200 
Tolliver, Ken (SR): 199 
Tolliver, Sherry K. 121 
Tomison, Cindy M. (FR): 134 
Tomlinson, Kimberly C. (FR): 134 
Tomlin, Samuel (FA): 200 
Tompkins, Yvonnie C. (SR): 106 
Tootie, Amanda C. (JR): 113 
Torbett, Keyla E. (SR): 106, 210 
Torrence, Madison(FR): 220 
Townsend, Eugene E. (SO): 121 
Track: IS&, IS9 
Trantham, Susan B. (JR): 113 
Tredale, Steve: 218 
Trent, Tara B. (FR): 134 
Trent, Thomas R. (SO): 121 
TRI-STATE BOLT & SCREW CO. 
INC. (AD): 2S6 
Trivetti, Carolyn S. (SR): 106 
Trivett, Sue: 206 
TROPHY SHOP (AD): 2S6 
Truett, Vicki K. (FR): 134, 206 
Tuller, Laura A. (JR): 113 
Tulloch, Manha S. (SR): 106 
Turner, Cynthia W. (JR): I ll 
Turner, Sydney A. (SR): 106 
Tuthill, Rebecca L. (FR): 134 
Tutoring Ub: 88, 89 
Tweed, Carolyn J. (G RAD): 93 
Tyler.Steven: 20S 
Ullrich, Cynthia M. (SO): 121 
Uni~rsity Amateur Radio Club: 203 
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE (AD): 2S9 
UniversityChoir:S2, S3 
UN IVERSITY RELATIONS (AD): 2S8 
Utsman, Brian S. (SO): 121 
l 
Verholck, Heather L. (FR): 134 
Viers, Sandi J. {J R): 113 
Vines, Patricia L. (JR): 113,200,231 
Vione, Dawn M. (FR): 134 
Volleyball: 162, 163 




Wadsworth, Susan (GRAD): 93 
Wagner, Greg A. (FR): 134 
Wagner,Lcslie(J R):206 
Walker.Shannon R.(FR): 134 
Walker, Sonya C. (SO): 121 
Walkup,Mark(FR):222,223 
Wall,Kristi(FR):216 
Wallace. Deborah L. (SR): 106 
Wallace, Pamela D. (J R): 113 
Waller.Jessica R.(J R): 113 
Waller, Kim (SR): 214, 232 
Wallen, LaWanna A. (SO): 121 
Walsh, Dana T. (FR): ll4 
Wabh, JudyL.(JR): 113 
Waldron, Cynthia A. (FR): 134 
Walters, Gregory N. (GRAD): 93 
Wang, Kening (GRAD): 93 
Wanzer, Phi11l H. (FR): 134,206 
Ward, Cherida C. (SR): 106 
Ward,Dwayne:240 
Ward, Karen S. (SO): 121 , 208 
Ward, Rodney J . (SR): 106 
Wardell, Beth: 209 
Warf, Scot D. (SO): 121 
Warner, Mark (FR): 134 
Warner,Wendy(SO): 121 
Warren, Lba (SR): 106 
Warren, Lorie (FR): 134 
Watkins,SharonM. (FR): 134 




Weaver,LcslieD.(JR): l ll,206 
Webb, Kim(FR):216 
Webb.Sonya J. (SO): 121 
Webster,Daniel:229 
Weddlc,Wendy(SO): 209 
Weems, Les W. (FR): 134 
Weems, Leslie W. (GRAD): 93 
Weis, Thomas G. (SR): 106, 232 
Welch, Bccky(FR): llS, 210 
Wells, Kenneth D. (FR): I 3S 
Wells, Kimberly L. (FR): I 3S 
Wenk, Pamela D. (FR): 136, 216 
Werner, Kirsten M. (SR): 106 
Wcst,JillD. (SO): 121 
Westbrook, Laura L. (FR): 135 
Westmoreland, Bo: 226 
WETS:44,4S 
Wetzel, Kim (SO): 248 
Whaley,CathyL.(JR): 113 
Wharton, Christopher D. {SR): 107 
Wheeler, Cathy A. (SO): 121 
Whcelcr,James(SR): 245 
Wheeler,Paul:229 
Whitaker, Sus.an: 226 
White.Abby K. (FR): 13S 
White, April D. (SO): 121 
White.Cheryl L. (FR): l3S 
White,David(JR): 20S 
White. Jamie L.(SR): 107 
White, Pauy L. (SO): 121 
White, Ray(SR): 107 
White, Warren L. (FR): I 3S 
Whited, Catla R. (FR): I JS 
Whitehead, Lisa G. (SR): 107 
Whitehead, Robin (FR): 210 
Whiteside,Wcndy(FR):214 
Whitefield,JulieW.{FR): 13S 
Whitlock, Nola L. (SR): 107 
Whittaker.Susan C. (FR): I3S 
Whittimorc, Jamie M. (SR): 107 
Whittemore,Jody(JR): 113,208 
Whittington, Brenda (SR): 107 
Wickstrand,Jenifer(FR): 13S 
Widby, ChriHine H. (FR): ll5 
Widmann, Susan M. (FR): 13S 
Wilcox, Robin R. (FR): I 3S 
Wilder, Pamela (GRAD): 239 
Wilkerson,Jason (FR): 13S,218 
Wilkcs,Chris: 2128 
Wilkes,John(JR):218 
Willett, Laura E. (FR): ll5 
Williams,Allan:229 
Williams, Amy K. (SR): 107 
Williams, Carlena L. (FR): I 3S 
Williams,CarrielSO): 198 
Williams, Daniel R. (FR): I 3S 
Williams, Debbie A. (FR): 13S 
Williams, Jawn I. (FR): BS 
Williams,Jennifer(J R):209 
Williams, Julie S. (SR): 107, 217, 235 
Williams, Kimberly R. (GRAD): 93 
Williams, Mark A. (SR): 107 
Williams, Melissa H. (FR): 135 
Williams, Michael W. (SR): 107 
Williams, Mike (FR): 13S 
Williams, Mike G. (SR): 107 
Williams, Paige (JR): 202, 217, 235 
Williams, Rebecca (SO): 199, 238 
Williams, Robbie P. (FR): IJS 
Williams, Robin L. (SO): 121. 208 
Williams, Tina M. (FR): 13S 
Williamson, Jacky(SO): 225 
Williamson, Jeanne M. (FR): 135 
Willis.Angie{SO): 211 
Willis, Derck (FR): 13S 
Wilis, John (GRA D): 93 
Willis, LeeAnn (FR): 214, 2IS 
Willis.Susan (FR): 135 
Willoughby, Stacy M. (FR): 135 
Wills, Rick (SO): 206 




Wilson.Jamie (SO): 121 
Wilson,JenniferK.(JR): 113 
Wilson, Kimberly L. (FR): 135 
Wilson, Linda S. (FR): 13S 
Wilson, Melanie A. (SR): 107 
Wilson,MichclleL.(FR): 13S 
Wilson, Neal W. (FR): 13S, 218 
Wilson, S. Paige (JR): 113 
Wilson.Sally L.(FR): \3S, 216 
Wilson, Xavier L. (FR): I 3S 
Willocks,Cindy A. (JR): 113 
Wilyard,Kelli E.(JR): 113 
Windsor, Eliiabeth A. (JR): 113, 217 
Winebarger, Kristel W, (FR): l3S 
Winebarger,Paul(SO): 121 
Winston, Bryan (SO): 220 
Winters, Mik' i A. (SR): 107 
Wisc.Andrea: 216 
Wisc,CraigS. (SO): 121 
Wiseman, Karen M. (FR): ll5 
Wiseman, Mary E. (FR): J3S 
Witherington, Dawn (FR): 210 
Witty,Fred:237 
Wolfe, Angela V. (SR): 107,207 
Wolfe, Lea A. {FR): ll5 
Wolfe, Tammy L. (SO): 121 
Womens Basketball: 172-177 
Womcn'sTennis:192, 193 
Woodall, Kelly D. (SR): 107, 207 
Woodard, Doug (SO): 199 
Woodcars, Michelle R. (SR): 107, 239 
Woods, Myron L.(SR): 107 
Woody, Dawn (SO): 210, 235 
Worku,Glslassie(J R): 113 
Worley, Kevin W. (SR): 107 
Worley, Jr., Ronald W, (SR): 107 
Worley, Stephanie D. (FR): 135, 210 
Worrell.Sondra K.(J R): 113 
Wortman.Julia S. (SR): 107,233,240 
Wright, Deborah K. (SR): 107, 246 
Wright, Kimberly C. (SR): 107 
Wright, Kristi L.(JR): 113 
Wright, Larry E. (J R): 113 
Wright, Rich (FR): 225 
Wright,Warren(SO): 121 
Wukeluna, David: 229 
Wukelanu,Morton: 229 
Wyatt, William H. (FR): 135 
Wykle, Wendy M. (SO): 121 
Wynegar, LecAnn (SR): 107 
Yates, Thomissa J. (SO): 121 
Yeager, Ellen J . (SR): 107 
Yearwood, Thomas G. (FR): 135 
Yeatts, James E. (FR): 13S 
Yelton, Victoria H. (SR): 107 
Yen, Yungtsai (G RAD): 93 
Yimer, Ali (SR): 107 
Yoder, Michelle D. (SO): 121 
Yoho, Kelly L. (SR): 107 
Young, Gina A. (FR): 135 
Young, Sandra J , (SR): 107 
Yuhasz, Jennifer L. (FR): l3S, 210 
Zayas-Baun, Eduardo (FA): 2S2 
Zettler, Susan M. (SO): 121 
Zimmerman, Krissa J. (FR): 135 
Zinn, Anessa L. (SO): 121 
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The comin8 loselher of many diverse people and event;; conlribuled 
lo Lhe come-as-you-are almosphere. from lhe Nalional Junior Wheelchair 
O lympics l o lhe Easlman Kodak Track and field lnvilalional. alhleles 
arrived wilh dilferenl abililies. soals. and conviclions. from Lhe produc-
lion of' ',\ Funny Thins Happened on Lhe Way lo lhe Forum" lo Homecom-
ins·s okil Nishl. aclors and amaleurs found lheir audience. from record-
reakin8 hish lemperalures in January lo record-breakin8 enrollmenl in 
i\ususl. ouLside forces made lheir impressions. 
The youns and o ld. leaders and followers. leachers and sludenLs. 
lisleners and complainers. nalive Tennesseans and Nalive Americans all 
produced inleresl and variely for lhe school year. Because o f lhese 
relalionships. lhe universily was able lo work wilh it£ many component£ lo 
build a complete collese experience for it£ sludenLB. 
Foreign students seemed 10 enjoy lhe East 





Differing academic abilities made honor 





Coloohon. Volume 77 of the East Ten-
nessee State University Buccaneer Yearbook 
was printed by Jostens Printing and Publishing 
Division, 1312 Dickson Highway, Clarksville, 
Tennessee, 37040. All printing uti lized the off-
set lithography process. There was a press run 
of 3,800 copies with a trim size of 9 X 12. Paper 
stock was Warren's eighty pound gloss enamel. 
Color photography was printed by Jostens 
from slide transparencies taken by Larry Smith 
and Jim Sledge of the ETSU Photo Lab. All 
black and white photographs were taken by the 
ETSU Photo Lab except on pages 34-39 which 
were reprinted with permission from the Asso-
ciated Press and most Organizations pictures 
which were submitted by the groups. 
The cover was made of custom-embossed, 
leathertone 514 Blue material wit h French 
Straight grain. 356 Gray and silver foil were 
applied colors. Endsheets were 420 Sterling Sil 
ver with 285 Medium Blue applied. 
Tempo colors used in the book were 28 
Medium Blue in Opening and Student Lif( 
204 Rose and 899 Teal Green in Student Lift 
287 Royal Blue in Academics; P-700 Proces 
Blue and 123 Gold in Sports; and 320 Blu 
Green, 123 Gold. and 267 Violet in Organiza 
tions. 
Typography included the complete Time 
Roman series. University, and Palatino. Bod 
copy was primarily set in 12 point Times Re 
man except in Open ing and Closing sectioni 
Capt ions were set in 9 point Times Roma 
Bold. 
The ''Come As You Are'· logo was create 
by Linda Ferrell , Jostens Design Artist, in C< 
operation with the 1989 Buccaneer Yearboo 
Staff. I I I 
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